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PREFACE

In this narrative of the campaign in Southern France the air
operations have been presented against a background of all arms. In
the face of alternatives to assist the landings in N,W, Europe,
Operation Anvil (later Dragoon) passed through a difficult period of
gestation: the decision to launch it- roused, and continues to rouse,
ardent criticism and defence. For the^ student of air h4-story the
coiarse and scope of the operation remain filled with interest, for they
were marked by change and surprise from start to finish. ,

The study of the build-u;^ in Corsica will convey .some idea of> the .
human and physical difficulties inseparable from modem war and show
how the air forces converted a shattered and malaria-ridden terrain into
an efficient air base for over two thousand aircraft. An endeavour
has been made to show how the air forces, once they had compromised on
the principle of concentration, were-successful in confusing and
weakening the enemy defences and how their weight, ingenuity and.
accuracy, coupled with the action--of^the ground and airborne forces,
the naval support, and the successf:^ break-through of the northern
armies, led to a far more rapid advahbe than had been planned or hoped

.  for. The operation, the last of its. dimensions in the West, is
interesting both as an example of staff planning and of how air, ground
and naval forces met the challenge of a mobile battle unforeseen by the
planners, the crises facjsd and the shifts and stratagems resorted to by

• the men on the spot. The G-erman High Command was not surprised at the
landings or the choice of time and terrain. It was the Allies who were
surprised when they found themselves confronted by an unexpected change
in Hitler* s strategy and a disconcertingly successful outcome to their
preparations, a rapidly retreating enemy in one sector and fanatical
defenders in the two fortresses. With inadequate transport and little
guidance except a plan becoming momently obsolescent, a high degree of
improvisation was forced on them. The advance and its support from the
air was patchy but somehow successful. The air forces were at times
prevented by pressure, from Italy, inadequate ancillary services arid the
absence of a properly integrated control, as well as gaps in the plan,
from playing a more significant role after the actual pre-assault and
assault operations, in the reduction of Toulon and Marseilles and the
advance up the Rhone Valley,

The record of the contribution of carrier-borne aircraft to the

land battle will provide useful material for discussion. The effective
. collaboration of the French Forces of the Interior will be recognized as
the fruit of months of difficult air supply operations and the
enthusiastic operations of the French air, ground and sea forces as the
task most congenial to them. The achievement of the air forces in
supplying all their units with all they needed, without army assistance,
and in solving the general breakdown in the road transport system
fui:*nishes a striking example of flexibility and mobility.

With the improving position of enemy document holdings, a fairly
clear picture can be presented of enemy estimates of Allied intentions
and their reactions to Allied threats and assaults. Their comparison
with Allied plans and operations will assist in defining the worth of
our intelligence and strategy.

•r’ rm
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Conception of plan to liberateQuebec Conference.
S. Prance.

August

Allied decision toCairo and Teheran Conferences.

mo\jnt,Operation Anvil.

A.O.C. of C.A.P. assumed responsibility for preparing
Corsica for supporting air operations.

Nov.-Dec.

10 Dec.

1944

Issue of order to launch Operation Anvil (later
Dragoon) by C.G.S.

Outline plans for Operation Anvil approved by
S.A.C.M.E.D. .

Troop. Carrier Air'Div. (Prov.) established.

Headquarters Troop Carrier Air Div. (Prov.) set up at
Lido di Roma.

Headquarters M.A.T.A.P. in Corsica opened near Bastia.

Allied convoys sighted by enemy reconnaissance
between Gibraltar and Oran.

2 July

7 July

16 July

17 July

19 July

21-22 July

Enemy attack on Allied convoy.

Allied air attack on Orange and Valence airfields.

Continuous air attacks on Rhone aud Var bridges.

31 July-1 Aug.

6 August

6-15th August

Phase I of air operations ended.

Phase II-air operations - Operation Nutmeg - attacks
on enemy radar.

First convoys with air escort moved out of ports.

10 August

10-0350 hrs.

15 August

10 August

Progress of convoys.11 August

Enemy air reconnaissanceAir convoy coyer doubled,
over Naples and Ajaccio.

6th German Defence Flotilla ordered second degree

1 2 August

readiness.

Air attacks on Toulon defences.

Assault convoys left assembly area, escorted by
aircraft.

Enemy air reconnaissance of convoys.
, Local fog in assault area.
Second degree of readiness in Genoa.
Peak air effort against enemy gun positions.

D Day Operation Dragoon (formerly Anvil).

13-14 August

14 August

15 August ■

0331 hrs.

15 August
Arrival of Airborne Force pathfinders at drop zones.

0349-1419 hrs.
15 August

Airborne diversion drops (radio counter measures).
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19M

0350-H Hr.

15 Aiigust Phase III air operations - Operation Yokum

0421-051A hrs.

15 August Albatross airborne drops.

0550 hrs.

15 August First fighter patrol airborne.

0610-0730 hrs.
15 August Operation Yokum air attacks on beaches and defences.

0926 hrs.
15 August First drops by Bluebird airborne mission.

Romeo Force of French commandos, Sitka, Alpha, Delta
and Camel Force landings. Air operation Ducrot
maintained all day against beach and rear defences
and communications. Beach patrols by land - and
carrier - based fighters. Attacks by carrier-
borne fighters on motor transport, roads and
railways.

Light Ju.88 dusk attacks on shipping.

1 5 August

1749 hrs.

15 August Second Bluebird airborne drops.

1 8O4 hrs.

15 August First Canary airborne drops.

1827 hrs.

15 August
First Dove airborne drops.

2034 hrs.

15 August
Allied radar jammed.Do.217 attack on. shipping.

2330 hrs.

15 August
Surrender of Levant Is.

Blue Line

1st Airborne

' XII T.A.C.

Main French landings at St. Tropez.

objectives reached at most points.
Task Force occupation of Draguignan.
Forward Fighter Control operational.

1 6 August

Air attacks on ToxILon defences.16-20 August

SurrenderFirst orders for German retreat issued,
of Port Cros Is.

17 August

Allied air attacks on battleship Strasbourg and
cruiser La Galissoniere. U.S.S. Catoctin hit by

enemy aircraft. Ekiemy air force cessation of
opposition and order to withdraw. First emergency
aircraft landing on Ramatuelle and St. Raphael land-
ins grounds.

•  18 August

AirSpitfire escort for- bombers in battle area.
End of beach cover bypatrol lines moved.inland,

1 9 August

carrier aircraft*.

Ramatuelle air. strip operational and occupied by
1 Thunderbolt group. Carrier-borne aircraft
attacks on eneiiy coastal shipping. Dispersal of
German Air Force in S. France.

SECRET
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1944

20-21 August Investment of Toulon.

2 Tac/R squadrons operating from Ramatuelle.

Air participation in the battle of Montelimar.

21 August

21-29 August

22 Avigust End of fighter control by Direction Tender 13.
coastal radar stations in operation,
strip operational.

Ten

Prejus air

End of Dragoon assault phase.

22-23 August Dismantling operations round Toulon.

23 August German Air Force evacuation complete.
Valence and Grenoble,

shipping.

Capture of
Port Bouc opened to Allied

24-27 August Definitive reduction of Toulon.

Marseilles defences.

Air attacks on

25 August 1st Airborne Task Force occixpied Antibes and Cannes.
Le Luc air strip operational and occupied by
2 groups of Thunderbolts.

27 August St. Raphael airfield operational.
Toudon.

Capitulation of
Cessation of medium bomber attacks on guns.

28 August Cessation of medi-um bomber attacks on communications.

All seaborne air controls released and fuill facili
ties ashore.

Nice.
1st Airborne Task Force occupied

Capitulation of Marseilles.

30 August 7 dry weather and 3 semi-all weather airfields
operational in S. Prance.

Close support operations by Royal Air Force Spitfires.

Lyons occupied by French. Prejus, St. Raphael,
Le Luc and Ramatuelle airfields abandoned.

1-4 September

3 September

Opening of operations by 64th Troop Carrier Group
from Istres area.

4 September

Solution of transport crisis by air supply.4-22 September

324 Spitfire Wing moved to Lyons-Bron.7 September

Allied troops' entry into Dijon and Besancon.10 September

First contacts of Seventh and Third Armies.12 September

Firm junction of Seventh and Third Armies at Chaumont.
324 Wing recalled to Italy.Disbandment of 322 Wing.

14 September

6th Army Group took over command of Seventh U.S. Army
and French Array B and was subordinated to S.H.A.E.P.
for tactical operations.

German Army Group G reported 209,000 men withdrawn
from S. and S.W. Prance and 130,000 left.

22 September

1st Airborne Task Force holding Prench-Italian border.25 September

Supply ofReliable railway service established,
airfields by air ceased.

4 October.
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CODE NAMES

Alpha Force Part of Southern Attack Force.

Anvil First code name for the amphibious assaiiLt against
Southern France.

Avignon ■  Cancelled plan for airborne drop near Avignon.

Bluebird Airborne mission

Camel Force Northern Attack Force

Canary Airborne mission

Delta Force Part of Southern Attack Force.

Dove Airborne mission

Later code-name for the amphibious assault.Dragoon

Ducrot Supporting air operations after H Hour on D Day.

Eagle Airborne mission.

Teheran Conference December 1943*Eureka

Ferdinand Deception plan for pre-Dragoon period. ’

Initial point at which airborne missions passed over
coastline.

Ithaca

Comprised Camel, Delta and Alpha Forces.Kokak Force

Supporting air operations between D minus 5 and
0350(B) hrs. D Day.

Nutmeg

Operation from the United Kingdom to secure a
lodgement on the Continent from which further
operations could be developed.

French commando force landed near Cap Negre.

Overlord

Romeo Force

Seventh Army Airborne Division.Rugby Force

Cairo Conference December 1943*Sextant

Special force detailed to eliminate defences on
Levant and Port Cros Islands.

Supporting air operations between 0350(b) hours
D Day to H Hour D Day.

Sitka Force

Yokum
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A.A.P. Army Air Porces

A.C.P. Air Command Post

A.P.KQ. Allied Porce Headquarters

A.P.S.C. Air Porce Service Command

A.H.B. Air Historical Branch, Air Ministry.

Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief.A.O.G.-in-C.

Appx. Appendix

C.G.S. Combined Chiefs of Staff

C.O.S. Chiefs of Staff

COSMED. Prefix of signals from Chiefs of Staff to Mediterranean

G.O.S.S.A.C. Chief of Staff to Supreme Allied Commander.

C.T.P. Carrier Task Porce

Do. Domier

P.D.T. Pighter direction tender

P.6.P. Hellcat aircraft

G.A.P. German Air Porce

G.C.I. Ground Control Interception'

Jagd Geschwader (G.A.P. fighter wing)J.G.

Joint Planning StaffJ.P.S.

J.S.M. Joint Staff Mission

Junkers (German aircraft)

Kampf Geschwader (G.A.P. bomber wing)

Ju.

K.G.

Landing craft (infantry)L.C.I.

Mediterranean Allied Air PorcesM.A.A.P.

Mediterranean Air CommandM.A.C.

M.A.C.A.P. Mediterranean Allied Coastal Air Porce

M.A.T.A.P. Mediterranean Allied Tactical Air Porce

M.A.S.A.P. Mediterranean Allied Strategic Air Porce

M.B.C. Mediterranean Bombardment Code

Messerschmidt (German aircraft)Me.

Prefix of signals from Mediterranean to Chiefs of Staff.MEDGCS

MeetingMtg.
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ABBREVIATIONS

M.T.O. Mediterranean theatre of operations

N.C.W.T.P. Naval Commander Western Task Force

Ober Kommando Luftwaffe (High Command Air)O.K.L.

Ober Kommando Wehrmacht (Supreme Command of the Armed
Forces)

O.K.W.

R.C.M. Radio counter measures

R.P. Rocket projectile

S.A.C.M.E.D. Supreme Allied Commander Mediterranean

S. A. S.0. Senior Air Staff- Officer

Supreme Commander Allied Expeditionary ForceS.G.A.E.F.

S.H.A.E.F. Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force

Tactical Air CommandT.A.C.

Tac/R Tactical reconnaissance

Transport Carrier CommandT.C.C.

T.F.88 Task Force 88

Wildcat aircraftV mi & VI m.2
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CHAPTER ^

THE STRATEGIC BACKCROUED

Evolution of Allied Strategy in 1943

Early Concepts

In lilay 1943/ had been pointed out by the Combined
Chiefs of Staff at the Washington Conference that Allied
possession of Corsica and Sardinia would constitute a direct

threat to the Germans in the South of'Prance; they begaii to
consider the possibility of some diversionary action to
coincide with the main landing in France.

COS 234 paper
Min 3 para 24,
taken at CCS 88th

Mtg Trident
Conference

17 May 43.

CCS.303/3 para 4
Quadrant
Conference

17 Aug. 43.

At the Quebec Conference-in August 1943, the main Allied
tasks were defined as maintenance of unremitting pressure on

the German forces, and the creation of the conditions required
Overlord(1) and of a^ situation eventually favourable to

the entry of our forces into Northern and Southern Prance.
The decision in favour of the execution of Overlord at- the

tentative date of 1 I/[ay 1944 was made firm. Overlord was

given overriding priority over further Mediterranean opera
tions against the Axis, and, until its execution, remained the

king post of the Allied strategic structure. It is very
important whenever considering Operation Anvil and other pro
jected or actual operations from the Mediterranean to relate

them to Overlord; for although, as Sir Alan Brooke said at

the Teheran Conference in November of that year, all action

contemplated in the Mediterranean was strategically inter

locked with the rest of the war, and played an important part
both as regards Overlord and as regards holding divisions
away from the Russian front, Overlord wfasthe constant factor

with which all else must.be equated, On secondary operations,
such as Anvil, there were differences and shifts of opinion
among those responsible for Allied strategy. For months, the

passage of events played on estimates of what was the best
contribution the Mediterranean theatre could make towards

Overlord and it will be seen how opinion crystallised in two
fundamentally different moulds; but at no point was there any
difference of opinion between the British and Americans as to
the fundamental ipiportance of Overlord itself. There were
differences as to the necessary weight and timing of it, never
any as to the need for it and the intention to execute it.

for

CCS Il/para 14
Conclusions

Quadrant.

24 Aug. 43.

Ibid -

CCS 319/5/-.129
It was agreed that offensive operations against Southern

Prance (to include the use of trained and equipped French
of COS (43)513(0) forces) should be undertalcen, to establish a lodgement in
(Pt.A.) the Toiil'on-Marseilles area, and to exploit northward,
24 Aug. 43» to create a diversion in connection with Overlord,

so as

Up to
the beginning of 1944, the return to the Continent might fall

(1) An operation with forces and equipment established in the
U.K, to secure a lodgement on the Continent from which

further operations could be developed. The area finally
chosen was the Cotentin Peninsula.

COSSAC (A3) 32
Pinal also

G0S(43) 415(0)
21 July 43.
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vidthin one or more of three 'Rankin’

on the position of the German armed forces,
conference, General Eisenhower was directed to submit an

outline plan for an operation, against the Southern coast of

Prance. The project was studied from the outset jointly
with C.O.S.S.A.G,(2) representatives sent to Algiers.

conditions, depending
At the sameQuadrant CCS 319/i*

Sect.IV, para.2 (d)

Draft Report by
C.-ln-C. M.T.O. to
C.C.S,

24 Oct. 43.

The pith of the findings of the COSSAC-APHQ meetings as
they affected the Mediterranean Air Porces lay in the desire
of the C.O.S.S.A. C. mission for the early establishment of
airfields in Corsica for the task. The landing in Southern

Summary of .Agreements
Decisions etc. arising
from the first four

Mtgs. between COSSAC
Mission and JPS AFHQ
AFHQ-G.-3
25 Oct. 43. Prance was to coincide with or follow the landing in N.W. .

Europe, but neither it nor any overland attack from Northern
Italy into Southern Prance prior to D Day Overlord was

The planners' concept of Anvil was still, atacceptable,

A.890 M.A.c. to
A.C.P. 7 Dec. 43
re F.A.M. 283

that point, that of a diversion, not of a threat or major
operation.

Earl.v Definition of the Object of Anvil as a Threat

NAP 492

29 pet.
SACIED to CCS

The object of Operation Anvil was defined as the pinning
down in the South of Prance of as many German divisions as
possible to prevent the reinforcement of the Overlord area.

General Eisenhower (then still SAC4ED) agreed with the
C.O.S.S.A.C. mission that this object could be best achieved
by mounting a threat on as large a scale as possible, rather
than by launching an actual operation which, after the first
48 hours, would inevitably display its weakne
limitations of assault shipping and craft, no amphibious
assault from the Mediterranean could, he said, be on a larger
scale than one division, with two brigade groups in the
assault.

Owing toss.

He did not even consider that am operation (either
real or threatened) against Southern Prance was necess'^ily
the best contribution his forces could make towards Overlord,
and it was strategically unsound to decide thi

The British Chiefs of Staff agreed that a threat was
preferable to an actual operation. The best contribution
would be to contain German forces outside the strategic area
of T/estern Europe altogether and in any case the threat
should not become apparent until it vra.s too late for the
Germans to meet it by transferring divisions from outside
W. Europe, i.e, not until D minus 2 or 3 weeks*

at

once.

OZ 3611
8 Nov. 43.

Air C-in-C.

AEAP

TLMAS. 182

C.0.S.S.A.C's comment on this last report was that a
decision should be made at once that the threat was tlrie best
possible contribution from the Mediterranean theatre and that

the necessary preparations should be put in hand immediately.

(1) Operation Rankin “ code name of an operation designed to
comply, if opportunity arose, with para,5 (b) of the,
C.O.S.S.A.G. Directive of 26 Apl, 1943*
the Continent in event of German disintegration at any
time from then onwards, with whatever forces might be
available at the time,
considered.
Case A.

A return to

Three possible eases were

Such substantial weakening of the strength and
morale of the German armed forces as would permit suc
cessful assaults with the Anglo-American forces available
prior to the target of Overlord,
Case B. German withdrawal from occupied countries.

German Unconditional surrender and cessation
of resistance in N.¥. Europe.
Early in 1944, Rankin was subordinated to, and gradually
submerged by the needs of Overlord.
Cliief of Staff, -Supreme Allied Commander.

Case G.

(2)
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The Cairo and Teheran Conferences

The Need for Allied Agreement on Strategy

By the end of November it had become clear to the Allied
Chiefs of Staff tliat they were not agreed as to vdiat should

be done next in the Mediterranean, with particular reference

to the effect of any future action on Overlord, The main

point at issue was how to preserve the ' sanctity’ of Overlord
in its entirety irrespective of developments in the
Mediterranean, The British Chiefs of Staff affirmed once

more their intention to proceed with Overlord, but did not

regard its launching on a fixed date as the pivot of all our

strategy. An opportunity for agreement v/as presented by the
series of proceedings at Malta, Cairo! and Teheran!
between 18 November and 7 December 1943*

C.C.S. 409

25 Nov. 43

Note by British
C.O.S.

considered.at

C.C.S. 130th,
131st and 132nd
Mtgs. Eureka
Conference

Nov. 43

C.O.S.(43)
79i!o) Ft.I.

The Sextant and Etireka Conferenees

.  Ibid After clearing up a number of relevant points, the
1st, 2nd and 3rd President and Prime Minister accompanied by their service
Plenary Mtgs, chiefs and advisors, proceeded to Teheran in Iran, where they

were met by Marshal Stalin and his staff,
unanimous agreement on the paramount importance of Overlord,
but the three powers did not .see eye to eye on the relative

importance of the various, complementary pl.ans under discus
sion.

There was

Briefly the national standpoints may be summarised
The Americans considered that an Anvil opera

tion v/ould afford the most immediate assistance to Overlord,

The British, also impressed with the value of an Anvil, were

both anxious to exploit the Italian campaign to the utmost,
and, if Turkey should join with the Allies in active warfare, .
to insert an operation against Rhodes,
although not insisting on Anvil, preferred its launching to

all alternatives, on the grounds, they stated, of the early
help it would afford to Overlord, even at the expense of the
Allied advance to Rome and the Pisa - Rimini line.

British Chief of Air Staff, concerned .with questions of range,
was not satisfied that the range from the available bases

would allow of adequate air support to the operation.
Marseilles was, he pointed out, 225 miles from the eastern

side of Corsica, on wliich the best air bases were sited.

as follows.

The Russians,

The

C.C.S. 132nd

Mtg. 30 Nov, 43*
Teheran,

cos!43) 79i!o)
Pt, II, Eureka

Conference

Decisions were rapidly arrived at, both at the meetings
of the three Chiefs of Staff committees and at the Plenary
Meetings presided over by the heads of state. The Combined
Chiefs of Staff agreed that vc should continue to advance in

Italy to the Pisa - Rimi'ni line and that an operation should
be mounted against the South of France on as big  a scale as

landing craft permii-tted. For planning purposes  D Day Anvil
was to be the same as D Day Overlord, There was some dis

cussion on the possibilities of a move eastv/ard when Italy
was conquered. Istria and Trieste, it was realised, were

strategic positions. The Prime Minister was impressed by
what he construed as the idea of the President of  a move into
the head of the Adriatic north-eastward towards the Danube

and mentioned it at the first plenary meeting at Teheran.
The agreements of the Combined Chiefs of Staff were embodied

in the global decisions of the final plenai’y meeting at
Teheran on 30 November. !-^) Overlord in conjunction with
Anvil was to be launched in May 1944.

Sextant Conference.

Eureka Conference,.

(3) Refer to Appendix 1 for conclusions reached.

1

2
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Overlord and Anvil now the Supreme Operationa

C0SSAC( 43)88 The President and Prime Minister tiien ruled that Overlord

and Anvil were to be the supreme operations for and that

nothing must be undertaken in any other part of the world to .
hazard the success of those two operations. It was proposed
to include in Anvil six or seven French divisions trained in

Italy, and some French air squadrons. This, it was held,
would increase the chances of enthusiastic French co-operation
both inside and outside France,

Fluctuating Conceptions of Anvil

From this time on, the Anvil plan was to undergo many
modifications and to continue the source of misgivings in both

the British and American camps,
to believe at the Cairo Conferences after Eureka that General

General Eisenhower stressed the

The Prime Minister was given

Eisenhower disliked Anvil,

Prime Minister

to President

No.721

1 July 44.

vital importance of continuing the maximum possible operations
in an establislried theatre, since much time was invariably lost

when the scene of action was changed, necessitating, as it did,
the arduous task of building up a fresh base.
Prance was five hundred miles from the Normandy Front and to

him and others it was, in effect, another theatre,
more, the Prime J/inister v/as impressed soon after, at the

Marrakesh deliberations, by the estimates of General Montgomery
that it would take ninety days for a.force landed at Anvil to

influence the Overlord operation,
view of changing circumstances, both these officers changed
their mind and decided in favour of Anvil.

The South of

Further-

In the course of time, in

By 23 January, General Eisenhower, in his new appointment
as Supreme Commander for Overlord operations,,vra.s pointing out
to the Combined Chiefs of Staff that ’Overlord and Anvil must

P.33
23 Jan. 44.

be viewed as a whole', for both areas could be covered by the
enemy from one focal centre in Prance, He pressed for an

immediate decision on Anvil, which, he claimed, would have a

great psychological effect on the European war.
Anvil remained a threat or not depended on resources.
Combined Chiefs of Staff agreed with his thesis, but insisted

on leaving the. door open to a two-divisional Anvil.

Whether

The

The view'of the American Chiefs of Staff at this stage
was that an immediate decision on Anvil was not essential, but

they held to the view that it was an operation, not.a threat

which should be planned for.
Germans would, shortly .before Overlord, execute  a planned
withdrawal from Italy, thereby neutralising o'Ur Mediterranean
strategy,
reflected in the decision (agreed on by the President and
Prime ItLnister and conveyed to S.C.A.E.F. and S.A.C.M.E.D.),
that the campaign in Italy must, until further orders, have

overriding priority above all existing and future operations
in the Mediterranean theatre,

re-viewed on 20 March.

They still believed that the

The general coixsern with the battle in Italy was

The situation vvas to be

In the meantime, the Prime Minister

COS (i(4) 55th Mtg.
Item 1, 22 Feb.

Min. of Def; File D/
France 6/11/Overlord
Vol: 1/Paper 111.

cos (W) 1168
2k Feb. kkt

o.z. 1046
COSMED. 43
26 Feb. 44.

repeated an offer to the President that the U.S. Chiefs of

Staff should come to London to clear up any differences with
the British Chiefs of Staff. v/ith Pacific problems pressing
for early solution, they were unable to come at the time, but
nominated General Eisenhower as their deputy.
London later, in June.

They came to

'Viewpoint of the Supreme Allied Commander Mediterranean

The precarious position of the Anzio beachhead forces in

the third week in February gave rise to doubts in the mind of

General Eisenhower whether Anvil would be possible at all.

Min. of Def;

File D/France/6/11/
Overlord

Vol: 1/Paper 193.
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Soon after, the British Chiefs of Staff declared themselves
"strongly opposed to the vd.th6jrawal of forces, particularly
air forces, for other purposes until the capture of Rome was
effected."

56453
25 Reb. 44
SACIED to

15 Army Gp.

The Supreme Commander Mediterranean - Sir PI. Maitland
Yililson - was fully aware of the vital part the air forces
were playing in Italy,
air to deprive the enemy of the ability either to maintain

his position at the time (25 February) or to withdra-vY divi
sions in Italy in time for Overlord.

His plan, he stated, was to use the

The British Chiefs of Staff, on 22 March,.toldM±n. of Def:

File D/i’rance/6/ Field Marshal Sir John Dill of the Joint Staff Mission in
11/Overlord
Vol; 1 Paper 259
22 March 1,4,

Washington that it was clear that Anvil, as originally con
templated, could not be caimied out, since it was not possible
to withdraw in time land forces from Italy or landing craft
from the maintenance of Anzio beachhead,

with the U.S, Chiefs of Staff to delay, not cancel Anvil,
with a new target date of 10 July,
again deferred until "sometime in June," when it might be
clearer which of General Wilson's alternative plans for
operations to follow the arrival at the Pisa-Rimini line and

the junction of the beachhead and the main front was tPie best

strategy.

It was arranged

The whole problem was

Deception Plans

Active steps were ordered by the Supreme Commander
towards air action in support of a deception plan.(I) It
was most essential to show in February and March  a regular •
and noticeable increase of the air effort against Balkan .

targets, with special attention to Crete. Anti-shipping
operations in the Aegean and Ionian seas> especially on the'
Crete routes, were stepped up: regular Photographic
Reconnaissance sorties vrere flown over Crete, Durazzo and the
Pelopponese: gliders (including all possible unserviceable
aircraft) were exposed in Sicily so as to show the naximum
nuimbers to enemy air reconnaissance. Rigid restrictions
were imposed on the moves of gliders and troop carriers from

Sicily or Italy: and lastly, for about two months, camouflage
and deception units displayed the maximum possible number of
'dummy single-engined fighters, amounting to five  - six
squadrons in the Lecce area.

The Final Decision

The Stanwell Meeting of the Combined CMefs of Staff

C.C.S. 163rd
Mtg.
11 June 44.

The American Chiefs of Staff came to England in early
June and the Combined Chiefs of Staff conferred at Stanwell,
J/Iiddlesex on 11 June. They avoided the main issue as to
whether or not Anvil was to be launched and discussed at
length, the various alternatives,
the need to prepare at once and advance the date for some

amphibious operation in the Mediterranean to help the Normandy
landj.ngs, admitting the existence of doubts as-to whether

Operation Anvil would not be too slow/ to assist them greatly.
Admiral King, U.S.N. agreed on the desirability of reserving
for the present the decision as to which amphibious operation
should be undertaken from the Mediterranean.

General Marshall stressed

The Combined Chiefs of Staff agreed on four points.
Firstly, there would be' an amphibious operation with target

( 1) Plan Ferdinand,
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date 25 July: secondly, this operation would be of approxi
mately three divisional assault lift: - thirdly, the ob,1ective
for the operation was to be determined later: fourthly,

plans' for three alternative, objectives were to be prepared -
Cette, Istria and the Bay of Biscay, vd.th particular atten
tion to the mouth of the Loire and Bordeaux,

therefore, only six weeks from the event, not prepared to

agree on the objective of the operation for which preparations
had long been under way, and were still, in spite of the
decisions of the Teheran and Cairo Conferences to launch

Anvil, unprepared to give the orders to execute it.

They were.

Bvents after the Stanwe11 MeetingOZ.34IO
C.O.S. to J.S.M.

28 June 44. After the Stanwell meeting, the British Chiefs of Staff
noted several significant changes in the situation. Anvil

was, as. General ¥filson pointed out, impossible of achievement

until one month later than contemplated. One Mulberry
floating landing stage was rendered completely unserviceable
and another partially so and many landing craft damaged dur-_
ing the great gale of I9 - 21 June on the Normandy coast.

The German mine menace had developed appreciably and called

for increased use of landing craft of all kinds. Lastly, it

now became clear to them that Hitler's and Kesselring's policy
was definitely to stand and fight south of the Apennines, not,
as was believed in American official quanters, to vd-thdraw to

the Alps, thereby releasing divisions and rendering Allied
strategy in Italy bankrupt.

Visit of American Chiefs of Staff to Mediterranean

SAC(44)
Special (2)
Minutes of a

special meeting
with General

Marshall and

General Arnold

at A.E.H.Q.

17 June 44-»

•On 17 June, grand strategy moved nearer the battlefield
Two American members of the Combined Chiefs of Staff

. MarshallCO
again.

Committee' - General George
General Henry H. Arnold(2)
held by General Sir Henry Maitland Wilson, Among those
present were Lieut. General I, Eaker(3) and Sir John Slessor.<^)

C and

“ attended a conference at A.P.H.Q.

At this date, the position in the west v/as that Overlord
had gone in and General Eisenhovrer now wanted.-Anvil and

wanted it quickly. The capture of either Bordeaux or .

Marseilles was necessary if he was to deploy forces in the
shortest possible time. He must have a port. Marseilles
was that port.. An assault on Bordeaux from Mediterranean

bases was ruled out as impracticable; for one reason, air
forces in suitable weight could not be deployed in time. In
favour of Anvil, General Marshall said that the success of

the Resistance movement in Prance had exceeded expectations
and combined with the German fear of other landings in
N.W. Europe, was considered to have stretched enemy resources
to the point at which it was impossible for him to move any
substantial reserves to the Overlord area.(5)

General Wilson pleaded for tiie continuance of the battle

If available resources continued to be allocated.in Italy,

the Allies mi^t capture the Ljubljana Gap by the end of
August 1944. Only a threat to the Danube basin, he believed.

(1) G.O.S., U.-S. War Dept.
2^ Chief of Air Corps U<.S. War Dept.
,3) Commander-in-Chief Air Porces Mediterranean,
(4) Deputy G-in-C Air'Porces Mediterranean.
(5) In the event, as recorded later, the Germans .took

advantage of the viLthdrawal of airforces from Italy in
the late summer to transfer two fighting divisions from
Italy to the Overlord area,
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would compel the Germans to react; and this as an objective
had the great military advantages of keeping the enemy on

the run, retaining Allied Armies (and the co-operating
Air Forces) intact as a figliting machine and involving no
tirtB-lag, A thrust north-west from the Po Valley (followed
probably by an amphibious operation at the head of the
Adriatic, for example, an attack on Trieste) offered the best
threat the Mediterranean could produce to a vital enemy area,

and the best prospect of reaching German.soil, i.e. through
the Hungarian plain. It was therefore likely to draw the

maximum German forces away from other fronts. If, however,
Anvil vjere decided on, (and it was the best alternative),
then the best area for landing was the Toulon area. Light
was thrown on Allied strategy affecting operations in the

Balkans('l) by General Marshall. The Combined Chiefs of
Staff, he said, had no intention of penetrating into the

Balkans unless the Russians themselves _did so.

General Marshall listened to unanimous arguments put up

by the Mediterranean commanders in favour of their theme, but
was unconvinced.

The Germans, he said, might well not defend the Pisa - Rimini

line, but might vdthdraw tiirough the Alps#(2) They had
nothing to lose by so doing . 'since the loss of morale had

already occurred.
Air Marshal Slessor, #io felt that adequate air support could

not be given both to Anvil and to Italian operations,
vievfpoint and that of General Alexander were unacceptable.
They vrere, he felt, the perfectly comprehensible ones of

commanders in the field who desired to keep the maximum
number of forces available to them in being,

they felt they were defending the principle of concentration
of forces, but whilst they saw Italy as the vital theatre of

operations, he saw only the Overlord area as the decisive
field of victory.

Perhaps his mind was, already made up.

II

He did not agree with General Baker and

Their

Both he and

Meeting .of
Combined Chiefs
of Staff

29 June 1944
Informal - no

minutes -

verbatim state

ments only
recorded.

U.S. Chiefs of Staff's Call for Anvil

C.C.S.603
168th Mtg.(5)
Memo by U.S.
C. 0. s.

24 June,

ViewsThings began to come to a head a week later,
were, at last, crystallising into concrete patterns,
American Joint Chiefs of Staff, rejecting the Mediterranean
command's altermtives, called emphatically for Anvil, as the

only operation which provided early and maximum support for

Overlord and the additional major port required by
General Eisenhower, would put the French forces into the

battle for their homeland and contribute to putting into the

fight the battle-trained U.S. divisions in the Mediterranean
and a larger number of the trained forces then available in

the U.S,A., and which vrould utilize to the best advantage the

air build-up in Corsica, concentrate our forces and put them
into battle in the decisive theatre.

Anvil of the resources it required would still leave large
forces available to General Wilson to exert a very heavy
pressure on the enemy in Italy,
of air power would enable him to exert overwhelming air

pressure both in Italy and in support of Anvil,
mitted a draft message to General Eisenhower to release
necessary shipping and naval forces for Anvil not later than

1 Jiily.

The

The commitment to

His massive preponderance

They sub-

General Wilson was to be informed and arrange with

(1) Istria and the Trieste area were Italian territory and
not politically part of ths Balkans proper,

(2) Shortly afterwards, this conjecture was proved to be
incorrect.
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General Eisenhower for the temporary release from Overlord
for a one-divisional air lift.

British Chiefs of Staff Opposal to the Anvil Flan

Events in June had seriously shaken the British. Chief s

The disastrous damage inflicted
C.C.S,603/1
(enclosure)
C,0.S.(W)130
Memo by
re pre se ntati ve s
of British

c.o.s.

26 June kk-

of Staff's belief in Anvil,

by the great gale - off Norrcandy 'and the mine menace rendered

it, they felt unsafe to deplete Overlord shipping while the
crisis lasted,

integrity of the Allied fighting machine in Italy had been

heightened by the success of its advance through Rome and the

knowledge that the Germans intended to stand and fight and •

could therefore, they argued, hardly afford to give up troops
They gravely doubted whether there

Their belief in the retention of the

to the Western Eront.

were sufficient air resources in the Mediterranean to give

simultaneously to Anvil and to operations in Italy that

degree of support proved necessary if rapid progress on land
was to be made,

and weaken Overlord:

Anvil would ha.mstring the Italian Campaign
its advantages were, they now felt,

They advocated cancelling it, strongly recommend-illusory.
ing making available seme or, if need be, all of the French
and American divisions earmarked for it, for Overlord as soon

as shipping and port capacity permitted their transportation
and maintenance in the battle area,

should be done to exploit both Overlord and the advance in

Italy, from which area the threat of an assault on the south
coast of Prance could be emphasized vwithout the waste and

dubious chances of success of an actual landing.

In short, everything

U,S,. CMefs of Staff' s. Re,jection of British Proposals

c.c,s. 603/2
27 June 44*

The U,S. Chiefs of Staff rejected the British assump
tions and proposals as both unrealistic and unsound when

viewed against the need for the early termination of the war

and were puzzled at the protraction of discussion at a time
of crisis,

counter-attack in Normandy in the face of. massive Allied air

superiority it seemed to them a reflection on the quality of

our ground troops in Italy to suggest they could not make

headway against Kesselring's crippled armies with the strong
air force and wide margin of air superiority widch the Anvil
withdrawals would still leave us there.

With preparations under way to meet a German

Overlord's needs vrere paramount, Eisenlaower had said so

If he needed Marseilles, ifand everyone agreed on it.
Anvil were the quickest way of providing it and were a quicker

means of deploying the great reserves then in the U,S., then

they were convinced; if Eisenhower could spare the landing
craft, they were prepared to accept these positive premisses
as likely to pay bigger and quicker dividends than the long
and difficult series of alternative projects against an enemy
now know to be intent on opposing any progress in Italy,

Although up to this stage in the war the American Chiefs,
of Staff had, by and large, proved themselves co-operative
and on many occasions accommodating in their views in the

interests of concord, they felt, the decision had to be made,
and asked for the immediate despatch of their proposed
directive to General Wilson.

C.C.S.603/3
28 June 2*4.

British Chiefs of Staff's Maintenance of their Viewpoint -

Decision referred to Prime- Minister and Presid.ent

Anvil, replied the British Chiefs of Staff, could not
mat'ure during the follovri.ng three critical months, whereas a
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continued offensive in Italy, with the air superiority just
proved so mandatory in Diadem, would destroy Kesselring's
forces in being at the time, use up his four reserve divisions
and draw off another six from other fronts,

on the spot, including the Air Gommander-in-Chief, were, they
believed, agreed that to divide our air forces between both

operations v/ould violate the root principle of concentration
Maximum force was being applied in Italy.

Patient discussion was

The matter was referred to the Prime Minister

The commanders

Itsof force,

continuity should not be broken,
imperative,
for direct exchange of viev/s with the President.

There was an informal meeting held in Washington the
same day between the U.S. Chiefs of Staff and the British
Joint Staff Mission and although certain minor points were

conceded it was clear that opinion on each side had taken a

certain clear-cut form which appeared perfectly reasonable to

its own members, but incomprehensible to tbs other group.

IZ 4837 from
J.S.M.

29 June 50.

Prime Ihnister' s

telegrams to
President Nos.

717 (28 June)
719 (29 June)and
721 (1 July 44)
and President's

telegrams to
P.M. Nos. 573

(28 June), 574
(29 June) and
577 (2 July)
(S.I.G. File
D/if'rance/6 /I4
Vol.l)

Exchanges between Prime Minister and President

Both the Prime Minister and the President took it very
much to heart that these differences should have arisen and

that the Combined Chiefs of Staff should have separated after

the Stanwell meetings before the big issue had been decided.

A series of telegrams passed between 28 June and  1 July in
vdiich the two heads of state tried to reduce to simple terms

the arguments of their advisers.

The President reminded the Prime Minister of their long
Grandagreed policy to make Overlord the decisive action,

strategy was aimed at the heart of Germany, its unconditional
surrender and the early conclusion of the war.
at Teheran to mount Anvil.

It was agreed

So far the plan had gone well and
He could notnothing had occurred to require any change,

agree to the employment of U.S. troops against Istria and into

the Balkans, nor, he thought, would the French,
enough Allied air to cover all commitments.

Chiefs of Staff, believed any delay now would kill the pros
pects of an Anvil in time to be of major benefit to Overlord,
and his interest and hopes centred on defeating the Germans
in front of Eisenhovrer.

There was

He, like his

Mnute dated

30 June from
British Chiefs

of Staff to

Prime Minister,

After further consideration, the British Chiefs of Staff

could report no change in their attitude. On all grounds,
they could not see how Anvil could assist Overlord in time to

be effective and they were apprehensive as to the effect on

the Italian campaign. They wished, hovrever, to remove any
susiJicion that might exist that_they were using such dela3d.ng
tactics as would render Anvil impossible and therefore
rel-uctantly agreed to the American proposition. The Prime

Minister made this clear to the President, explaining how the

President's own interest in going into Istria, the earlier

opinions of commanders and the pressure of events had
persuaded them against Anvil. None of them had ever con

sidered moving armies into the Balkans, but operations from

Italy, such as discussed, against Trieste and Istria had great
possibilities. The President had had, he_said, at Teheran,
a series of raids in force in Istria in mind, if the Germans

had started a general retirement from Greece and the
Dodecanese., That had not happened and Tito's position
appeared to be weaker.

It was therefore agreed that the draft directives sub
mitted by the American Chiefs of Staff should, with certain

modifications, be despatched, but it was made clean an late as
O.C.S.168th Mtg.
28 July 44.
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28 July by Acbniral Noble, one of the British representatives
the Chiefs of Staff Committee in Washington, that neither

H.M. Government nor the British Chiefs of Staff considered

that Operation Anvil •was our correct strategy,
made quite clear, however, that ha-ving accepted the decision,
the British would do their very utmost to make Anvil a

success.

on

It was also

Order to launch Anvil

The order to launch Anvil went out on 2 July in the
following terms:-

COSIiED 139
2 July kk

"Anvil will be launched at the earlies-t possible
date. You will use every effort to meet a target date
of 1 5 August, You -will prepare for the Operation on

the basis of approximately a 3 Di'vision Assault, An
Airborne lift of a strength to be decided later, and
a build-up of'at least 10 Divisions as soon as the
resources made a’vailable to you ■will permit, Ha'ving in
mind in your preparations the steady reduction of German
capacity to resist and the vital importance of prompt
support of the O'verlord Operation,

2. You v/ill use all available Mediterranean resources
not required for An-vil to carry out your presenc
Directive with regard to Operations in Italy,

3. By copy of this message SCAEP is directed to release
to SACME3D as early as. practicable the additional
resources required for Anvil. These resources and the
dates on which they should be made available should be
decided in consultation between the Supreme Commanders,"

Directives to Mediterranean Gouimanders

On 5 July, this directive v;as interpreted into military
terms to the Mediterranean Commanders, as it affected opera
tions in Italy. General Alexander vras given a new directi've
in place.of that of 22 May,(0 of which the following were
the salient points:

EX.68641
5 July 44•

it is not' planned to remo-ve from your
more than 3 U. S. Divisions and 4 French

It
• • • •

command
Divisions

» * • •

• • • *

Your task will continue to be the destruction of
the German forces in Italy, To this end:- (a) You
will ad-vance through the Apennines and seize the line of
the River Po to secure the area Ravenna-Bologna-Modena
to the coast covering Leghorn (b) Thereafter you will
ad-vance north of the Po and secure the line Venice-Padua-

It is appreciated that these manoeuvers

• • • •

Verona-Brescia,

coupled with the advance of the An-vil formatioris up the
Rhone Valley, will almost certainly result in.the
clearance of northwest Italy of all German formations
without the necessity of undertaking an offensive in
that direction • • •

To enable you to carry out these operations all
available resources of the Mediterranean Theatre at the
disposal of A,P,H,Q«, less those required for Operation

5.

(1) P,49066,
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Anvil and internal security purposes, v/ill be made
available to you.

6. Air C.-in-C, has been requested to afford you maximum
air support consistent with the overriding priority given
to Anvil,"

Directive to Air C.-in^C., Mediterranean on Italian Operations

Directive for

Air C.-in-C.

■ Med: Gen. Wilson

to Gen. Baker

5 July J+k

Simultaneously a directive v/as sent to General Baker,
which stated:-

You are requested to provide the fullest air
support to these operations (those given in the directive
to General Alexander) consistent with the priority v/hich
has been accorded to Operation Anvil."

Inevitable Reduction of Air Participation in Italian Campaign

• • •

MSDCOS 167
T/ilson to CCS

5 Aug. 44.

By 5 August, the full implication of Anvil as affecting
the balance of air forces was clear. Up to that date,
operations of the Tactical Air Force in support of the battle

in Italy had continued as related, on a diminishing scale,
and had resulted, the Supreme Commander affirmed, in inflict

ing very severe damage and dislocation on the enemy's road

and rail communications in the Po Yalley, When Dragoon("')
was launched, the v/hole effort of XII Tactical Air Command,
including three British Spitfire wings then concentrated in

Corsica, as well as that of the medium bombers, would have to

be switched to its support although there should from time to
time be occasions v/hen the medim bombers could be made avail

able for action.in Northern Italy,

By accepting additional risks and diverting squadrons
from Coastal Air Force and the Bastern Mediterranean, it had

been possible to build up the strength of Desert Air Force,
(left to support Allied Armies in Italy) to a total of twelve
light and medium bomber squadrons, eighteen fighter and
fighter-bomber squadrons and four tactical reconnaissance

squadrons by the second half of August, a strength which, in
view of the negligible effort of the Luftvifaffe in the

Mediterranean, should afford appreciable help to the Armies•
By diverting from defensive tasks squadrons of a class
unsuitable for support of Allied Armies Italy, it had been
possible to offset in Balkan Air Force the reductions
necessitated by the withdrawal of light and fighter-bomber
squadrons for employment by Desert Air Force, The Strategic
Air Force, while taking every oppoirtunity of continuing opera
tions against oil and industrial targets in the Balkans and

Southern Germany, was being used, v/hen essential, to supple
ment the Tactical Air Forces in connection with Overlord and

Dragoon. As regards Coastal Air Force, it was anticipated
that once the Dragoon forces were established ashore and the

ports of Marseilles and Toulon captured or neutralised, sub
stantial reduction of its forces might.be feasible. The

Supreme Commander Mediterranean, straining up, affirmed himself
satisfied that they had at their disposal "adequate forces to

afford a most formidable degree of support to the land opera
tions in Italy and Southern Prance,"

British Chiefs of Staff's Proposal to switch A^nvil to Brittany
Coast

MEDCOS 154
5 July 44

On 5 July, General Wilson recorded his 'delight', (which

(l) New code name for Anvil.
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there is plenty of evidence to confirm was universally shared
in the theatre) that a firm decision had been made on Anvil.

On 5 August, the decision appeared not so firm. The posi
tion in France .was that the Allies had made rapid progress

their Western flank and it seemed likely that the ports on

the Brittany coast might soon he in our hands.

on

COS(W) 229
5 Aug. 44
COS to JSM

Information

.4M1Q and SI-IAEP.

The Prime Minister and the British Chiefs of Staff

pointed out the priceless opportunity they felt existed to
concentrate in that decisive theatre the greatest possible
force in the shortest possible time. Dragoon, they foresaw,
was fairly certain to involve an opposed landing and in any
event could not exercise any direct effect on the main battle

for a .considerable time. On the other hand, the Brittany
coast was almost certain to afford unopposed landings at

points within a few days march of the main battle. Accord

ingly the resources then allocated to Dragoon should be

regai’ded as available to move into Northern Prance via ports
on the Brittany coast.

Consideration by Allied Force H.Q. of Implications of

suggested Switch to Erittanv

The effect on the Mediterranean Command of this last-

minute prospect of a change in strategy may well be imagined.
Work by the Joint Planning Staff proceeded with a view to

determine what forces could be diverted, the method of

diversion and the time factor involved. Among the snap
decisions on the forces which might be diverted was one that

it would not be practicable to switch XII Tactical Air

Command in the early .stages, even if this was desired.
■Complete re-planning Viras necessary to divert that air force
to Brittany'. Air protection for disembarkation and tactical
air support for Seventh Army thereafter would have to be pro
vided by S.H.A.E.P,(“I) A final decision one way or the
other was needed within one week.

Draft MEDCOS
AFHQ - JPS
6 Aug.44

TJ.S. Chiefs of Staff's. Disagreement with proposed Switch

On 6 August, the U.S. Chiefs of Staff signalled , .
General Y/ilson through his American Deputy, General Devers,''^)
their reply to the British Chiefs of Staff, ■ Briefly, they
did not agree with either the conclusions or proposals of the
British Chiefs of Staff. The situation, as they saw it,
had not changed sufficiently to warrant such a radi.cal change
in plans. . The date when we could use the Brittany ports and
their communications was unpredictable. Overlord was behind
schedule, Eisenhower was not short of troops. The Dragoon
landings, they affirmed, would be successful, and  a rapid
advance up the Rhone Valley aided by French Resistance Groups
might well contribute the knock-out punch to the German army
in France, The idea of the switch to Brittany was dropped.

Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force.
At the conference of 17 June reported above
General Devers declared himself in favour of Anvil/ .
Dragoon. On 30 July he, who was at the same time
Commanding General of N.A.T.O.U.S.A., received authority
from Washington to actuate Sixth Army Group H.Q, -
first known as. Advance A.P.H.Q. Detachment,

1
2
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CHAPTER 2

PLANS

The G-eneral Outline Plans

B.585

A.E.H.Q.

7 July hh

The Mission and Command of the Operation

On 7 July, the Supreme Allied Coimander Mediterranean
approved the outline plai:i and directed the Air Commander-
in-Chief, the General Task Force Commander, Headquarters
Force 163 and the Naval Conamander-in-Chief Mediterranean to

prepare and launch, v/ith a target date of 15 August, the
anpihihious Anvil operation,
operation was:-

(a) To establish a beachhead East of Toulon as a base
for the assault and capture of Toulon;

(b) Thereafter to capti-ure Marseilles and exploit towards
Lyon and Vichy.

The two-fold mission of the

The Naval Task Force Commander was to assume command of

the entire seaborne expedition from time of sailing until the
Ground Force was firmly established ashore, after which.com
mand of ground operations passed to the Gro\md Forces Commander
ashore. The Air Commander-in-Chief was to nominate an Air

Task Force Co.mmander and provide full air support. Responsi
bility for operations would remain with S.A.C.M.E.D. until

such time as S.C.A.E.F. could assume operational control.
The assault was to be on a three-divisional basis, with an

airborne lift of a strength yet to be decided. A build-up of
ten divisions was aimed at.

Additions to the Directive to Task Force Commanders

B.997

11 Aug. 44
It was foreseen that if the enemy was unable to prevent

us exploiting up the Rhone valley by any other means, he might
stage a protracted defence,of Marseilles in the hope of

hindering both Dragoon and Overlord. If that happened.
General Patch (Commander of Seventh Army), was to exploit on
the general axis Aix - Avignon, secure this area, and advance

up the Rhone valley, also preparing to thrust with light forces
northv/ard up the Durance River Valley towards Sisteron, with a

vievf to gaining touch with and stimulating the Maquis in the

Vaucluse area; .he was to contain Marseilles.

Air, Groimid and Naval Outline Plans

In the long period from its conception to the acceptance
of the final outline plans, a great deal of abortive as toII

as fruitful planning was carried out.
nov7 except as a study of experiment,
the outline plans of the three Services will now be given.
An epitome of the ground plan is given at Appendix 2.

brief consideration of the naval plans to put the ground
forces and certain air grotmd staff ashore, the objectives of

the army will be given,
in full, but in sufficient detail to be,clearly visualised.
The sub-plans developed by Tactical Air Force and its sub

ordinate command XII Air Support Command and Coastal Air Force

will be drawn on to give an all-roimd view,
practical steps taken to implement the plan, including the

outstanding achievement of the build-up in Corsica, will be
outlined.

All this has no value

The main features of

After

Then the air plan will be given, not

Thereafter, the
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Outline of Naval Plan

M.A.A.P./P.1 Task Organisation
(Final) Annex A.
12 July 44 and
Ops. Instruction tinct forces, namely a Force Flagship, Picket Groups, a
No.7 M.A.C.A.F. Demonstration Group and certain Special Assault Groups.
25 July 44 There were three forces, namely the Northern or 'Camel' Attack

Force!1) the Southern Attack Force, suh-divided into Delta and
Alpha(l) Attack Forces, a Carrier Force and Train.(2)

Area of Operations'^j and Shore Organisation

The naval expedition was to he controlled hy four dis-

Ihid The area of. operations was homded on the East by longi
tude 10 degrees East; on the South by latitude 41 degrees
North and on the Southwest by a line joining the Spanish border

to the position 41 degrees N.' and 4 degrees E.

Captured enemy ports were to be operated by-the U.S.
(4) and the French Navy, with British Navy liaison and

Some of the Salvage Parties would be
Army

communication parties.
British.

Ibid Mission and Tasks

Force 163 was to be firmly established ashore, in  a posi
tion to capture Toulon and the adjacent airfields and to sup
port the military forces,
the flanks of the Attack forces,

to create diversions.

The Picket Groups were to screen
The Demonstration Group was

The Special Assault Groups were to land
commandos and special Service, forces at selected points,

. notably on tvro islands off the coast.

The naval force was considerable, con-prising:-

4 Battleships
2 Heavy Cruisers
14 Light Cruisers
9 Aircraft Carriers

.  '105 Destroyers

and numerous supporting craft, cargo ships and assault craft.

Areas assigned

The Northern Attack Force was to land forces in the

St. Raphael - Agay area (Camel Beach). The Delta section of
the Southern Attack Force was to land forces in the St. Tropez -
St. Maxime area and the Alpha section forces in the Cavalaire
area.

Ibid

Composition of the Carrier Force

SevenIbid The Carrier Force was predominantly British,
cai-riers were from the Royal Navy, two from the U.S. Navy -

Two of the British carriers were to beall'escort carriers,

fitted with nine Swordfish and fo-ur Martlet aircraft suitable

for anti-submarine patrol. Pour of the British carriers were

l) Named after the three beaches.
2) Auxiliary force of ships and craft responsible for

repair, supply and maintenance of naval units.
3) See Maps 1 and 4-
4) This clause must be noted, in connection with the Air

Force project of the opening of Port Bouc, recorded later.
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to carry twenty-four Seafires eachj one carried twenty-two
Hellcats and two carried twenty-four Wildcat^ each; the U.S.
carriers were to carry twenty-four Hellcats,
carriers (as at Salerno) were to augment the scale of fighter
cover over the beaches; while in the assault area, theyvrere
under control of XII Tactical Air Command.(2) j
twelve Hellcats and twelve Seafires were- to spot for naval

gunfire; in addition, XII Tactical Air Command was to pro
vide twenty-four naval spotting missions daily.

Plan(5) ■

1 These

At least

Outline of Army Assault

ForcesIbid

It was planned to employ one U.S. Corps, tvro French Corps
and an Airborne Force. The breakdown of-the entire force may

be traced in Appendix 2, where it will be seen that French

troops were to play a predominant role,
assault, however, the only French troops were to be of the

commando type,
naval bombardment, the main assault was to be launched at

H hour on D Day by three (U.S.) divisions, reinforced near
beaches between Cap Cavalaire and Agay.
were to secure their (U.S.) left flank by a landing near
Cap Negre.
D Day in the Argens valley, between Le Muy and Carnoules, to

block enemy reserve movements and secure the high ground
northwest of the local corridor.

In the initial

Preceded by the maximum available air and

French coimuandos

Aa airborne force was to be dropped early on

On D plus 5 to D plus 1.0,
the French Parachute Regiment was to be dropped in Maquis-held
localities.(^) Immediately after dark on the night, of
D minus 1, a Special Service Force was to be landed on the
islands of Port Cros and Levant, to neutralise their defences

so that shipping might enter the Bay of Cavalaire.

The Operational Outline Air Plans

General Operational ProblemsM.A.A.F./P.i
(Final)
12 July 14

TAF/65/18/AIR
and amendments.

8 July 44 etc.

Ops. instruction
No. 7 and amend
ments.

25 July A4- etc.

Task

The tasks of the Air Forces in Operation Aiyil were sub

divided as follows:-

(a) To neutralise the enemy air forces,

(b) To provide air protection to the assault convoys
and subsequent operations,

(c) To prevent or subsequently retard movement of enemy
forces into the assault area,

(d) To assist the assault and subsequent operations of

the ground forces by air action,

(e) To transport and drop airborne troops engaged in
the operation,

(f) To support operations by the Maquis by air action
and air supply.

(1) F.6F.-3.
(2) See Chapter 2 and Appendix 7 for full details.
(3) See.Appendix 2 and Map 4 for fuller details.
(4) This operation was cancelled.
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These tasks were to he achieved without jeopardising tactical
surprise and with due regard for the safeguarding of French
lives and property.

The Three Main Air Frohlems

Ihid The main problems confronting the Air Forces before Anvil
were:- firstly, to build up sufficient air forces in Corsica

and Sardinia in time to ensure adequate air support for the
operations; secondly, to support the operation from those
bases and others in Italy and North Africa; and thirdly, to
move thereafter adequate air forces to the mainland, of France

in continued support of .Anvil.

Corsica and Sardinia Bases

Ibid Construction of airfields had for some time, been proceed
ing in Corsica up to the limits of its terrain possibilities
and was complete as regards base accommodation by 12 Juljr.
On that date one wing of medium bombers and some of the
fighters and fighter-bombers were located on the island,
together with^most of the Coastal Air Force units par
ticipating. U ; A wing of medium bombers and certain anti-
shipp-lng, anti-submarine and convoy protection Coastal Air
Force units were based on Sardinia.

Air Support of the Operation

Air Operations in support were visualised in three(2)
phases, namely the period D minus 30 to D minus 7 (approxi
mately); the period D minus 7 to D minus 1; and, thirdly,
the period of D Day and thereafter. The first period 'was to
be marked throughout by attacks on occupied enemy airfields,
with the object of driving enemy aircraft out of range of the
beach-heads. As D Day approached, attacks vrere to be made on
the enemy's supply and transportation system in Central and
Southern Prance and South Europe and on submarine bases.
Attacks in connection with 0peratio.n Overlord and sabotage by
the Maquis were already seriously interfering with traffic in
some areas. In view of the favourable vievf taken by
S.C.A.E.F. of the assistance already afforded by the Maquis,
M.A.A.F.(3) was to step up supply to the Maquis and increase
the infiltration into Prance of Special Service troops. If
the Maquis could seize and hold airfields in advance, the posi
tion of the Air Forces might be accordingly strengthened.

During the second period, the anti-air offensive was to

be intensified, not only with the object of drawing the
Luftwaffe out of range, but of rendering it impossible for
him to operate at all from any base to which he might still be
clinging. If this anti-airfield offensive was successful,
the main bomber effort would be freed for direction against
enemy communications; its object was to retard movement and
if possible, isolate the assault area.(4)
D Day, certain special tactical targets were to be attacked in
sufficient and yet not in too great weight, so. as to prepare

Shortly prior to

Ibid

(1) The record of the build-up and locations of air forces
in Corsica on the eve of the operation is given in the
following Section and Appendix 3.
Altered to 4 in the Bombing Plan.
As well as S.H.A.E.F.

In spite of previous' conclusions that an area of battle
could not be strictly isolated, the possibility still
remained under consideration.

2

3
4
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the ground for the assault, -without (if possible) prejudice to
the element of surprise. The day before D Day, there was to
be a concentration against the enemy reinforcement routes.
An airborne force -was to come into play here.(l)
of D minus 1 was to be marked by the movement of the assault
convoys protected by unbroken night fighter cover. The pre
liminary assaults by commandos were to be assisted by air
attacks and the way so prepared for the main assaults.

The third phase was to begin at' first light on D Day.
From that moment, continuous fighter cover was to be maintained
over the assault convoys, and, once the main assault was

launched, over the assault area and ships lying off the
beaches. To retain the maximum density of cover, ships were
to endeavour to lie as close inshore as possible.  A strong
force of carrier-borne filters from the seven British and

two U.S. escort carriers was to assist in the protection of
the assault and in the provision of close support and artillery
spotting for the Navy. Day fighter cover of the beaches was
to last until the tactical situation allowed of its
withdrawal.(2)

The night .

Beach defences (known to be strong) and local strong
points were to be attacked by medium ̂ d heavy bombers during
the approach of the assault forces. (3) Fighter bombers ̂ d
naval elements -were also to bomb shore targets in co-ordination
with bombing by medium and hea-vy aircraft.

(1)
(2)

Details of the airborne plan are recorded later.
Defensive fighter patrols on D Day - refer Map 3  - were
in three layers and covered four beats,
(i) Cap Benat - St. Maxime at 6,000 to 9>000 feet.

Thunderbolts (Xli T.A.C.), Hellcats (H.M.S. Eng)eror)
and Wildcats VI (H.M.S. Pursuer).

(ii) St. Maxime - Cap Roux at 6,'000 -fco 9s000 feet and to
seaward. Thunderbolts (XII T. A. 0.),
(U.^S.S. Tulagj and Kasaan Bay),

(iii) Frejus - Hyeres at 12,000 to 15,000 feeti
Lightnings (XII T.A.C.).

(iv) Cap Roux - Hyeres at 22,000 feet.
Spitfires (XIIT.A.C.).
(Source: Final Report on Task Force 88 operations
(Admiralty) p.R.B's of the 3 R.A.F. Spitfire Wings,
Air Outline Plan and ‘The A.A.F. in the Invasion of

Southern France* - H.Q., A.A.F. Washington).
Daytime, control -was handled primarily by 63rd Fighter
Wing, (copies of -whose records cannot be traced in
this country).
The number of aircraft on the four patrols varied
from 28 to 32.
adhered to.

Night fighters were handled by R.A.F. personnel, -with
one’U.S. controller on duty to assist -with other
matters. There were 4 to 6 night fighters on
patrol - by XII T.A.C. from dusk to dawn - 2 air
craft. By M.A.C.A.F. from dusk to da-wn - 2 air- .
craft reinforced by a further 2 aircraft on the dusk
and pre-da-wn patrol. (Source - Outline Plan
M.A.T.A.F. ),
For further details of patrols from carriers refer
to Appendix ?•

(3) The elaborate air bombing plan will be dealt with
separately.

Hellcats

After D Day the schedule -was not
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nThe air offensive against enemy airfields and the co
operation hy mediojon and heavy homhers against battle field
targets was to continue, so long as the ground situation

Close support ‘bomhing on short call could not he
expected until about one week had passed, by which time, it
was hopied, the first fighter-bomber group would be based on
the mainland. In the meantime, a certain degree of offensive
action on preairanged. targets was to be carried out by the
fighter and fighter-bomber cover patrols and these aircraft,
as had been proved by experience, might be briefed in the air.

Freelance attacks were part of the plan; these were, as
in previous similar situations, to take advantage of the
appearance of concentrations of troops and artillery and
assist in the general attack on enemy copnunications. Con-

.  siderable troop-carrying forces were prepared to fly in sup
plies and troop reinforcements. The fly-in of aircraft was
to begin, if possible, on D Day and to follow in harmony with
the preparation of airfield or strip accommodation. Mght
fighter protection of the assault beaches and ships, con
trolled at first by seaborne G.C.I. and later from shore-based
controls, was to be given until, as in the case of the day
fighters, the tactical, position no longer called for their
assistance.

demanded.

Control of Operations

Signal
Instruction No. 10.

H.Q. M.A.T.A.P.
in Corsica

18 July i}4

Changes within Mediterranean Air Forces

To meet the new- situation it was decided to split the
Tactical.Air Force into two air forces - 'M.A.T.A.F. in

Corsica' and ’M.A.T.A.F. in Italy'. While Desert Air Force
and a skeleton of XII Air Support Command remained in Italy
for the support of land operations there, the following moves
were directed to cover the needs of Anvil. Headquarters
Mediterranean Tactical Air. Force closed down at Bolsena at

1200 B hoxnrs July and reopened simultaneously at  a site

near Bastia in Corsica, leaving a portion of the Headquarters
to continue alongside H.Q. Allied Annies in Italy. The
tactical force, in Corsica was known as 'M.A.T.A.F. in Corsica',
while -the portion operating mth Allied Armies was known-as
'M.A.T.A.F. in Italy'. • The latter moved to a site near

Siena. A wireless station with twenty radio channels was set '
up by 63rd Fighter Wing of Coastal Air Force for the use of
H.Q. Tactical Air Force Corsica.

Air Outline

Plans

M.A.A.F./
M.A.T.A.F.

S.A.S.O.

CRB/Appx.

Control and Command - Tactical Air Force

H.Q. Mediterranean Allied Air Forces exercised general
control and co-ordination of operations. The responsibilities

^ of the Commanding General, Tactical Air Force were enlarged,
after energetic discussion, to cover, in addition to his .
existing functions in the theatre, the following duties; the '

detailed air planning for Anvil, including provision of cover
over the assault and close support for shore operations and
co-ordination of all bombing in the assa-ult area; intruder
operations; protection of convoys within hO miles of the

beaches, until the Air Officer Commanding, Coastal Air Force
took over the defence of Southern France as well as convoy
protection; in agreement with Coastal Air Force, Air/Sea
rescue, in the assault area, equipment to be supplied by the
latter force; lastly, the organisation and direction of
Troop Carrier operations.

The Commanding General of XII Tactical Air Command,
directing his own and auxiliary units (such as 42nd and
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57th Bombardment Wings), was responsible for the provision
and co-ordination of air forces in close support and for
cover over the assault area - in a word, the tactical air
operations linked with the land battle,

own plan, which was co-ordinated with those of the Naval Task

Force Coiimander and the Commanding General, Seventh U.S. Army.

The Commanding Generals of the medium bomber wings -

if2nd and 57th - were to exercise their existing operational
control and, under the direction of General Cannon (T.A.F.),
provide maximum support,
under control of the Conimanding General, Provisional Troop
Carrier Air Division, himself directed by the Commanding
General, Tactical Air Force.

He prepared his

Troop carrier operations came

XII Tactical Air Command Control of Operations in the Assault
Area

Ibid While over the assault area and until facilities were

established ashore, control of tactica.1 units was to be exer

cised from a Fighter Direction Ship, (H.M.S. Ulster Queen)
and a first, second and third stand-by Fighter Direction Ship
(H.m'.S. Stuart Prince. U.S.S, Catoctin and H.M.S. Bulolo
respectively). Operations of carrier-borne fighters were to
be closely co-ordinated with those of land-based fighters.
If they landed on shore, they came under control of
XII Tactical Command. While the two long-range fighter
groups lent by Strategic Air Force co-operated during the

assault phase, control of them was to pass to Tactical
Comnand. Direction of Tactical bomber operations v/ere to be

Headquarters ofdetermined by Tactical Air Force.

XII Ta.ctical Air Conimand were, initially, divided,
advance echelon was to fimction afloat, a rear echelon in

Corsica: both were to rejoin later ashore.

An

Control of Operations - Mediterranean Coastal Air Force

Ibid In addition to his normal responsibilities, the Air
Officer Commanding Coastal Air Force was responsible for
three broad functions, namely the defence of convoys, recon
naissance and local anti-shipping operations and air/sea
rescue outside Tactical Air Force's area. Defence of con

voys extended to a point 40 miles from the assault beaches,
where it was handed over to Tactical Air Force. The cover

during the early stages from first light on D Day was to be a

matter of joint contribution by 63rd Coastal Fighter Wluig and
XII Tactical Air Command.

A programme of special oversea reconnaissance along the

enemy coast, to the East and West of the beaches, was pre
pared. illthough no enemy submarines were at sea, when the
convoys were Icnown to be sailing, they might put out from

Toulon and Spezia.
effort into play if this happened; it was highly probable
that extra cover might be called for for all convoys from the
South of Sardinia onwards to the beaches.

Plans were made to put a considerable

It was thoiight probable, too, that the enemy would use

all his available 'E' and 'R' boats for night operation:
against assault shipping, as well as for mine laying. (1
The Wavy planned to compete with any such operations, but

could request air assistance; in such cases, a 'Free' area

was to be declared cleared of friendly shipping and passed to

(1) He did both in the event.
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the Coimnajidiiig General b3rd Fighter Wing by the. Coastal
Officer aboard U.3.S. Gatoctin.

Control of Strategic Bombers

Ibid The Coimnanding General, Strategic Air Force was respons
ible for his ovm bombers operating in support of Anvil,
requirements were to be determined in detailed planning with

Commanding General, Tactical Air Force. Both day and night
heavy and mediijm bombers were to be required during the

assault phase. The procedure would run to established pat
tern. Tactical passed the request to Strategic, who approved
and passed back to Tactical the task of co-ordinating the

attacks with parallel action by other air units and naval and

land forces engaged. If an emergency justified it, the Air

C-in-C. might decide to concentrate the entire heavy bomber

effort in direct support.

Any

Air Defence of Southern France

Once the beachheads had been established, the heed for

standing defence of the coasts of Southern France would arise.

This responsibility was to be Tactical Air Force's mtil suf
ficient airfields could be made available to Coastal Air

Force.

Air Force was to be passed to M.A.A.F. for approval,
tentative date of change-over was accepted as D plus 30;
63rd Fighter Wing was ready to ass\jme control if the Army
advance was quicker than planned.

Thereafter their joint plan for transfer to Coastal
The

but

Ibid

A Fighter Sector 'X' was to be thrown off by 63rd Fighter
Wing to provide for the air defence of ports, anchorages,
certain airfields and shipping,
operate in the sector were to be three French Spitfire and one

U.S. Beaufighter squadrons, both administered by their own
national units.

The first squadrons to

To neutralise enemy air reconnaissance, the
work of French Spitfires were to be supplemented by a flight
of eight British Spitfires VIII and IX based in Corsica.

Air Sea Rescue

Ibid While XII Tactical Air Command was afloat, the responsi
bility for air/sea rescue outside the assault area lay with
63rd Fighter Wing, inside the
of the Fightei’ Director Ship) with Tactical Air Force,
the Command was established ashore, the definition of 'the

assault area' changed to 'up to i+0 miles to sea' and the whole

of this area fell to Tactical Air Force, leaving the space
Coastal Air Force lent

,  ) and Air/Sea

area (i.e. a radius of 15 miles
Once

outside it to 63rd Fighter Wing.
Tactical Air Force a Flying Control Team
Rescue aircraft and marine craft. .

A British ship - H.M.S. Antvrerp - was to be the Air Sea

Rescue ship, positioned between Corsica and the assault area.

The build-up of air forces in Corsica, Sardinia and
France merit separate treatment,
the aim, so as to be able to switch them to meet whatever
situation might arise in both Prance and Italy.

The utmost flexibility was

(1) With a R.A.P. Squadron Leader in charge.
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Outline Plan for Airborne Operations

in Anvil - Dragoon

Build-up of Airborne Forces in Italy

A. G. 370. 2/171
G.C.T-0

Report on
Airborne

Operations
in Dragoon AEUQ.
30 Oct. 44

¥hen preliminary planning for the airborne operations in

Anvil - Dragoon was begun by Force 163 in February 1944, none
of the airborne or troop carrier units ultimately involved
were prepared for operations. After the dissolution of

XII Troop Carrier Command, the 51st Troop- Carrier YlTing, com
posed of three groups, remained in the theatre. But only a
portion of it was available for airborne training, because of'

the demands for its aircraft for special operations, air

evacuation of casualties and general transport. A few of

its aircraft v/ere attached intermittently to the Airborne
Training Centre. Here the First French Parachute Regiment,
two pathfinder platoons and the American replacements received

training. The British 2nd Independent Parachute Brigade
Y/as, in February, in the Eighth Army line as infantry.
Elements of U.S. Parachute and Parachute Field Artillery
Battalions were in the line 'with Fifth Arm3''.

(iHlB/lI.T.l/
146/14/4A)

By May, the situation had bettered. These parachute
\mits were withdrawm from the line and intensively trained,

■with a full troop carrier group in the Salerno area, following
the displacement forward of the 51st Troop Carrier Wing from
Sicily to Italy. The non-materialisation of plans to use
parachutists in Italy helped the build-up for Dragoon.
American parachutists and glider infantry were shipped to
Sicily - the former for training, the latter for fen days'
battle experience in Italy,
siderable forces in the theatre available for Anvil.

By mid-June, there were con-

Cohesion was secured by moving the Airborne Training Centre
and all units attached to it, as vrell as the troop carrier
aircraft, (now increased to two full groups of 51st Troop
Carrier Wing) to the Rome area, v/here a compact forward base
¥/as organised. Gradually the Airborne Division was built up
to a balanced force, including field artillery battalions,
signal and anti-tank companies. One company(0 had to be
re-equipped with the British Airborne six-pounders, since the
U.S. 57 mm. anti-tank gun did not fit into the Waco glider.

To cover the shortage of qualified airborne officers in
the theatre, the U.S. War Department sent out by air, in mid-
July, thirty-six qualified staff officers.

Build-up of Troop Carrier Elements in Italy

Ibid The troop carrier force had to be built up to a minim-um
In two days, with a lossof four hundred and fifty aircraft,

of only two aircraft, fo-ur hundred and thirteen aircraft were
moved from -the U.K. via Gibraltar and M.arrakesh in eight

.(2) Air Transport Command, to assist, transported
Squadron,(3) various signal detach

ments, parapack,equipment and three hundred and seventy-five
glider pilots.
comm.and of the two wings from U.K., arrived in Italy and
established the Provisional Troop Carrier Air Division.
20 July, the entire division had arrived in the theatre and

echelons
a Medical Air Evacuation

On l6 July, Brigadier General Williams, in

By

(l) 442nd Infantry Anti-tank Coy., from the Japanese -
American Regt.

(2) 50th and 533rd Wings of IV T.C.G. in U.K. complete with
administrative and maintenance echelons.

(3) The 819th.
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was stationed at its allotted airfields. (0
airlbrne forces had fifty. Horsa gliders to provide for all
their needs,

gliders were hastily reinforced from U.S. hy another three
hundred and fifty,
assembled in record time and were ready for operations ten
days before D Day.

The British

The one hundred and thirty operational Waco

These arrived on schedule and were

After long discussion, it was decided to use two glider
pilots per glider. On 1 Aug-usty tliree hundr-ed and fifty-
extra glider pilots were asked for and sent out from U.K. in

good time. The overall requisition for the parachutes and
equipment needed for the planned aerial resupply effort was
submitted on 16 J\ily, Some 600,000 pounds weight of these
supplies arrived in the theatre in time for Dragoon, by ship
ment lasting until D minus 4- Every item reqiiisitioned
arrived on time and preparations ran to schedule.

Concentration of Units

Ibid Before final detailed planning could begin, the Eirst
Airborne Task Force, as it was renamed, and the Provisional
Troop Carrier Division had to be organised and their \mits
concentrated. The move of the Training Centre and one Wing
to the Rome area has been referred to. Ciampino and
Lido di Roma were the main airfield bases: on 3 July they

Step by step, from overseas andwere operationally ready,
from the front line in Italy, units reported to the Training
Centre. By 17 July, General Frederick's H.Q. had moved to
Lido di Roma and detailed planning was ready to begin.

Detailed Plans for Airborne Operations

Troops for, and Mission of Airborne Operations

Under command of Brigadier General R. T. Frederick (U.S.)
airborne forces were to land as from first light on D Day on
high ground North and East of Le Muy, and on high ground North,

of Grimaud, with the primary mission of preventing movement of

enemy forces into the assault area from the .West and North

west, and with the secondary mission of assaulting enemy
defences from the rear.

MATAF/65/l8/Air
27 July 44

HQ. Prov. Troop
Carrier Air Div.

(USIAAF)
Field Order No.l

7 Aug. 44

Seventh Army Airborne Division (Provisional), known as
Rugby Force,(2) included an entire British brip^ade - the
2nd Independent Parachute Brigade.

The Troop Carrier units, all based in Italy, were \mder
command of Brigadier General Paul L. Williams (U.S.). They
then comprised (in'addition to an H.Q. and Pathfinder units),
two groups of 51st Wing, fo-ur groups of 53rd Wing and four

of 50th Wing.(3) Operations fell under five mission
; (4) 50th, 5'Ist and 53i'’d were to carry out Albatross;

groups

headings;

(1 Refer to Map 3-
The division comprised:-

2nd Independent Pai-achute Brigade (Br.).
517th Parachute R.C.T. (U.S.).
509th Parachute Battalion (U.S.).
1st Battalion, 551st Parachute Regt. (U.S.).
550th Infantry Bn. (Glider) (U.S.).
Supporting troops.

Refer to Map 3 for assembly areas, routes etc.
Code names:- Albatross, Dove, Bluebird, Canary, Eagle.
See Map 3 for run-in and route.

(2

3
4
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50th and 5'! st Dove, and 53^’d Bluebird, Canary and Eagle.
Parachute drops and glider landings -were to follow one another

alternately in the initial operation.

Detailed Planning for Airborne Operations

In addition to Ciampino and Lido di Roma airfield, the

following were selected for talce-off':- Galera, Marcigliana,
Pabrisi, Yiterbo, Tarquinia, Voltone, Montalto, Ganino,
Orbetello, Ombrone, Grosseto, Pallonica and Piombino.
Troop Carrier Air Division plans involved high level co

ordination, timing, routes, corridors, rendezvous and traffic

Details such as selection of drop zones, landing

The

patterns,

Ibid

zones and composition of lifts, were left to the units
involved.

As the troop carrier crews were experienced in night
take-off operations, and as pathfinder technique had by that
date markedly improved, the idea of a pre-dusk operation was

rejected and an initial vertical attack after the opening of

the amphibious assault decided on for pre-dawn execution.
The early idea of staging in Corsica was rejected, as Corsican

airfields could hold no more aircraft and the maximum possible
had been built under the limitations of terrain and climate.;

besides, this would have meant dangerous flying for loaded

aircraft and Dakotas towing gliders over 9>000 feet peaks.

The final plan envisaged the following schedule:- on
D Day, at 03.23 hours, the airborne pathfinder crews were to

drop: between Oh-12 and 0509 hours, the main parachute lift of

three hundred and ninety-six aircraft loads follov/ed dowri: at

0814- hours the follow-up glider landings by Waco (U.S.) and
HorsaC"!) (British) gliders were to begin and continue imtil
0822 hours. Later in the same day, forty-two paratroop air

craft loads were to be dropped, follov/ed by three hundred and

thirty-five Waco gliders, an operation to last from 1810 to

1859 hours. Automatic air re-supply was to begin on D plus 1;
one huindred and twelve' aircraft were plaimed for. Reserves

were held for emergencies.

Route(2)

Ibid Because of high features in the landing area it was ,

decided to drop paratroopers and release gliders at exception
ally high altitudes - betT/een 1,500 and 2,000 feet,
the main problems was the choice of the best route,
an idea of the intricacies of planning such operations, it may
be noted that all the folio-wing factors had to be borne in

mind: the shortest feasible distance; traffic control routes;
position of beaches; primary aerial targets; enemy radar

installations; prominent landfalls; position of enemy flak
installations.

One of

To give

Difficulty in Procurement of suitable Maps and Models

The difficulties in the way of procuring sufficient,
adequate maps in the early days of the Italian campaigns will
be recalled. Much had been done by Engineer Command to

Ibid

alleviate the position; but that there was still room for

improvement is' clear from the report on Dragoon by
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces H.Q. Sorties had increased.

(1) 35 were employed in the operation and carried the
British Parachute Brigade.

(2) See Map 3-
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organisation was more refined, output greater, "but M.A.A.P.

was not satisfied tliat enough of the right kind of maps were
issued. In the early days of the can^iaign, the same com
plaint had been made hy fighter-homher pilots on Salerno
beachhead patrols,
the Airborne forces who complained.

In the landings in Southern Prance it was

Map shipments in many cases were reported as late in ■

Terrain models on a scalearriving or improperly made up.
1: 100,000 were available, but the most useful terrain model,

or photo-model in scale of 1: 25,000 was available only in one
copy, wholly inadequate to serve both the Troop Carrier
Division and the Airborne Task Force. Most desirable of all,

but not produced for the critical occasion, was a 1: 10,000
photo-model of the dropping and landing zones,
scale photographs of these zones -vrere excellent, but arrived

too late for general use.
certain specific use, for they uncovered the previously
unknowa element of anti-glider poles on flat landing areas.

All previous oblique photographs had failed to reveal this

pertinent information.

The large

They arrived just in time.for

Plan for Airborne Diversion

Objects of Diversions('^)

MTAP/65/1 9/AIR
8 Aug. 44 and
Annex I to same.

Ops. Instruction which figured in the general plans for naval and airborne
No.8

The history of the Dragoon assault is to a large ext

diversions in an area west of the actual landing sectors.

ent
a record of elaborate and successful deception. Among the

methods employed was the interesting airborne diversion,

The general objects were., firstly, to deceive the enemy as
to the area where the actual assaults took place; secondly,
to divert his forces; and thirdly, to deceive radar, ground
observation and other coast watching defences by multiplicity
of targets and by jamming; in particular to simulate a

large-scale airborne attack on, the left Allied flank by
Radio Counter Measures (R.C.M. ).' In addition, small naval
forces, with shipborne jammers covering coast watches and

coastal gunnery radar frequencies, were to proceed within

enemy radar range towards the Gulf of Genoa, then swing
bombard'(3) the Nice - Cap d'Antibesshaz’ply westward to

area.

Plan of Q-pei^ations

Five Dakota(^) aircraft, each simulating a serial of
forty troop carriers by means of continuous dropping of

'y/indow' , were to approach the Baie de Ciotat from the South

from a point outside enemy, radar detection range; then, to
proceed to a dummy drop zone N.Y4 of Toulon and drop five

hundred miniature parachute dummies; thereafter, they were

(1) The full narrative of how. lessons learned in Overlord

were rapidly applied to the planning for these diver
sions, and how British and American air and ground
signals staffs proceeded to the Mediterranean to plan
conjointly with Mediterranean Allied Air Force staff is

recounted at length in the R.A.F. Signals Monograph.
This narrative is only concerned in recording the out
line plan and operations.
Two gunboats and several motor launches.
In the Signals nomenclatuire . sense.
C-47 type.

(2)

(4)
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to withdraw, continuing the use of 'Window' until once more
outside enemy radar range. The course may be traced on
Map 2.

Aircraft. Crews and Matorial.q

An R.A.P. Squadron Detachment('1) provided the five air
craft and five crews. The Air Re-supply 0rgs.nisation(2)
provided five crews. Galera was the base for loading.
1700 B hours on D minus 1 Day they were to proceed to Ajaccio
airfield, the mission base,

minute intervals and fly at 1,000 feet when
dropping to 600 feet over the dropping zone.

By

They.were to take off at five-
iver the sea.

Ibid

Bombing Plan

Creneral Features

MATAF Op.
Instruction

No.3/65/17/AIR
A Aug. khr

The final air bombing plan was issued by Mediterranean
Tactical Air Force on 4 August, by which time the latest
requirements of the Army and Navy were sufficiently firm to
be taken into full account. Important features of the plan
were its division into fo\ar phases and the exploitation of

deception and diversion factors,
phases were now four,
the considerable contribution by naval forces to the general
plan of attack, as well as to the part British and American

naval fighter aircraft played in the cover of the assault and

the support of the ground advance; with these naval and

carrier operations the air bombing was closely integrated.
Eighth Air Force, based in the U.K. , was prepared to assist

Dragoon by aiding the Resistance movement, by attacking air

fields north of the Dragoon perimeter and by cutting off
reinforcements.

The three original air
An indication will be given later of

The Four Phases of Offensive Air OperationsIbid

Offensive air operations were to be conducted in four
phases:-

Phase I - Period prior to D - 5"

- Period D minus 5 to 0350 (b) hours D Day.
To be known as Operation 'Nutmeg'.

- Period 0350 (b) hours D Day to H Hour D Day.
0j.->eration 'Yokum' .

Phase II

Phase III

- Period after II Hour D Day.
Operation 'Ducrot'.

Phase IV

Ibid Phase I

During this phase, targets were to be chosen in the
light of the extent to which they might benefit operations in

Normandy, Italy and Southern Prance,
were counter air force operations, interdiction of communica
tions and attacks on submarine bases,

field areas involved were Marseilles - Toulouse, Udine and

The first two v/ere allotted to Mediterranean

The three main tasks

The three main air-

the Po Valley.
Strategic Air Force, the third to Mediterranean Tactical

No. 216.

334 Q.M. Coy.
Refer to Map 2.

1

2

3
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Initially airfields and later, aircraft, were toAir Force.

Ee the targets.

As regards interdiction, the division of responsibility
Tactical Air Force was to continue its

current programme in NprthYrestern Italy and on the coastal

railway system between Cannes and Genoa, and to destroy the

rail bridges across the Rhone River south of Valence,
latter programme was to begin after the principal bridges on

the Cannes - Genoa route had been destroyed or after D minus

10 Day, whichever was the later date,
was to block, and keep blocked, the rail line Valence -

Grenoble - Montmelian - Modane.

this line closed no air action would be needed,

communications in Southeastern France v/ithin an area bounded

on the west by the Rhone and on the north by the rail line

Valence - Modane were to be attacked before D Day, so as to

preserve as far as possible the element of surprise,
gr'aphic reconnaissance wa.s to watch for any submarine
movements.

was to be as follows.

This

Strategic Air Force

If the Maquis could keep
No road

Photo-

Phase II - Operation Nutmeg

In the five days terminating in the early hours of D Day
morning. Operation Nutmeg v/as to assist in the accomplishment
of three objects,
main coast defence batteries in the Dragoon area; secondly,
by concentrated bombing attacks, it was to bring about a

lowering of morale and effectiveness of coast defence troops,
i.e. bring about that state of psychological numbness often

previously aimed at, the whole point of which was the attack

that was, in theor3^, to follow immediately in adequate
strength; thirdly, neutralise all enemy radar stations which

might in any way give warning of the assault approach,
three objects vrere to be somehow achieved without jeopardising
tactical surprise.

Firstly, it was to neutralise threatening

These

Ibid

The four Areas in the Deception Plan chosen for pre-D Day

Bombing

Operation Nutmeg attacks fell (in. addition to those on
radar installations from Viareggio to Sete) on coast defence
batteries in four areas. These areas figured in the general

Ibid

attacks and .manoeuvres were to bestrategic deception plan;
sO made as to confuse the enemy as to the exact place and
time of the assault. The four areas were the Sete,

The play of vreight ofMarseilles, Dragoon and Genoa areas,
effort on these areas, both by Mediterranean Allied Air and

Naval Forces and any forces from U.K. detached to assist
Dragoon, v/as to be orientated on a basic quantity, namely, the
effort required to achieve a satisfactory degree of neutrali

sation of the batteries in the Dragoon area,
efforts had to be so co-ordinated with attacks in other areas,
such as North Italy, that our intentions were not perceptible
by inference to German Intelligence.

Ikirther, these

SkCihh)69 (Revised)
29 July kk

The Problem of the Dragoon Coastal Defences

The defences of Southern Prance were by this time
formidable.'

thirty-two coastal defence batteries which could threaten the

assault during approach and disembarkation,
two groups - those in open emplacements (the majority), and
those sited in heavily protected casemates,
first time in a Mediterranean anpihibious operation that large
scale air and naval bombardments were to be employed.

The Navies asked the Air Forces to neutralise

These fell into

This was the

J.C.S.1970
Dep. Air C.-in-C.
27 July kk

Report of Naval
Commander Western
Task Force

15 Nov. kh
AHBII J.U339h
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YHien the GeiTnans took over the south coast of France in

Novemher 1942, the area, was already in ,a state of defence.
Toulon was a fortress area and naval hase. The Germans
inherited all this, in addition to numerous coastal "batteries

and railway spurs developed "by the French for the use of

mobile long range heavy artillery: they extended these
defences to cover the entire coastline, intensifying the task

Owing to the inability of theafter the surrender of Italy.
Todt Organisation and the local cement factories to conpete
with pressing commitments here and elsewhere, the Germans
determined on certain priority areas;
the Sete Agde area, between the Spanish frontier and the

Rhone delta; second in priority was the Marseilles - Toulon
coast, and third, the coast from Giens'Peninsula to Nice.

Examining the two last priorities, which directly conceme.d
the air task .in this operation, the two major ports had the
heaviest concentration of batteries. The rugged coastal
terrain and the small islands flanking the approaches had had,
it was believed, their defences modernised and extended,

underwater obstacles (such as concrete pyramids
with mines attached) on the embayed beaches of La Ciotat,
Sanary and Bandol. Between Giens and Nice there were plenty
of casemates,, and underwater obstacles; construction of

jetted wooden rails under water was still proceeding on one

beach at the time of the.landings.

the first of these was

There were

To protect naval approach there were minefields, nets,
booms and long range batteries on headlands and islands. To

prevent landings there were elaborate systems of shallow
water mines, underwater obstacles, barbed wire and land mines

oh the beaches,, casemate guns and pillboxes. To obstruct
•  • exits from beaches and prevent movement inland, there were

anti-tank traps,, walls, road blocks, land miiies, strong points
and mobile "batteries. To mention only two of these items,
two with, which the air forces, were to be closely engaged, the

•  gun's(l) and the mines(2) were known to be formidable.

Decision bh Bombing prior to D Day

There was considerable discussion as to the advisability

and pattern of pre-D Day bombing. HITithout going into details
here,' it may be said briefly that the Navy felt it was essen- .
tial to their safety of approach, the Army was afraid it would

jeopardise" tactical surprise; the Air Forces saw snags in
every possible course of action. They would not guarantee
the destruction or complete neutralisation of any gun posi
tions and were afraid the effort would seriously prejudice
operations in Italy and they called for the maximum weight of
co-operative naval gunfire. . ;They rejected other suggestions.

Ibid

to 340 mm) from
107 of

(l) There were some 199 batt.eries (75 nnn
Marseilles to Nice, totalling some 647 guns,
these were in casemates. The heavily fortified
St. Mandrier Peninsula near Toulon held some 57 guns as

well as 6 A.A. batteries.

•  ■ (2) Mine patterns on beaches ranged from 1 row of Tellermines
to 4 rows, as on Camel Red Beach. Oh Camel Yellow
Beach, the first LCI(L) to beach set off an explosion of
mines along the water’s edge for 100+yards, by
sympathetic detonation,
mines which caused loss of a leg.

Inland were many anti-personnel
Snaglines of lights

r^

betrayed in daylight the presence of large shells fitted
with.detonators. .At St.Raphael there were trip wires
in the streets with T.N.T. charges.
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in favour of a sharp culminating attack in fullest weight
concentrated into a few minutes prior to the assault, this to

follow a graduated series of attacks on guiis and rad^
within the pattern of the general deception plans. ("1)

falling

Nutmeg Operations planned against enemy Radar'

Numerous ways in which radar could function in war had hy
this time become increasingly clear to both sides -and had been

duly exercised during Operation Overlord. In the planning
for Dragoon, lessons leained from the landings in Normany and
facts on the best forms of air attack were made the subject of

a study by Allied Expeditionary Air Eorce(2) and the recom*-
mendations were used by M.A.A.P. in their deOisions. As in
the case of shore batteries, a list of targets in the four

cover areas was drawn up. Stations in the Dragoon(3) are
are given in the footnote. The uninterrupted enployment of

the conplete chain of radar stations on the southern coast of
Prance and on the Italian coastal areas of the Gulf of Genoa

would give the Germans early warning of the size, coniposition
and direction of approach of our airborne and naval forces.

Successful action against.the whole chain, therefore, was

essential if we wQre to reduce its efficiency, preserve tac

tical surprise and bring off our own radio counter measures

plan. Repeated photographic coverage as well as concentra
tion of all listening devices and a speedy assessment of this

,  and other intelligence were necessary.

Ibid

Operations
Instruotioii

Ho.^5 - MAAP
k Aug. Ii4

There were by now important developments showing up in
the defences of radar installations. Wdrzburgs, both small

and giant, could not be protected, (for technical reasons), by
blast walls, but Prevas and Goastwatcher huts could. ̂
Formulae were worked out showing in some cases the hi^

expense of sorties and ainmunition necessary to cripple an
Whereas rockets were selected for some targets,

fighter bomber cannon or machine gun fire was the best form of
attack for others. . Those with concrete hoarding protection
were a serious problem, for to secure a 70 per cent chance of

installation.

(1) The following total air effort was involved.
M.A.S.A.P. 42 Gp. missions heavy bombers plus escort

fighters detailed for R.C.M. targets.
20 night bomber sorties.

M.A.T.A.P. 28 Gp. missions Med. bombers. 42nd, 57th Wings
XII T.A.C.512 fighter-bomber sorties

escort for med. bomber missions

fighters for R.C'.M. targets
12 night bomber softies.

By Mr. Parmer of the Operational Research Section.
STATION @ID POSITION . DESCRIPTION

S.872517 Seetakt
U. 658341 Wasserman
U. 658341 2 Giant Wdrzburgs
unknown Seetakt

1 Giant Wdrzburg
Seetakt

2 Giant Wdrzburgs
Wiirzburg

II

fi

II

Cap d*Antibes
St .Raphael

u.525093
unknown

1

*** St.Raphael
** St .Raphael
** St .Raphael

Cap Camerat
Cap Camerat

’5'** lie des Hyeres
Cap Blanc
Cap Blanc

*

Seetakt

1 Giant Wiirzburg
z.277956

•  unknorai

First priority
Second "
Third "
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one direct -hit with a 500 Ih. bomb from 12,000 feet, an

attack by no less thaii five, hundred and forty-two Marauders

would be required, it was estimated,
few low level fighter fixed gun attacks would account for

other types of installation.

Plan of Attack('^)

On the other- liand, a

Ibid

Prom a.m., on D minus 5 until the night of D minus 1 /
D Day, the Tactical and Strategical Air Forces were to work

to the plan outlined in the footnote,
that the escorting fighters were to attack radar.

It will be noticed

Alternatives to Nutmeg Plans

Ibid If weather or other factors compelled postponement of

D Day, one day's delay would singly mean cancellation of the

programme for the afternoon and night preceding D Day, but

once the afternoon heavy bomber programme had been completed,
there was no question of any postponement,
alreacly airborne, they were to be diverted to the Genoa area.

Should they be

Operation Yokum

Task

Ibid One hour after the cessation of Operation Nutmeg, but
not before first light on D Day, Operation Yokum was to open.
It was hoped and planned that ..Nutmeg had by this time accom

plished its objects, among v/hich the neutralisation of guns
on the islands of Levant, Port Cros, Porquerolles and on

Giens Peninsula figured as vital to the success of Dragoon as

(l) D - 5 S.A.P. a.m. A Heavy Gps. attack C.D. guns and
escorting fighters attack radar.
Sete area.

5 Heavy Gps. v C.D. guns and escorting
fighters v radar - Dragoon area.
256 P/B sorties v C.D, guns Genoa
area,

p.m. 7 Med. Gps. v C.D. guns and escorting
fighters v radar - Marseilles area.
5 Heavy Gps. v C.D. guns and escorting
fighters v radar - Marseilles area.
7 Med. Gps. V C.D. guns and escorting
fighters v radar - Genoa area.

8 Heavy Gps, v C.D. guns and escorting
fighter v radar - Sete area.
7 Med. Gps. V C.D. guns and escorting
fighters and radar - Dragoon area.
256 P/B sorties v C.D. guns Genoa area.
Counter air and communication targets.

a.m.

a.in.

a.m.

p.m.

a.m.

T.A.P.

D - A S.A.P.

T.A.P.

D - 3 S.A.P. p.m.

T.A.P. a.m.

D - 2 S.A.P.

T.A.P.

D - 1 S.A.P. a.m. A Heavy Gps. v C.D. guns and escorting
fighters v radar - Marseilles area.
8 Heavy Gps. v C.D. guns and escorting
fighters v radar Genoa area.
8 Heavy Gps. v C.D. guns and escorting
fighters v radar - Dragoon area.
Night-bombers v shipping targets in
Marseilles - Toulon area and inter

mittent attacks on beaches.

7 Med. Gps. v C.D. guns and escorting
fighters v radar - Dragoon area.
12 night intruders attack road targets
in Marseilles - Toulon area.
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Yolcum as a whole vras to last imtil H Hour,(0
(0800 hours British time), hut there were to be no attacks by
heavy or mediim bombers after 0730 hours.

Targets(2)

■ a whole.

The Yokum targets were all immediately related to the
In co-ordination with naval gunfire, targets ran

in the following priority:- enemy artillery tlireatening
shipping, artillery and installations.threatening the advance

over beaches, armed features delaying the general advance and,
lastly, enemy airfields within close, fighter operating range
of the assault area.

assault.

Ibid

Strategical Air Force detailed twelve groups of heavy
bombers with escorts.

Air Force detailed seven groups of mediums.
Command planned for foiir hundred and eight fighter-bomber,
hundred and twenty fighter (plus standing patrol), and eight
night fighter sorties (plus standing patrol).
Task Force(3) planned for forty-eight,fighter-bomber and
eighteen standby sorties.

Rendezvous and Approach

The complex nature of the joint plan of assault and the

varied types of air units co-operating called for careful
planning for rendezvous and approach. Reference to Map 3
will show how the problem was solved and how aircraft were
routed so as both not to, interfere mth other formations,
either air, naval or ground, engaged on complementary tasks,
and to avoid attack by friendly batteries, either seaborne or
shore-based.

The Fifteenth Air Force units were to rendezvous over or

Corsica at altitudes above 12,000 feet, approaching the

The A2nd and 57th Wings of Tactical
XII Tactical Air

one

The Carrier

near

Ibid

(1) Air considerations affected directly the choice of H hour,
which was a compromise between two requirements; the
first was the necessity of having it late enough to
permit adequate bombing and shore bombarament in suf
ficient daylight immediately before landing to destroy
or neutralise the defences; the second was that of
permitting unloading during daylight for a period long
enough to ensure establishment of the beachhead and more

' rapid build-up than the enemy's.
(2) The outline plan of attack was as follows:-

Small formations of 1+ F/Bs. to patrol
assaiYLt area and silence any guns firing.
Small formations of h/3s. M/Bs. and F/Bs.
to carry out repeated attacks v selected
C.D. guns in assault area.
Small formations of F/Bs. to attack guns
in assault ai'ea.

M/B and H/B formations on drenching attacks
V assault beaches - object to beat down
underwater obstacles aaid beach defences.
Each'beach to be covered over their entire
length and, if possible, attacked by 2 or
more waves.

0800 onv/ards 8 Navy F/Bs. 8 Navy R/P fighters and
16 F/Bs. of XII T.A.C. on call to attack
remaining targets.

(3) Dealt with in detail later.

0550-0610

0610-0730

0635-0730

0700-0730
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assault area northeast of the Naval convoy lane.
57th Bombardment Wing were to rendezvous over their bases in

Corsica at altitudes below 10,000 feet, approaching the
assault area in the same lane,

fighters and fighter-bombers were to rendezvous in the

Corsican areas of Borgo, Cap Corse and Calvi, at altitudes
below 10,000 feet, approaching the assault area on either side

of the Naval convoy lane,
in Sardinia v/as to rendezvous over the western coast of that

island and approach the assault area dovoi its own lane,
5 miles wide, the centre line of wiaich ran from Oristano (on
the west coast of Sardinia) direct to the centre of.the
channel between Port Cros and Porquerolles islands.

XII Tactical Air Command

The 42nd Bombardment Wing, based

Beach Bombing

Dragoon (first loiovm as Anvil) was the last operation of
its kind in. Europe in the Second Y/orld War and embodied much

technique acquired to that date. All aspects of it are for

that-reason especially woi-thy of study. The reduction of the

beach defences was by no means the least interesting test case

and the follov/ing points should be set against the record of
actual results later in this narrative.

Ibid

As regards the pattern of bombing, beaches were to be

bombed over their virhole length, the bomb pattern commencing
75 yards to seaward of the water line,
only 80 yards long, was to be bombed approximately 450 yards
on each side,

ing of naval craft, which by 0730 hours would be within
1,000 yaxds of the beaches.

Beach 265A, being

A watch would have to be kept on the position-

Defences Tfere treated in two categories - gun positions,
As regards guns, someand other beach defences (mines etc.),

called for incendiary bombs (other than white phosphorus),
some for large demolition bombs,
fragmentation or demolition bombs not exceeding 250 lbs. in

weight vrere to be used, preferentia.lly 100 lb. bombs, but if

these ran short, 500 lb. bombs were to be employed,
missions were to avoid the commando and paratroop operational
areas; special bombline information was to be issued to
aircrews.

Por other beach defences,

All

Operation Ducrot

Ibid Objects

While the four phases mder review had separate objects,
certain tasks were constant throughout until fulfilled or

until necessity for them had been annulled by the military
situation. The first three phases were to see the assault
forces ashore, the fourth - Operation Ducrot - began after
H Hour. It had three objects; firstly to cause maximum
destruction to enemjr coastal and beach defences within the

assault area, thus carrying forward the task covered by Yol<um.
Secondly, to isolate the battlefield; this it was hoped to

achieve by destroying the remaining railway and road bridges

across , the Rhone up^ to its junction with the Is'dre River and
those across the Isere and Durance Rivers, and

defiles and rail lines running through the AItds
by. blocking
(^) from the

(1 See Map
(2) It must be borne in-mind that there'was a standing

threat (small it is ttus) of interference by German
armed forces from N.W. Italy.
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Thirdly, to attack any troop movements in
'  Command area.v''/ Strategic Air Force

and the two medium horaher vdngs (/f2nd and 57th) vrere to
operate from H Hour to the end of D Day.

Objectives

Isere southwards.

the XII Tactical Air

There were five objectives in Ducrot.

installations and guns, initially those covering the beaches

and their approaches; subsequently movement in the XII T.A.C.

area, close support for the ground forces on their initial

move westward to Toulon, and support of Naval operations in

the same direction. Secondly, bridges on the Rhone, Isere

and Durance Rivers, supplementing the effort to isolate the

battlefield, and, in conjunction, continued attacks on bridges
and defiles in the Alps from their junction with the Isere
south to the coast.

Firstly, militaiy

Thirdly, long-range armed reconnaissance

Ibid

by fighter-bombers, briefed on the reports of tactical recon

naissance aircraft, to hinder reinforcements,
fifthly, rail cuts and measures against airfields or aircraft

capable of reaching the assault area.

Fourthly and

Flan of Attack(^)

Again the three main forces, XII T.A.C., Fifteenth Air

Force and A2nd and 57th Bombardment Wings were responsible.
The division of labour was adjusted to meet a more fluid

situation. For six and one-half hours, fighter-bombers were

to oarry out counter-battery attacks (again co-ordinated with
Naval fire), on guns both holding up the assault and delaying
our advance. Thereafter, guns remaining active were to be

silenced, but the main effort was to switch against troop
reinforcements, or alternatively the Durance River bridges
(if any still functioned). All heavy bombers in reserve were
to attack the defences of beach 26lA and road bridges across
the Rhone. The mediim bombers were to concentrate on road

bridges across the Rhone and at Sisteron.

Ibid

The Air Build-Up in Corsica

State of Corsica at the End of 1943M.A.C,A.F.

(Air Staff)
O.R.B./Appx D.3
August lA

A.F.H.Q. Memo/
File S.38
WVD/Jap
10 Dec. ii3

The views expressed by the C.O.S.S.A.C. mission on
25 October 19W after its meetings Yfith the Joint Planning
Staff at Allied Force Headquarters tallied with the report
sent the previous day by the Commander-in-Chief to the
Combined Chiefs of Staff. Corsica was to be the fighter base

Bomdaries: W - Rhone River, N - Isere River,
E - Western watershed of the Alps.
Forces involved in Ducrot on D Day were;-

M.A.S.A.F.

9 Groups of heavy bombers
Escorting fighters.

M.A.T.A.F.

7 Groups of medium bombers
k-bU- sorties from fighter-bombers of XII T.A.C.
32 Night intruder sorties.

Carrier Task Force 88

154 Fighter-bomber and Rocket Projectile sorties.
Pull details of suggested targets and other complementary
matters involved in the plan .should be studied in
M.A.T.A.P. Operational Instruction No.3 of 4 Aug. 44 at

Appendix C/SASO/50 to H.Q. M.A.T.A.P. ORB.
(A.H.B.II.M/A.41/i(c)).

(1)

(2)
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for covering an attack on Southern Prance; the necessary
airfields could be made ready mthin two months.
10 December, the Air Officer Commanding Coastal Air Force was

given responsibility for rendering this island suitable for

mounting the air forces r'equired, as well as for the air defence
of both Corsica and Sardinia,

primitive condition from both a military and civil point of
view.

On

He found the island in a

Although the French authorities had done their best to
hasten a return to normal after the defeat of the German

occupants, there still remained a formidable amount to be
All communications on the east side of the island -done,

the only suitable area, for a nimber of new airfields - had

been cut, as well as those from the east side to the interior.

Roads and bridges damaged or destroyed by bombing or demoli

tions were still unrepaired or mined,
line s.

fed, thereby causing interference with military traffic and

air supplies.

There were few land-

The population was half-starved and would have to be

There was only one port usable - Ajaccio. Bastia was
too near enemy occupied territory at that time, and Porto

Vecchio (on the S.E. coast) was too small and in any case
could not be reached on account of road demolitions. On

17 September 1943, the tvro French Spitfire squadrons 
-

Groupe de Chasse l/3 and Il/7 had' landed at Ajaccio to
reconnoitre. They returned to North Africa, reporting lack

of fuel, equipment and airfield facilities. 63rd Fighter
Wing, U.S.A.A.F. arrived with Sector Operations Rooms at

Borgb and Ajaccio, with two French squadrons linked in their

radar system. The day fighters were based at Borgo and

Ajaccio while work on a ten^iorary landing strip, from which

Hudsons and ?/ellingtons could operate, was begun at
Ghisonaccia.

It caused the Germans

considerable anxiety v/hile they occupied the island in 1943,
when incidence of the disease was very high,
coast, as a contrast to the moimitainous interior, there was

a narrow,, low-lying belt of streams and marshland, which,
after drying-up in the fierce s-uirimer, provided ideal breeding
groionds for anophelene mosquitoes.
French constructed a canal and pun^jing systems along the

shores of Lake Biguglia and in the coastal area as far south
as the Alto River.

Malaria was rife in Corsica.

On the eastern

Before the war the

Before he left the island, the enemy

destroyed or.damaged all pumping stations.

The Original Airfield Position

The French had left airfields at Ajaccio, Borgo and
The Germans had maintained fair weather fields at

None of them were

Ibid

Calvi.

Ghisonaccia, Aghione and Casabianda.
suitable for all-weather operations by aircraft then classed

as modem, or for fair vreather operations by anything but

day fighters.

The responsibilities allotted to the A.O.C. Coastal Air

Force were delegated to the Air Commander Corsica, who was at

the same time the Commanding Officer of 63rd Fighter Wing.
The main task - the preparation of Corsica as an air base and
its defence - could not commence until the roads and bridges
were repaired. Work was begun forthwith.
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Preparations for Airfield Construction

Ibid Between Borgo and Porto Vecchio alone, fifty-eight
bridges were built, and many more bridges leading to the
interior and the only port were repaired. Ground engineers
followed the mine clearance squads, and were in turn followed
by telephone linesmen. A survey of roads, bridges, telephone
facilities and areas suitable for airfields was made; priori
ties were allotted for essential shipment, arrangements to
maintain shipments already arrived were'made> current anti-
shipping operations-laid On and the build-up for Dragoon begun.
Meanwhile, the Air Commahder' Corsica decided all priorities,
which'were met' according to requirements by North African
Theatre of Operations U.S.A. Mediterranean Allied Air Forces,
Engineer Command or the Royal Navy.

To begin' with, petrol to drive the airfield machinery had

to be landed'by L.C.T. off the east coast, but could only be
brought ashore by hand.- Men had to struggle in the sea ?/ith

the '50;'gallon drums and float them, inshore. Later, a bay
suitable for landing -craft was found and transport arranged to
cover the 12 mile journey from railhead. '

Ground for airfields was selected at Aghione, Alesan,
Bevinco, Calenzanay Casabianda,-Poretta, St, Catherine, Alto,
Serragia and Solenzara. Improvements were begun at Ajaccio,
Borgo, Calvi and Ghisonaccia. Italian workmen provided most
of the labour under French supervision, controlled by the Air
Commander through-'the Prehch Garrison Commander. Lack of

transport, tools and equipment and a lack of harmony between

the French and Italians-accounted for the poor progress made

before the aviation'engineers arrived; steam rollers carrying
supplies plied between Ajaccio and Ghisonaccia at  a rate of

four miles per hour over a snow-covered 'pass of 5>600 feet
height. First roads were improved and bridges repaired.
Then work on airfields'was - begun-under American supervision
with Italian- labour, using French equipment with Spanish
operators'. Mechanical transport and fuel, were lacking where

needed. The only railway still workable ran from Ajaccio to

the centre 6f the island, -but was already used to its low

capacity to carry- food and supplies' to'the destitute civilian

population. . - _ ,-

By February,:it was possible .to motor from Bastia to

Porto Vecchio on quite passable roads, but traffic being
abnormal the rate of deterioration was rapid,
were taken over; wood for-bridges became first priority.
There was no time to'elaborate huts or tent floors as yet.
At one stage the only road to the east coast was cut by a
landslide and personnel isolated lived on food flown in by
Dakotas using the as yet unservicea'ble runway at Ghisonaccia.

There were no good landlines in Gorsica('') to speak of
The 'cable connecting the two islands

By the time of the Dragoon assault, the two
islands were reconnected by cable and all airfields and

operations rooms were connected by telephone and teleprinter.
2,500 miles of telephone wires were laid.

All sawmills

and few in Sardinia,

had been cut.

Results

Ibid First, all fighter sorties surplus to the defence

(l) Corsica was No. IV Aviation Engineer Area; Sardinia
was No. III.
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requirements of the two islands were directed against the

German army supply system in Italy. The tvro French squadrons
were then augmented hy the 52nd and 590th Fighter Groups U.S.,
equipped with Spitfires and Airocohras respectively. The
Spitfires operated against enemy shipping, the Airocohras
corahined anti-communication v;ith anti-shipping attacks.
Early in 1944, the U.S. Mitchells of the 310th Bombardment

Group arrived. The various operations subsequently carried
out by these formations have been related.

At the time of the launching of Dragoon, there were in

Corsica no less than two thousand, one hundred and fifty-six
aircraft, supported by sufficient petrol, supplies and ground
and administrative staff to maintain them until established

ashore in the South of France,

hundred and sixty-eight operational aircraft, including a
concentration of Coastal Air Force aircraft.

In Sardinia there were four

There vrere in

the bays of Western Corsica over three hundred ships calling
for air escort and anti-submarine protection,
applied to the numerous reinforcement and build-up convoys,

Details of

The same

which were to follow from Italy and North Africa,
these a.ircraft will be given later when the order of battle is

The point made here is the progress made from theexplained,

early days described above to the days of the landings, v/hen
the air units occupied thirteen airfields in Corsica and

ten in Sardinia,

these fields are given in the footnote. There were, in

addition, the full complementary units of signals, stores,
air/sea rescue, intelligence and every type of ancillary unit.

The dimensions and capacity of most of

Administrative Air Plans

MAAF/P.1 (Final)

12 July and
TAF/65/l8/Alr
8 July kk

Supplies for R.A.F. Units in Corsica and Sardinia

Supplies for American units in Corsica a
provided by XII Air Force Service Command,(3)

nd Sardinia were

whereas most

(1) Corsica
Airfield Length of runway

3,000 feet

3,500
5,000’
4,500
3,500

6,000 ̂
6,000
6,000
5,500

6,000
4,000
5,000

6,000

ti

It

M

II

•I

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

Capacity

84 aircraftCalvi

Galenzana

St. Catherine

Borgo
Bavinco

Serragia
Poretta

Alto

Aghione
Ghisonaccia

Ajaccio
Alesan

Solenzara

64
140
80

50
180

210

180

180

120

75
100

140
(2) Sardinia

Alghero

Capoterra
Chilivani

Decimomannu

Elmas

Milis

Monserrato

Oristano

Venafiorita

■Villacidro

6,000 II

6,000
(3) For a full account of XII A.A.F.S.C. in Operation Dragoon,

refer to the report issued by H.Q. Twelfth Air Force dated
15 May 1945 (A.H.B.IIM/441/IC - Appx D/SASO/13).
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items needed by the R.A.F. and French Air Force unps were
provided by the Director of Maintenance an.d Supply^ W of
M.A.A.F.j who established a special administrative group for
this purpose and their maintenance in Fr.ance subsequently.
Sometimes the two national systems afforded mutual aid. For

example, ammunition and pyrotechnics for aircraft of British

origin were shipped by D.M.S., M.A.A.P., T.A.F. and C.A.F.

and conveyed by XII A.F. Service Command from the port of

unloading to the No.125 Air Ammunition Park Sections dumps in
the Bastia and Calvi areas. Allied Force Headquarters

arranged for rations, and N.A.A.F.I. items for British p
sonnel, to be supplied to a centrally-situated store.

er-

Technical supplies for the E.A.F. Spitfire Wings
ancillary units were drawn from an R.A.F. Air Stores Parkwj
which also supplied these items and oxygen to a U.S.
Beaufighter Squadron(4) and a French Spitfire Squadron. (.5)
The plan v/as for the bulk of supplies both for R.A.F. and
U.S.A.A.F. to be in position by D minus AO.

Repair, Salvage and long-range Tanks

In addition to needs of normal operations, a large number
six thousand 115 gallon

Ibid

■  of long-range tanks were necessary;
tanks were supplied for Thunderbolts, and one thousand five

hmdred 75 gallon tanks for Warhawks were provided by
XII Service Command, and one thousand .six hmdred 90 gallon

>  ' The Spitfire tanks were in short
All available supplies of them already

Hurricane

tanks for the Spitfires.
'• supply from the U.K.
in the island and in Italy were assembled.
45 tanks were modified and used for the Spitfires, care

being taken to leave a reserve of both types in the island.

Conformity with the general plan .of one service■system
'  ' ' to each national, ,series of aircraft'was observable in the

oXygen supply plans. Mediterranean Allied Air Forces
organised individual supply machinery in the form of mobile
oxygen pl^ts,(6) transport cylinders'. ' / .and aircraft
bottleslS) for the use of the British Spitfire Wings, the
U.S. Beaufighter Squadrons and the French Spitfire Squadrons.

Other. administrative Matters■

It is not proposed to enter here into a GOng)lete account
It is sufficient to

Ibid
of the huge administrative plan,
appreciate that it was comprehensive and thorough and^
unusual scale, as befitted the magnitude of an operation
which was by no means to end with the assault, but involved
ah' elaborate build-up and eventual merger to conform with the
general offensive in N.W. Europe.(9) All the various
problems, such as a reserve aircraft pool, hospitalisation,
evacuation, replacements of air crews and ground personnel,
defence against chemical warfare', ' the issue of summer khaki

on an

(1 D.M.S.
D.I.D.
No. 135-
No. 415-
No. 11/33-

2

3
4

(5)
6 4-

280.
400.
Its great weakness was that.it was based on the assunp-
tion of slow progress and made no allowance for the
possibility of early victory.

7
8
9
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Noteand so forth were all considered and planned for.
should he taken of the anti-malarial campaign.

Responsihilities and Methods of Malaria Control in Corsica.

At the end of 1943, Corsica was surveyed hy U.S. Army
.(1) The memorandum they issued in

January 44 covered the eight main areas of the island,
showed that larvae control was necessary on 2,413 acres of

open pond, 1,280 acres of marsh and 259 miles of stream,
called for mass spray killing of adult mosquitoes and the

provision of some 4,000 square yards of 'window screening.

I

Malaria Control in

Corsica - article Malaria Control

hy R.A.P. Medical
Branch in R.A.P.

Mediterranean

Review No.9

t

It

Responsibility for anti-malaria measures in the Calvi
and Ajaccio areas and over the eastern coastal plain north of

The Frenchthe Alto River was delegated to the R.A.F.
supervised the large to-wns, the Americans the remainder of

The R.A.P. units were assisted hy Army mits
and over two hundred hard-working Jugoslav labourers.
the island.

Heavy oiling of water and dusting hy aircraft(2)^
The districts most heavily

was

carried out systematically,
populated hy service personnel were the Bevinco, Borgo,
Poretta, Serragia and Alto. Here all anopheles breeding
grounds were sought out and dealt ■with. In the Ajaccio and
Calvi areas a great deal of clearance and oiling of drains,
ditches and wet areas went on.

The combined efforts of the medical services and per
sonnel taking various precautions produced satisfactory

No imit suffered operationally from the effects of
For the R.A.P. only 4 per cent of personnel became

during April and May, 6 per cent in June and 10 per cent
in July and August,
steadier, averaging 5 per cent over the five months April -
August 1944-

results,
malaria,
cases

In the U.S. forces the rate was

Air Build-Up in Southern Prance

Planned Airfield Build-up

Prom February 1944 onwards, a special planning staff of
from Engineer Command Mediterranean (Air) exploitedAppendix

'/SASO/9D to engineers
intelligence information on terrain, geological conditions,
local resources, weather data and so forth, and prepared

timates and schedules for Engineer troops, equipment and
supplies to meet the requirements of the air forces.
6S

M.A.T.A.P.
O.R.B.

In view of the need for maximum close air support, which
Corsican and air carrier bases could not indefinitely main
tain, a rapi
was plaxmed-
to be serviceable by D plus 20.
all-weather airfield was to be ready, followed by three
others, so that by D plus 50 there were to be four,
priority vifas given to a crash strip.

There was a high degree of uncertainty as to the outcome
of the first assault and the overall plan was based on a slow
advance, the cap'bure of Marseilles being scheduled for a date

uilding programme between D day and D plus 20
Eleven dry weather airfields were planned

By D plus 35, the first
^4^

First

l) Detachment No. 2655-
2^ 1 Lysander, 1 Boston (U.S.) and 1 Argus.

(3) It involved 3,400 personnel and 1,0l6 vehicles, -
6 battalions in all.
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■between D plus 40/D plus 60, for example,
for development, some areas were known to be more favourable
than others, especially those which the enemy was using in the
La Crau plain. The Air Forces hoped therefore for  a speedy
break-through. Ulth so many in^ionderables it was natural
that the,list of fields clK3sen for possible development was
lengthy. V "I) This preliminary note on the airfields plan is
given as it is not generally realised that some of these bases
at any rate were essential for the execution of the transfer
of considerable air forces, who progressively moved from Italy
and Corsica into Prance, some to join in the attack on Germany,
some to return to Italy when the battle there called for air
reinforcements.

In selecting sites

Technical Supply and Maintenance - (R.A.F.)

M.A.A.P./
P.1 (Pinal)
12 July A4

Squadron A and B parties were each to carry a 7 day
pack-rup of spares and technical stores. An Air Stores Park
was to move to the mainland in echelons, with a 30 day range
and three Repair and Salvage Units were to be established in
the same way, i.e. advance parties by D plus 15 and rear party
not later th^ D plus 25. Questions of movement, assembly,
waterproofing, equipment, etc., were dealt with on a conq)re-
hensive scale, within the pessimistic framework of the outline
plan, massive co-operation being assured by Air Force Service
Command. One feature common to most units involved was that

there had been aiiq)le time for planning and training, although
these activities had been to some extent adversely affected by
the long standing doubts as to the certainty and precise
nature of the operation.

(1) Planned schedule of airfield development, S. Prance

P/yy - A/W Operational DateName Type

D/W D + 3
D + 1
D + A
D + 7
D + 8
D + 12
D + 12
D + 13
D + 17
D + 20
D + 22
D + 25
D + 35
D + A5
D + 50
D + 50

Ramatuelle

St. Raphael No.2
Prejus
Grimaud

St. Raphael No. 1
Le Puget
Cagolin
Les Ares’
Le Luc
Gonfaron
Cuers

La Crau
Grimaud

St. Raphael No.1
Hyeres
La Crau

P.

P/¥Crash
P. . D/W

D/WP.

d/wP.B.

dAP.B.

dAp.

dAP.B.

dAP.B.

D/WP.B.
dAp.

dAP.B.

aAp.

A/WP.B.

aAp.

aAP.B.

P. = Fighter. P.B. = Fighter Bomber.
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Planned Order of Build-up of Air Porces into Southern Prance('^)

Ibid In view of the doubts as to the outcome of the landings,

it was natural that in the outline plan of the Tactical Air

Force the air build-up should only be described as 'probable'.
Reference to the footnote reveals the interesting fact that

the first two air units to operate from French bases were to

be R.A.F. - a Spitfire Wing and a T&c/R Squadron,
it was possible to maintain the balance of forces for the

prosecution of the campaigns in both Italy and Prance could

only be decided at a later stage.

How far

The Plan for Aircraft Carrier Operations

Tasks and Organisation

force,(2) organised in two
groups,(3) was assigned the following tasks,
provide fighter protection and spotting aircraft; secondly,
close support; thirdly, own protection against enemy air and
submarine forces,

command of the Force.

Royal Navy and two U.S. Navj^, each with their own escorts.

The two groups were loosely co-ordinated.

Aircraft aboard numbered about tYrenty-four per carrier. (4)
The R.N. Squadrons were disposed as follows: H.M.S. Attacker

The aircraft carrier

Firstly, to

Rear Admiral T. Troubridge, R.N. was in
Seven of the CVE escort carriers were

Report of
N.C.W.T.P.

Sect. A£

(1) Probable Air build-up into Dragoon
Order Type of Unit Probable Unit

321^ Wing
225 Squadron
111 Squadron
11/33 Squadron
322 Wing
324 Croup
27 Croup
79 Group
57 Croup
23 Squadron

251 Wing

IV Croup
LXXXVI Croup
AI5 Squadron
47 Croup

Spitfire Wing (Br.)
Tac/R Squadron (Br.)
Tac/R Squadron (U.S. )
Tac/R Squadron (Pr.)
Spitfire Wing (Br.)
Fighter-Bomber Croup (U.S. )

1

2

3

4

5
6

II It
7
8

It
9

P.R. Squadron (U.S.)
Spitfire Yfing (Br.)
Fighter-bomber :Group (Pr.)

10

11

12

13

14 Night fighter Squadron
15 Light Bomber Croup (U.S.)
T.F.88 - Task Force 88.

T.G-.88.1 (Rear Admiral
Troubridge R.N.)

T.C
(2)
(3) .88.2 (Rear Admiral

Durgin U.S.N.)

H.M.S. Stalker (carrier)
H.M.S. Hunter (carrier)
U.S.S. Tulagi (carrier)
U.S.S. Kasaan Bay (carrier)
H.M.S. Caledon

H.M.S. Colombo

U.S.S. Jeffers

U.S.S. Butler

U.S.S. Shubrick

U.S.S. Cherardi

U.S.S. Murphy
U.S.S. Herndon

H.M.S. Royalist
H.M.S. Delhi

H.M.S. Attacker (carrier)
H.M.S. Emperor (carrier
H.M.S. Khedive (carrier,
H.M.S. Searcher (carrier)
H.M.S. Pursuer (carrier)
H.M.S. Troubridge

H.M.S. Tuscan

H.M.S. Teaser

H.M.S. Tumult

H.M.S. Tenacious

H.M.S. Navarinon

H.M.S. Emperor carried 22, the rest 24 each.(4)
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and H.M.S. Khedive carried Seafires(0 H.M.S. Pursuer and
H.M.S. Searcher carried fildcats(2) and H.M.S. Emperor flew
Hellcat sTTSj
Seafires.

carriers.\5

based at Solenzara,Alghero and Gasabianda for nighty
cover, anti-submarine cover and ferry aerations.

\~n included spotting.

H.M.S. Hunter and H.M.S. Stalker carried

The U.S. Navy squadrons were Hellcats in both
In addition, ten night fighter Hellcats were

carrier

The

missions assigned to carrier aircraft

beach cover, bombing and straffingj tactical, photographic
and armed reconnaissance. It was thought, initially tliat the
most iirportant weight of effort would be directed on spotting
for naval aircraft. Events proved otherwise,
that the carriers were able to render valuable close support
on call to the ground forces T/as an interesting development.
Indeed, as this was the largest and last operation of its
kind in the Western Hemisphere, the whole subject caniiot be

omitted from any comprehensive study of Dragoon.

The fact

Carrier Force Operating Area

•The area within which the Carrier Force began to operate
is shown on Map 3» , On D Day its approximate position wa.s to
be as far eastward in the area as practicable. As the
invasion progressed westward and northward up the Rhone
Valley, the carrier force vfas to shift its position to the
western edge of the area so as to give greater range to its
fighter-bombers and reconnaissance aircraft.

Ibid

But for our air superiority over the Luftwaffe as a
whole, as distinct from oui' local air superiority, it v/ould

have been impossible for the carrier force to operate at all
under the given conditions. . Had the enemy air position
locally been much stronger it would not have been possible for
the parent ships to operate without frequent manoeuvring, or
for them to move, as they did, relatively close inshore.
This move inshore made it clear early in the assault period
that these aircraft Y/ere, for a time, available for offensive

missions to a greater depth and for a longer combat sortie
period than oui' Corsica-based fighters.

Aircraft Control Systems

So long as the Air Commandef was in U.S.3. Gatoctin, the
system of control was as follows. V/hen aircraft took off,
the Fighter Direction Officer of the carrier force notified

the air control ship in the assault area of the type of air
craft, call sign, attack order, mission and targets on which
aircraft just airborne had been briefed. As the mission

Ibid

(1) Of 879 and 899 Squadrons respectively, 8?9 Sqn. flew
Seafires LIIC and LIII: 899 Sqn. flew Seafires LIII.
Of 881 and 898 Squadrons respectively, 88I Sqn. fleYf
Wildcats VI: 898 Sqn. flew Wildcats V.
Of 800 Squadron which flew Hellcats.
Of 807 and 809 Squadrons respectively, 807 Sqn. flew
Seafires LIIC and LIII: 809 Sqn. flev/ Seafires LUG
and LIII.

Squadron V0F.1 - U.S.S. Tulagi.
"  VF.7A - U.S.S. KasaanUay.

There were in reserve 25 aircraft at Casabianda (Corsica)
and 8 on Malta.

Seafire LIIC and LIII.

Hellcat P6P.

Tfildcat V F1\11.

Wildcat VI F1/I2.

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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reached the assault area, it checked in with the fighter
direction ship if on patrol missions, and to the amphibious
flagship if on offensive missions,
confirmed or new ones assigned,
controlled it while in the forr/ard area and passed it back to
the carrier flagship when released,
until 19 August, when XII Tactical Air Coimnand established its

headquarters ashore,

and the carrier flagship then controlled all offensive carrier
air operations.

Its targets were either
The f03Tward control ship

This system operated

The carriers reduced defensive missions

The Rise of Wo. 4 Waval Fighter Wing

Study of a brief outline of the history of No. 4 Naval
Fighter T/ing to this point presents a microcosm within Y/hich

one may perceive the development of Allied ideas on the

capacity of carrier forces,

experiments were made Yvlth carrier-based aircraft, one at

Madagascar, one in the North-west Afr-ica landings,
cases, the air support provided was mainly confined to fighter
protection over convoys and beaches; little liaison with the

Army was effected.

During 1942, two small-scale

In both

Ibid and records

of No.4 Naval

Fighter Wing

During the landings at Salexno, five escort carriers and

two fleet carriers operated Yidth appreciable effect in the

fighter cover plan.
Seafires remained, it will be recalled, to provide a link in

the provision of close support for the Army, while the R.A.F.

short-range fighters moved in to the strips.

When the force left, twenty-four

After Salerno, H.M. Ships Hunter, Attacker and Stalker
were formed into a force equipped for the special role of
assault.

Seafires.
Each carrier was given a. squadron of twenty
Out of these three squadrons, No. 4 Naval Fighter

It began training in the same month -
The aim was

Wing Y/as created.
September 1943 - for its role of Army Support,
that by January 1944 each squadron was to be capable of every
one of the following roles - air fighting, tactical recon

naissance, photographic reconnaissance Yvlth vertical and

oblique cameras, artillery recoimaissance, bombardment
spotting, ground attack, dive and low-level bombing,
pilots were attached as trainers: an Air Liaison Section
attached to each squadron co-ordinated training with Army
requirements on the same basis as was in practice in Desert
and Tactical Air Forces.

R.A.F.

Prepara.tions for operations in the
Far East continued until January 1944, when the Y/ing was

detailed for operations elsewhere'.
conjunction Y/ith Army units follovred.

Intensive training in

In June 1944-, the Wing was given ship and shore training
Yfith the armies in Italy, attaining some seven hundred sorties

in all the roles expected of them, beginning their education
as number two to the veterans of Nos. 208 R.A.F. and No. 40

S.A.A.F, squadrons on tactical and artillery reconnaissance
Yrork.

taken to the front before Arezzo to study ground conditions.
They Yrere split up among bomber and fighter wings and

When the two task groups of Force 88 were formed,
H.M.S. Attacker passed to Group l(.1/ and H.M.S. Hunter and

The latter group, as part ofStalker passed to Group 2
the general diversion plan, sailed towards .Alexandria thus

affording valuable practice in station keeping and general
flying staff work.

(1 Under command of Rear Admiral Troubridge.
Under command of Rear Admiral C. T. Durgin, U.S.N.(2
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Training

The two U.S. escort carriers(l) left the United StatesIbid

on 30 June, conducting training for flight operations, glide
bombing attacks and anti-submarine operations Tfhile en route
for Oran. Prior to leaving Oran on 17 July for Malta, they
supplied aircraft for gunfire support ships training in the
Oran area. It Y/as at Malta that Task Force 88 vra.s divided

into two groups. Group 2 left on its deceptive run to
Alexandria; Group 1 began training at Malta in the last Yreek
of July.

The second official full-scale rehearsal for Dragoon was
intended, among other things, as a communication and fighter
direction test.

Salerno, covered the assault area with fighter protection and
launched tactical missions dropping live bombs on selected
targets,

vital, inasmuch as after Salerno in 1943j as will be recalled,
it was reported that Insufficient practice had been a direct
cause of many failures and accidents.(2)

The Opposing Air Forces

Task Force 83, operating 40 miles off

All this training and rehearsal was felt to be

Allied Air Forces

Allied Air Tactical Order of Battle for Operation Dragoon

Outline Air

Plans M.A.A.F.

Mediterranean Tactical Air Force had four main elements

available for Dragopn: XII Tactical Air Command and
87th. Fighter Wing
in Corsica respectively and their aircraft on Corsican fields;
42nd Bombardment Wing(4) - H.Q. at ELmas, (Sardinia) and its

with Headquarters at Naples and Furianiand

M.A.T.A.F.

squadrons on two Sardinian fields; 57th Bombardment Wingl5} -
H.Q. at Prunello, (Corsica) and the Provisional Troop Carrier
Air Division!°) in the Rome area. Thus practically half the

(1) C.V.ES.

(2) Rear Admiral Blsset was In charge of the carrier force until just before
D Day, when he was taken 111.

(3) Squadrons divided
as to~natlonallty

Aircraft No. of Sqns. I.E. A/C. on I.E.

P.17S
Spits.
A-20S.

Photo/R.

Spit. Tac/R, P.R.
Spit. Tac/R.
Mosquito Tac/R.
Beaus (N)

18 45025
16 176. 11 26U.S.A.A.F.

R.A.F.

F.A.F.

k 16 64 12
162 32 1

1 399 9
16 161

1 1 1

.  1 18 18

7S539

766 aircraft at 8(^ operational serviceability
= 612 aircraft approx.

(4) B-26s = 16 squadrons at 16 I.E. = 256 aircraft
255" aircraft at 8C^ operational serviceability

= 204 aircraft approx.

(5) B-25S = 12 squadrons at 16 I.E. <= 192 aircraft
aircraft at 80J5 operational serviceability

>= 153 aircraft approx.

(6) C-47S (Dalcotas) = 32 squadrons at 16 I.E. =
512 aircraft

5I2 aircraft at 80% operational serviceability
= 409 aircraft approx.

Note; The figure of 80% operational serviceability was computed by the
Statistical Control and Operations Record Unit of M.A.A.F. from a
recapitulation of Weekly Status Reports. It was 75% for July 4k.
(A.H.B.II.J.1/36,)

U.S.A.A.F.

F.A.F.

12

4
16

all U.S.A.A.F.

all U.S.A.A.F.
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Tactical strength -was British - excluding the medium bombers.

To this British complement must be added. t.he.._sevg.n__s_gua.argns
of the British Fleet Air Yfing No. 4-

Also available, if need arose, Y/ere the thirty-two
(w in Italy. Under his opera-squadrons of Desert Air I'orce

tional control the Air E'orce Task Commander had tvro fighter
(2) assigned to Fifteenth Air Force based in Corsicagroups

during the initial phases of the operation, and the carrier-
based aircraft.(3)

In addition, heavy bombers of Strategic Air Force in
Italy were available for D minus 1 and D Day and thereafter
in emergency, when requested by the Air Force Task Comimander

and approved by the Commanding Generals, Tactical Air Force
and Mediterranean Allied Air Forces.

Tactical units are given in Appendix 3-

The locations of the

Coastal Air Force Order of Battle

M.A.C.A.P.

Report
Appx. D.3
(Air Staff)
O.E.B.

As in all amphibious operations, the tasks allotted to
Coastal Air Force units were manifold,

they included convoy protection, intruding, night fighting,
anti-aircraft gunfire control, recoimaissance, anti-submarine
offensive patrols, leaflet dropping, air/sea rescue aircraft
control, aircraft movement liaison, balloons, mine detection
and diversionary operations.

The fighter force(4) consisted of one hundred and
eighty-six aircraft, of U.S., British and French nationalities.

On this occasion

(1) H.ft. Frigge 32 squadrons
Aircraft

on .Aircraft

Spitfires
K1 ttyhawlcs
Baltimores

Marauders

Mustangs
Bostons

Beaus (N)

Sqns. I.E. Nationality
14 224 R.A.F.

S.A.A.F.

R.A.A.F.

R.C.A.F.

Polish A.F,

18
165 80 9

4 16 64 3
16 483 1

16 483 1
2 2412 32

16 161

50532

504 aircraft at 80% operational serviceability = k03 aircraft approx.

(2) 6 Squadrons of Lightnings at I.E. 25 = I50 aircraft.
150 aircraft at 8C^ operational serviceability = 120 aircraft.
All U.S.A.A.F.

(3) Aircraft embarked
Ship No. S^.

Seaflre '24 879
Hellcat 22 800

Seaflre 24 899
Wildcat 24 881
Wildcat

lYLe

24 898

Duties

F, F/B, Tac/R, 'P/R spotting
F, IVB
F, F/3, Spotting

T.G.88.1 Attain

Emperor
Khedive

Pursuer

Searcher

« n II

II II II

T.G.88.2 Tulagi
Kasaan Bay Hellcat 24 W.74 F, F/B, R/P
Hunter

Stalker

24 V0F.1 F, F/B, R/PHellcat

24 807
24 809

Seaflre

Seaflre
F, F/3, Tac

, Spotting

/R, P/R
F, F/B, Tac/R, P/R Spotting

214

There were. In addition, 10 aircraft ashore In Corsica and 33 reserve
aircraft In Corsica and Malta.

(4) 3 U.S. P.-39/P-47 Squadrons (70 aircraft) at Alghero
3 French Spitfire Squadrons (48 aircraft) at Ajaccio
3 U.S. Beaufighter Squadrons (36 aircraft) at Algliero

Solenzara and .Borgo
1  British Mosquito Squadron (20 aircraft)
Detachment of British Beaufighter Squadron ) at Alghero

(12 aircraft)

)

)
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The general reconnaissance force(0
and tT/elve aircraft, mostly British.

available was one hundred

German Air Force

German Air Force Appreciations of imminent Allied LandingsRise and Fall

of ttee German

Air Force

Air Ministry
(Restricted)

It was at the beginning of the fourth y/eek in July that
the German Air Force Intelligence, having correctly judged
from accumulating evidence from air reconnaissance, signals
intercepts and other sources that an Allied landing in the
Western Mediterranean area was imminent, took steps to meet
the threat. They identified certain Tactical Force Head

C.A.F. ORB

Outline Air

Plan

quarters in Corsica; they noted the state of readiness of our

aircraft carriers and, excluding the possibility of their use

in any move :in the Adriatic, decided that this fact pointed to
the French or Ligurian coastline,
the inconplete coverage of Allied assembly ports by stepping
up their reconnaissance and had correctly estimated by 30 July
that Allied shipping assembled in Naples, Sicily and North

Africa was coiiplete and an operation imminent,
evidence that this was the case was the resumption on the

night of 31 July/l Augifst of anti-shipping operations.
Ju.88 torpedo bombers which had been operating against
Overlord shipping were detailed to attack a convoy with

special long-running torpedoes,
convoy off Cap Sigli, but their attack ir&s a complete failure.

They proceeded to fill in

One piece of

Forty

Thirty of them reached the

It might have been expected that the Germans would rein

force the South of Prance; premature estimates of possible
reinforcements to the area, both to meet the tlireat and the

results of the Allied thrust in Norimandy and Brittany, were

made of some fifty long range bombers and tv/enty ground attack

aircraft from Northern France, and up to sixty fighters from

Italy and S.TiT. Germany.

Luftwaffe Reactions to the Threat

A fortnight before the invasion. Allied Intelligence
On the contrary,

Ibid

could perceive no sign of any such moves.
Fliegerkorps II transferred its headquarters from Prance to

Bulgaria, in sympathy with the needs of Turkey's hardening
policy,
were not in a position to attack Turkey,
near the Turko-Bulgarian frontier were being considered as a

possibility by the German High Command.

It was to remain on the defensive, since the Germans
Allied landingsO.K.W. Mariibuoh

20 June hh
(Captured German
document)

The mixed reconnaissance force of Ju. 88s, Ju.l88s and

Me.41 Os remained steady at a total of twenty and were fully
eirployed.
second-line unit flying Me.109s, stood by.
was reduced progressively until on the eve of the landings
there were only seventy torpedo bombers of unreliable service

ability and some twenty-five Do.217s available for use.

tendency to move back bases northYrards viras continued,
and Valence were kept stocked for both types of bomber units.

The small fighter force, which consisted of a
The bomber force

The

Orange

(l) 1 R.A.A.P. Wellington Squadron (20 aircraft) at Alghero
1 R.A.F. Wellington Squadron (20 aircraft) " "
1 S.A.A.F. Ventuura Squadron (l6 aircraft) " "
1 R.A.P. R.P. Beaufighter Sqn. (l6 aircraft) " "
1 French Walrus Squadron
1 R.A.F. Marauder Squadron
(Shipping reconnaissance) ( 8 aircraft) " "

1 R.A.P. Yfellington Squadron (20 aircraft) " Foggia

(12 aircraft
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The idea that two groups of Lehr G-eschwader I might he

drafted to the area came to nothing,
forcement was the preparation on a field near Nimes for the

reception of a single-engined fighter rocket mortar group.
Fuel was short, although not yet desperately so, serious
enough, at any rate, to prohibit the use of the up-to-date
He.-177s with their glider homhs, which were moved north or

destroyed.

The only sign of rein-

The main homher base build-up was clearly taking place
Salon, Istres and La Jasse were

now dead letters. Orange and Valence only emergency airfields.

The ground organisation in the Lyons - Dijon area was
strengthened by the transfer thereto of an equipment issuing
station from Bourges, and of G-.A.F. Station Command Le M^s

Wot only ?ra.s this tendency the index of the

in the Lyons - Dijon area.

to Valence,

tactical need to escape the weight of Allied bombing of their

Mediterranean bases, but was an intelligent move ahead of
The transfers had to be made - therefore it v/asevents,

best to make them before a rapid Allied advance either from

Liguria or the South of France put them out of the qxiestion
altogether.
Resistance movement and the constant attrition of acts of

sabotage and dislocation of traffic by guerilla activities
all hastened the shortening by the Germans of their lines of

communication. It was thought in Geimian circles that some

time in mid-August there vrould be a general uprising in
Prance.

Furthermore, the growing strength of the

Already long range bombers had joined with specially
appointed air. units in anti-resistance operations.

Summing up the position before the event,
opposition to the landings T/as, expected, but it was likely to
be mediocre.

some air

Fliegerdivision 2 was to control operations.
The German bomber forces in Northern Italy were not overlooked

and steps T/ere taken to nullify their power of interference.

Fluctuating Enemy Estimates of Allied Intentions

It is sometimes loosely stated that the landings in
Southern France were effected under conditions of conplete

surprise. Study of the preceding paragraphs, of the record

of the state of the enemy defences and the appendix ("I) dealing
with the disposition of the enemy ground forces should prove
the inaccuracy of such a claim. The Germans had many sources

of information apart from air reconnaissance, for exanple the

diplomatic service and the Abyrelir - and other secret intelli

gence organisations - and they were not slowr in appreciating
Address by Gen. Devers from about mid-February 1944 onwards that massive preparations

were under way. One of their main problems, namely whether
the Mediterranean move would coincide with, precede or follow

the entry into W.W. Europe, was resolved in June ■when Overlord
went in. All through June, local commanders tended to the
belief that an invasion was imminent from time to time against
one of several possible points along the southern coast of
Prance or against the coast of Liguria. The High Command,
on the other hand, -with a wider perspective, held the view
that our preparations v;ere not sufficiently advanced for
action.

OKL to GHQ
Luftflotte 2 -
18 Aug. kk'
Translation of
German document
KWGrnilSZ

Rise and Fall of the
German Air Force
Air Mlrifstiw
(Restricted)

to U.S. Ml, Intell.
27 May 1916
(published in
"Military Affairs"
Vol.X No.2
Vfashlngton,
Summer 16)

During July, there was greater disagreement as to the
nature of the Allied operations by then rightly believed to be
imminent.

opinion hardened into two main schools of thought and Allied
As can be seen from the various evidence presented.

(1) No. 5.
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air attacks certainly played their part in lending weight to
each of the conflicting theories in turn,
successful German air reconnaissance were sometimes correctly

interpreted, sometimes left the enemy still guessing.

The reports of

This factOn 10 July, there vms an air attack on Toulon.
was linked by' the Intelligence Branch on the staff of
Commander-in-Ghief West with the fact that Allied landing craft

resources now roughly approached the level of pre-Husky days.
On 19 July, the Luftwaffe General in Italy pointed out that in

the previous week one bomber Yfing, two ground attack wings and
the advanced H.Q. of close support forces had all moved to

Corsica and a landing was a possibility,
reported cruisers, a battleship and three or four auxiliary
aircraft carriers and some destroyers in Algerian ports and

^ the departure on 21 July from Gibraltar into the Mediterranean
They vrere sighted off Tres Eorcas

Aircraft had

of another carrier.

(130 miles west of Oran) early on 22 July.

At the end of the month, the Naval War Denartment in
Germany made a slxrewd summary of the facts as known and
decided that the French Mediterranean coast was the most prob-

As will have been noted, this tallied withable objective,
opinion in other high German military circles, although it was

not xiniversally believed in as a dead certainty,
selected for this decision are interesting, especially when

they are set alongside our deception plans,
that the Germans still retained a good grip bn essentials.
Ten new hospital ships had been accounted for, another striking
parallel-to conditions on the eve of the landings in Sicily.
French naval and air forces were more concentrated than ever

A landing by these

The grounds

It can be seen

before in a position to attack Prance.
French forces in Southern France would effect a rallying of the

support from the still largely indifferent French civilian
population: it would link up with the Maquis in the Massif
Central,

ceived, have a decisive effect on operations on the Western

Front. ' Another strong political factor was the known desire

of Free French Circles to take a preponderant part in the

liberation of their country, so,ensuring their share in the

ultimate shaping of her destiny,
second week in August, in face of the unfavourable development
in. the ground situation in Brittany and Normandy.
12 August, the 6th Defence Flotilla was ordered the second

■degree of readiness and all seaworthy craft got ready to sail.

A big landing and a deep tluust would, they per-

Their viev/s hardened in the

On

The movement of aircraft back from the coast proceeded
during the first half of August. The reconnaissance forces
were ordered to carry out full coverage of Allied shipping by
every available means, but by 12 August- Flieger Division 2 had
to admit its coverage of shipping at Naples and Salerno was
still inconplete. Alerts and warnings increased as the days
passed and early on 14 August Naval Group West announced that
the Allies were at the ready. Reconnaissance aircraft saw
the Ajaccio convoys leave at 1715 hours on a westerly course

soon changed). That night there were many warnings, Genoa
itself being put in the second degree of readiness at
2045 hours. It took the Germans most of the day on 15 August
itself to decide just v/here the main weight of the attack was
falling.

(
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CHAPTER 3

PEE - ASSAULT AIR OPERATIONS

Phase I

Counter Air Force Operations

Report on
Operation
Dragoon '
M.A.T.A.P.

1 Nov. 44

Appendix D/
SASO/9 to
O.R.B.

The weakened state of the Luftwaffe rendered it only-
necessary for Tactical Air Eorce to attack one of the list of

seven air bases envisaged,
reasonably successful attack on Bergamo/Ssriate, achieving
good coverage, destroying eight aircraft and inflicting much

damage to ins-tallations and runway.

On 9 August, 42nd Wing made a

Prom 6 to 9 August, the Strategic Air Force carried out
its ovm commitment, which was, it will be recalled, counter

air force attacks in Southern France, foll.owing on attacks on

enemy installations, both in that region and at Genoa, as part
of both the deception plan and the general strategic effort

against the German -war potential.

On 6 August, a night of great activity in the Dragoon
.  ' area, fifty-nine Lightnings destroyed seven aircraft on the

ground at Orange/Plan de Dieu and Valence/La Tresorerie air
fields,

forecasts of ineffective German air reaction that no other

attacks on airfields wer^ carried out in this phase and only
one other small attackl'l 1 in Phase II.

So satisfied v/as Allied Intelligence with their own

Interdiction of Communications

Ibid Before the first day of Phase I of the Bombing Plan,
heavy and medium bombers had succeeded in creating ten rail-
■Kny cuts be-tween Lyons and the mouth of the Rhone, The rail
bridges at Arles and Tarascon and both bridges at Tarascon
were photographed and shewed as temporarily unserviceable.
In addition to important cuts on the lines running parallel
to the Rhone, four cuts were created by our bombers at rail

, bridges across the Var River. Avignon bridge was attacked
6,(2) ~l and 8(4) August, but not conclusively. The

consummation of our efforts was not to be evident until D Day,
after a heavy exj;enditure of effort against this costly type
of target, Meai-iwhile the remainder. of, the objects of Phase I

Admirable

on

communications offensive were steadfastly pursued,
bombing on 6 August by 319th Group, (5) destroyed -two spans,
leaving gaps of 185 feet each, at one of Tarascon's road and
rail bridges, Arles bridge ivas attacked on 6 August in two
successful missions. Lavoulte (Rhone River), Livron (Drome
River), A-vignon and Pont St. Esprit were all well hit, by
Mitchells on 7 August; again, on 8 August, these Mitchells
from Corsica heavily damaged Pont St. Esprit and Avignon,
The Germans worked hard on repairs, especially at Avignon,

Results of Air Attacks on the. Rjver Bridges and Riviera

Appendix D/
SASO/9 to
MTAF O.R.B,

The task continued until, D Day, when of the six rail-way
bridges across the Rhone between Lyons and .the sea, five were
unserviceable, The only serviceable bridge -was that at

(l ) On 13 August by 31 Lightnings on Montelimar airfield.
By 36 Mitchells,
By 36 Mitchells.

(4) By 39 Mitchells. ■ -
(5) By 154 Marauders.
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Avignon. An early attack had cut it; the Germans liad single
line traffic running across it again two days before D Day.
The double track lines on either side of the Rhone between

Lyons and Avignon were each cut in two places. The main
Riviera route on the French - Italian frontier W0.s cut at the

Var River, Ventimiglia and Imperia. The bridge across the
Var north of Nice, leading to the Cuneo route into Italy was
cut. Patriots both sides of the frontier had been engaged in
acts of sabotage. The, only route into the bridgehead from
the west was over the one bridge at Avignon. Direct traffic
from Lyons was blocked, so were the French - Ltalian frontier

routes. The line Grenoble - Marseilles remained open.

Phase II - Operation Nutmeg

General Effect of Bad Tfeather on the OperationIbid

The main point of Operation Nutmeg, which, it vd.ll be

recalled, lasted from D minus 5 (10 August) until O350 hoars
on D Day, was to put out the coastal artillery and radar

defences and intensify the chances of tactical surprise by
attacking four areas more or less simultaneously,
spoiled the exact execution of the plan from the outset and
changes in it were forced on us.

the first day had several unfo.rtunate results,

compression into four days of a five-day programme; it
prevented full attention being paid to enemy radar targets in
the Genoa area.

Y/eather

Unfavourable weather on

It forced the

Attacks on Radar Installations

Ibid Rad8.r installations were attacked by fighters with cannon

and by fighter-bombers with fragmentation bombs. Ifi the

.  case of the Strategic Air Force contribution, fighter attacks

were carried out by a proportion of the fighters, (escorting
heavy bombers, attacking coastal defence positions in the

same area). In the case of Tactical Air Force, some attacks
were carried out by fighters escorting medium bombers; but

in addition, in line with the findings from the Overlord pre-
assault operations, many separate fighter and fighter-bomber
attacks were made.

On D Minus 5, bad weather tied down the heavy bombers,
but Tactical Air Fo"’ce launched attacks with one hundred

and forty-six sorties against twelve radar sites in the

’Dragoon' and Marseilles areas,
areas vrsre attacked, two installations in the Genoa area

six in the 'Dragoon'(2) .
and six in the Sete area.(4)

On D minus 3 Day? all fou

,  six in the Marseilles area(3)area

r

ininus 2 Day, attacks were restricted to the
and Marseilles areas,(8) On D minus 1, confusion

On D m

'(5)'Dragoon
of enemj'’ estimates was again the aim, and the three areas -

(0 20 sorties by M.A.T.A.F, and one fighter attack by
M.A.S.A.F,

59 sorties by M.A.T.A.F, and one fighter attack by(2)
M.A.S.A.F.

(3) 18 sorties by M.A.T.A.F. and six fighter attacks by
M.A.S.A.F.

6 attacks by M.A.S.A.F.
36 sorties by M.A.T.A.F, and one fighter attack by
M.A.S.A.F,

178 sorties by M.A.T.A.F.

(4)
(5)

(6)
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Genoa, ('I) Sete(2) and Dragoon(3) were all attacked, this time
with the greatest weight on the Dragoon area, so as to

neutralise every possible unit capable of detecting the

approach of the convoys^and alerting the defences,
installations, mainly Wurzburg and Coastwatcher types,
chosen for elimination.

Seven

were

Satisfactory Results of Air Attacks on Eneny Radar

For teclmical reasons Allied Intelligence's analysis of

the cumulative results of these air attacks was most reliable

in the Dragoon area, but the degree of local tactical surprise
actually achieved points to a considerable, if not complete
degree of success in the other three areas.

Ibid (Radio)

The table of estimated enemy radar status on the night
1/D Day(0 reveals several interesting points,

the Genoa area six known stations appeared to be still func

tioning. This may not have represented the failure some

might read into it. The information circulated from Genoa

when the course of the convoys were initially laid in that

direction (as part of our deception tactics) seems to have
been responsible for a widespread alerting of units for a

landing in that area and subsequent corrections proved fatally
late in reaching those concerned. The greatest success of

immediate tactical and psychological value was attained in the

Dragoon area itself, where it appears that only two stations

(a Coastwatcher and a Giant WurzWrg) were operating on
D Night, both in St. Raphael sector. The outlay of effort

expended to bring about that state of unse:rviceability was

not unreasonably heavy. The front gunfire probably did more

damage to the actual radar installation, when found, but the

fragmentation bombs caused important damage to the buildings
on the site and confusion among personnel manning it.

InD minus

(1) 24 sorties by M.A.T.A.P. and one fighter attack by
M.A.S.A.P.

2 attacks by M.A.S.A.P,
38 sorties by M.A.T.A.P. and three fighter attacks by
M.A.S.A.P,

X Serviceable, xx Unserviceable, xxx Probably Unservice
able,

(4)

Dragoon AreaGenoa Area

Cap Blanc
Cap Blanc
Cap Camera! xx
Cap Camera! xx
St. Raphael xx
St. Raphael x
St. Raphael x
Cap d'Antibes xxx

XX

XX

Cap Perrat
Moneco

Capo Mile
Savona/Varazzo x
Voltri

Portofina

X

X

X

X

X

Sete AreaMarseilles Area

Cap Leucate
Cap Leucate
Cap Leucate
Narbonne

Sete

Sete

Montpellier Lattes

Ceret

Toulon

Cap Couronne
Marseilles

Marseilles

La Ciotat

Cap Couronne
Golfe de Giens

xxxX

XXX

XXX

xxxXX

XXX

Xxxx

xxxX

XX
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Air Attacks on Coastal Batteries and Gnn Positions

Ibid

and Report by
N.C. Western

Task Force.

(AHB.II J.1/
339/1 )

The growth of the air effort against guns and batteries
may be studied in the footnote, (.1 )
merges into Operation Yokum and Ducrot on D Day,
seen to come on D minus 1 Day.
already been taken out of the enemy coastal fire power.

where Operation Nutmeg
The peak is

On D Day itself, the sting had

As in the case of the offensive against radar, this
programme played on the same four areas and one finds similar
series of variations timed to deceive as to our intentions for

as long as possible - on 11 August medium bombers in the

Dragoon area and fighter bombers round Genoa; on 12 August, a
replica of the 11th.
in the Marseilles area. Tactical fighter bombers in the Genoa

On Ilf August, the medium wings returned to the Dragoon
.(2) As the

On 13 August, Mitchells and Marauders

area,

area for the last stroke of prelude operations
effort reached its crescendo during the next pha.se - Yokura,

reports on the effectiveness of the whole programme will be
dealt with under that heading.

Operation Yokum

Fre - H Hour D Day Bombing

PiTase III,

Tactical Air Support for the Landings

This section of the Bombing Plan was executed under the

control of XII Tactical Air Command and was characterised by a

high degree of co-ordination with other air commands and all

naval gunfire support groups. It amounted to an assault by
some one thousand tliree hundred aircraft over a period of only

one hour and twenty minutes on a front forty miles long. It
supported the landing until H Hour and caused considerable
damage to the enemy coastal and beach defences. The highest
priority was accorded to attacks on those batteries which

might oppose the approach of naval ships. The tactical air

support of the navy gave assurance that gunfire support ships
and minesweepers got into position and that they, in turn,
supported the approach of landing craft and combat loaders.

For these purposes, twelve groups of heavy bombers and

their escorts, the entire resources of the if2nd and 57th

Bombardment Wings of Tactical Air Force and of XII Tactical

Air Command were employed. Except for a number of 57th Wing
Mitchell missions cancelled on account of foggy weather, the

plan was adhered to: the only change was that conditions of .

Report on
Dragoon
M.A.T.A.F,

F/B(1) Tons BombsL.B,H.B. M.B.Date

3610710 Aug.

11 Aug.

12 Aug.
13 Aug.

lif Aug.
15 Aug.

87233
556 1778236 4 273

267428 23 1452

538 17i0f240 22 103
16288 1105591252

(2) Attacking airfields at Les Chanoines, La Jasse, Istres,
Salon, Toulouse and Valence in the course of their
flight.
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light compelled postponement of the moment of opening from

0550 to 0610, Thereafter,
lines given in the footnote.

attack was maintained on th
1

e

Rendezvous and Areas of Attack

Ibid 42nd Wing rendezvoused over the western coast of
Sardinia and approached down.its own lane,
beach east of Gavalaire in two missions and flew three

It bombed the

missions each against batteries at Cap Benat, La Londe and
lie de Giens, 57th Wing rendezvoused over its bases in
Corsica and approached the assault area in a lane N.E. of the

Naval convoy lane.

Cap Roux (two missions) and flew three missions each against
batteries at Points des Issambres, St. Tropez, Agay and

Cap Roux,
rendezvoused in the area Borgo, Cap Corse and Calvi and

approached along air lanes on either side of the Nav;il convoy
lane.

It bombed the beach at Agay, west of

XII Tactical Command fighters and fighter-bombers

Prom here the fighter-bombers flew airnied reconnais
sances over the entire area from the lie de Giens to the

lie de Lerins, silencing any guns seen firing: in addition
they atta.cked twenty-nine batteries along the landing coast,
in particular those massed in the zone from Cap Camarat -

Cap Roux,

became of paramount importance as H Hour dj:’ew near, for by
0730 hours small Allied Naval craft were already within
1000 yards of the beaches, a condition in itself only possible
by virtue of the success of air attacks on guns to that point.
All missions avoided the areas Cap Negre, lie du Levant,
Port Cros, (the objects of special ground missions), and the
paratroop drop areas; all vrere geographical units with

individual bomb-lines it was essential to respect.

The timing of attacks, meticulous throughout,

Naval Sa.tisfaction with Results of Air Attacks on Guns

Ibid Scattered low clouds over some batteries, pa.tches of fog

and the poor early morning light made complete success out of

the question. There was a shift of Some missions to secondary
targets (strongpoints). (^1-/ On the whole, things worked out
well for the air forces and many guns were squarely hit, as
for example the four I50 mm guns near the Saline d'Hyeres, hit

by fourteen Marauders. The coasta.l defence troops were not of

the first category(5) and some guns were either abandoned or
weakly fought.

(1) 0610-0730 Small formations, each of 2|- fighter-bombers,
patrolled assault area and silenced any guns seen firing.

Small formations of heavy, medium and fighter-bombers
carried out repeated attacks to destroy selected coastal
defence guns in assault area,
0635-0730 Small formations of fighter-bombers attacked
selected gun positions in assault area.
O7OO-O73O Formations of medium and heavy bombers carried
out drenching attacks on assault beaches with object of

beating down under-water obstacles and beach defenc
Each beach was covered in its entire length, and where
possible, attacked by two or more waves,
0800 onwards Eight Navy fighter-bombers, eight Navy
rocket-firing fighters and sixteen fighter-bombers of

XII T.A.C, were on call to attack any remaining targets.
Marauders,
Mitchells.

About one-fifth of tactical air.support was shifted from

Navy to Army.
But their well-organised and fanatical contribution to
the defence of Toulon and Marseilles soon a.fterwards

provided a problem.

a c*
o o •

2

3
4,

(5)
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d that results exceeded expectations
and Vice Admiral Hewitt, U.S.N, pointed out how successful
had been the intricate choice of targets and alternatives.

He would have liked^ in view of the handicap imposed by the
overcast, to see the pathfinder technique employed by air
craft, and radar control on the gunfire support ship forces.

The Navy conside

The Bombing of the Beaches, pre-H Hour

Ibid Results of the air attacks on the actual beaches,

shallow water and approaches ?/ere watched with great interest.
It was uncertain how the effect of the blast would effect

deeplaid mines, wire entanglements and under-water obstacles.
The 100 lb bomb was mostly used, as well as some up to 260 lb.
These categories were in fairly short supply, so loads were

sometimes completed with 500 lb bombs. No phosphorus or

incendiary bombs were used.

The beach at Agay, only 80 yards long, was bombed about
450 yards on each side, so as to neutralise the stiff
defences. One hundred and thirty-five Marauders attacked
Beach 259 (Alpha Red) with one hundred and eighty-six tons of

. bombs, achieving good concentration,. The attack by eighty-
six Portresses against Beach 261 (Alpha Yellow) was also a
heavily-concentrated success made from 12,500 - 16,000 feet
altitudes.

Air Protection of the Assault Convoys

Mounting, Staging and Sailing of Assault Convoys

The assault was mounted from ports in Italy, Corsica,
In Italy, the base for all units

Reports in

'M.A,C.A.P.' and North Africa and Madta,
the Invasion of withdrawn from the Italian front, Naples and its satellites,
S, Prance’, was the principal mounting port and here three divisions(l)
Appx, D3 and D4 were loaded. At Taranto and Brindisi two Prench divisions(2)

were loaded, the locality being chosen both to relieve con

gestion at Naples and contribute to the deception pilan,
Agropoli, south of Naples, troops of the 1st Special Service
Porce and the 1st Groupe Commandos d’Afrique were loaded,

Oran in Algeria was the second principal mounting post and
here most of the Prench armoured forces embarked.

M.A.C.A.P. ORB,

Aug. 44. At

Ifelta

was selected as the terminal port for the aircraft carriers

and one naval gunfire support group,
were loaded at Galvi and lie Rousse, (in Corsica); and one
Prench division!3;

The Air Porce units

at Ajaccio.

Because of the distances involved, landing craft and

troops were staged off the west coast of Corsica prior to

setting -course to the points of assault and gathered in

anchorages at Ajaccio and Propriano.
was to approach the assault area during darkness,
were so designed as to enable Coastal Air Poi’ce to provide
maximum air coverage outside forty miles of the assault area.

At this point, it will be recalled, XII Tactical Air Command

assumed cover responsibilities,
tained in a northerly direction towards Genoa until off the

northwest tip of Corsica, where the naval approach lanes coiri-
menced.

The aim of the convoys
The route

Convoy courses were main-

The eastern diversion group supported this 6.eceptio

s

n

(1 3rd, 26th and 45th Divs,
1st, Pr.Inf.Div. and 3rd Algerian Inf.Div,
9th Colonial Inf.Div.

•
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until 2300.0)threat by proceeding in a dj.rect course to Genoa u
(2JThe tui'n thereafter west-wards was made in mist.

Approach Corridors

Ibid. The four main assault task forces will be recalled:

Camel, Delta and Alpha against the beaches and Sitka with

special, commando type assignments against the islands and

mainland. Camel Force was assigned the right (northeasterly)
corrid.or. Delta Force the centre and Alpha the left (south-
westerly) corridor. Reference to Maps 3 and 1-will show how
these approaches fitted into the overall design for the

approach of air, airborne, diversionary and naval assault
elements.

Air Convoy Protection and the Watch on Enemy Shipping

Coastal Air Force's main preoccupations at this stage
were the cover of the convoys, the watch on enemy surface

Theseforces and the foiling of enemy air reconnaissance,

Ibid

tasks, because of Allied air superiority and the low strength
of the enemy air forces, it fulfilled without the loss of any
naval units. The importance of the small enemy air recon
naissance forces was out of all proportion to their strength:
they had, in their favour, superior speed and height, and it

was always possible that if their evidence, added to that from
other sources, should uncover our real intentions, strength
and whereabouts, the landings might be prevented, or at any
rate defeated on the beaches in the manner advocated by

Greater emphasis was placed on night cover than day
Experience

Rommel,

after the convoys were well out in the open sea.
had proved that sustained daylight or dusk raids by the enei^y
long range bomber force were unlikely, but an effort of some
kind was certain.

"10 August

Coastal Air Force's role in Operation Dragoon began on

.  the afternoon of 10 August (d Minus 5)j when the first
.  convoys, naval forces and support troops began to move out

■  from their loading ports. Throughout that night the seaborne

forces moving Southwest from Taranto were covered by No.242
Group with night Beaufighters, and by ?/ellingtons for anti

submarine protection. The convoys which left Naples in the

late afternoon were covered until dusk by Thunderbolts and

AiroGobras(3) and throughout the night by Beaufighters. In
the Western Mediterranean, it was correctly believed, no
U-boats were active and economies in cover were thus effected..

The Oran convoy was covered on its eastward route by ,

Mosquitos, (^t-) The night IO/II August was one of bad flying
weather; the plans of Coastal Air Force in the Corsican
area were abortive and it was unlikely that enemy air I’econ-

naissance sighted anything worth reporting. Intruders who

set out, to attack eneiny air bases at Bergamo, Valence and

Toulouse abandoned their missions.

Ibid

(1) It reached a point 43°31 ' N, 08°15' E, befot'e turning
roughly westward towards the beaches and there is some
evidence that this contributed to some fruitless alert

ing of the defences in the Genoa area.
See Map 1 for assault convoy routes.
Both of 62nd Fighter Wing.
Of No,210 Group,

2

3

(if
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11 August

All day on 11 August the convoys were at sea, covered, by
nd. Thund.erbolts • Vfellingtons, Yfarwicks, Marauders
gave anti-submarine cover between Taranto and

In the Sardinian area, fighters gave the alarm

Ibid

Airocobra

and Cants

Sicily,
that two submarines were some 50 miles off Toulon,

photographic cover had been fixrnished since 8 August,
might be two of the three U-boats still capable of putting to

Our ovm submarines were clear of the area, so the

Total Bombing Restriction' was lifted and four Wellingtons
were airborne on a search, but found nothii:ig.

No

These

sea.
I

Enemy aircraft came in high close to Oran, and a Ju,88
was pursued by two Airocobras from 60 miles N. of Cap Falcon
to 20 miles inside Spanish territory and hit.
based Marauders swept the French and Italian Rivieras, bring
ing back the latest reports on the shipping and port position.
All this had been accomplished with seventy-six sorties.

Sardinia -

12 August

Tliis number doubled for the next twenty-four hours from

dusk to dusk. Convoy escoi-t and harbour patrols vrere
stepped up. Practically all night Beaufighters were called

in. A squadron of Y\rellingtons(2) and one of Mosquitos (3)
moved to Alghero (Sardinia),
forces in the Malta Channel, Tyrrhenian Sea and off Corsica
and .Sardinia,

Cover was now active over

Ibid

Photographs showed at the close of the day - 12 August -

that all the U-boats were present in harbour,
Wellingtons on search were then released from .sea sweeping.
Seven others and two Beaufighters had attacked Imperia and

Sest.ri Levante, and a convoy- of five small vessels off Nice

was attacked with some success.

The

Enemy reconnaissance air
craft were, over Naples and Ajaccio; some of our aircraft
scrambled without success.

1.5 August

During the next 24 hours, fighter cover, dropped and
harbour protection rose. Seventeen convoys and gun support
groups were at this time - night 12/13 August and day
13 August - concsnt?:’ated off and in Corsica and. Sardinia.

Venturas and Wellingtons pinned down surface forces in enemy
ports .and bombed the oil installations at Vado Ligure. The

invasion coast was closely'- v/atched by Marauders. Enemy
aircraft got through to Ajaccio both by night and day.
Night fighters intercepting could not compete with their

superior speed and manoeuvrability. They were not so
successful over Algiers and were chased, vainly, by two

Beaufighters,

Ibid

14 August

The assault convoys began to leave the assembly area
on D minus 1 Day ^4 August), forming an unbroken stream of
shipping protected by a continuous patrol of twelve day
fighters.
Tactical Air Force to reinforce with eighty-two sorties.
The period from 1800 hours on 13 August began with all the

Coastal Air Force, was obliged to call on .

Ibid

(l) Italian Air Force aircraft.
(2) No.36,
(3) No.256.
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assault forces in Corsican and West Italian areas, a situa

tion calling for a doubling (up to eighty-one sorties) of the
defensive air harbour patrols. As the convoys weighed
anchor and swung outward to Southern Prance, the ds.y cover

came into play and with the reinforcements from 87th Fighter
Wing (T.A.P.) registered two hundred sorties in all on this
task,(l)

During the night of 13/14 August the game of hide and
seek with enerry reconnaissance, which included some of the

new fast Me.410s, went on.
Beaufighters made observation by them difficult, but one air

craft did reach Ajaccio for a quick sighting.

The force of Mosquitos and

Nino ?/ellingtons and Venturas set shipping and instal
lations afire in the ports of Cannes, Imperia, Sestri
Levante and Savona,

to return,

all these days, employing with some success Catalinas,
Venturas, Warwicks, Walruses, Airocobras and high speed
launches,

twenty-five.

Venturas hit a vessel, but one failed
The Air/Sea Fescue organisation functioned on

Sorties rose to a total of three hundred and

Among the minor operations worthy of record was a small
formation of a single aircraft escorted by four Beaufighters
and a Catalina,

Sir Henry IVIaitland Wilson proceeding from Naples to Ajaccio
to observe the assault.

It was the Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill and

During the evening of the 14th, stratus patches which
had been forming over the N.W. Mediterranean drifted in

toward-s the Southern Prance coast, and though mainly thin,
cloud base occasionally fell to 200 feet,
banks of thick fog in the easteit'n area of the Gulf of Lyons.
In the remainder of the Mediterranean, skies were clear with

a visibility of ten miles and winds were light variable with
calm seas.

There were local

(1) To render this task possible, the 346th Squadron of
Airocobras and Thunderbolts moved f^’orn W, Italy to

Alghero the same day.
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CHAPTER 4

THE ASSAULTS

The Airborne Diversion, Airborne and Parachute Operations

The Airborne Diversion - Operations

After flying from G-alera airfield to Ajaccio, the five
Dakotas detailed for the airborne diversion took off with a

complement of ten personnel('I) and a load of 5780 lbs. (2) on
board each aircraft. As far as the turning point, naviga
tion was assisted by controllers at A.M. E.S. 8001 who gave
course directions out to 50 miles and a ground speed check at

that point. Thereafter, navigation was on dead reckoning;
on such short course legs astro-navigation was impracticable.
After each alteration of course, back bearings were talcen
from specially laid flame floats.

Report on
Airborne

Diversion

M. A.T.A. P.

Appx. D/SASO/
8/3 M.A.T.A.P.
0. R. B.

After an overwater flight they made a precise land-fall
in the centre of the Bay of Ciotat. They met no opposition
but the last aircraft saw some red tracer fire from Ciotat

and from afar they could see fires at Marseilles lit by the
forty-eight Wellingtons bombing by flare light, and heavy flak
bursts at Toulon. Their course can be traced on Map 2,

As they proceeded the illusion was built up, by window
dropping and other means, of a force of about two hundred air

craft flying in normal troop carrier formation of five serials
of forty aircraft each,
intervals from 0349 to 0419 B hours.

600 - 700 feet above the ground they dropped the dummies and
fire simulators,

sions showed that everything was functioning as it should.

Aided on the homeward, as on the outward, journey by Allied
radar from Corsica, they retiirned to base without incident.

This airbonae diversion was closely linked with complementary
deceptive operations by small naval forces simulating, by
radio measures, a large assault convoy.

They arrived over the Drop Zone at
Dropping to heights of

Plashes, colo-ured lights and faint explo-

The Six Troop Carrier Missions - Routes and Pormations

Troop Carrier
Operations 1944
H.Q. 12th Air
Porce

15 Mar. 45

Pive of the six troop carrier missions preceded H Hour
“ ' _ , These were, it vdll be recalled, one pathfinder,
two paratroop(3) and two glider-bome missions. (4)
sixth(5) comprised three serials of aircraft, totalling to
one hundred and twelve aircraft who flew re-supply missions
on the morning of D Day.

D Day.
The

(1) Pilot, co-pilot, navigator, radio operator, and six
trained para, re-supply men for dispensing the Window
and para, dummies at the Drop Zone.
Comprising;-
Parachute dummies
Rifle simulators

150 lb2400 lbs. Pintails
Panniers for

(2)
s.

paras.
Crew re

supply

210

750

150

Window Type 'N'
1400

CHR - 1 720
5780 lbs.TOTAL

(3)
(4)

Missions Albatross and Canary.
Missions Bluebird and Dove.

Mission Eagle.
floToi on 17 August, when 39 aircraft dropped rations.

In addition, 3 emergency missions we(5) re
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The missions proceeded from their Italian bases(0 to the
Command Departure Point, (2) on to the Initial Point at Agay,(3)
at an altitude of 2,000 feet along a 10-mile wide corridor
over naval craft markers, thence to their drop zones,(4)
After drops and releases, the aircraft climbed to 3,000 feet

and returned to home bases, all this being accomplished with

out the loss of an aircraft or a glider en route.

Navigational aids were ample in this operation,
were three boats at intervals between the French coast and

Corsica,

of Cap Corse and three capes on the Italian coast there were

Holophane lights,(5) Eureka beacons(6) and m/P beacons.
There was, in addition, the 'candle’(?) used as a rendezvous
beacon for some other air tinits over Corsica.

Thez'e

Thereon, on Giraglia Island, off the northern tip

Drop Zones

It will be seen by reference to Map 3 that the three
parachute Drop Zones and the one glider Landing Zone were in

the general area Le Muy - La Motte - Trans-en-Provence, in and

closely adjacent to the Argens River Valley. They were
styled Zones 0, A and C. Zone 0 for parachutes and gliders
T/as largely one of good capacity fields and pasture lands, low
and rolling and generally ideal for the task. Zone A - for

parachutists only - was flat, gently sloping, but sharp high
points on the perimeter presented dangers. Zone C was of

great tactical importance, since it commanded high ground
above the river valley.

Ibid

Pathfinder Mission

Nine aircraft took off from Marcigliana airfield with
pathfinder tea^ns. The three serials reached the tlxcee Drop
ping Zones about one hour ahead of the main parachute columns,
at 0331, 0334 and 0353 hours. Dense fog covered the terrain;
the sly was overcast. Without the radar and radio aids pro
vided and of which every advantage was taken, it is doubtful

if they would have found their way in. The teams dropped
through the fog and proceeded to set up beacons, smoke signals
and panels to aid the glider and paratroop landings.

Ibid

Albatross Mission

Three hiandred and ninety-six aircraft in eleven serials
dropped paratroops on three zones from 0421 to 0514 hours

through dense fog up to 500 feet, with a high degree of

accuracy,

for light small arms fire,

were that no paratroops or gliders were to return to Italy.

Troops and canisters landed uneventfully except
Two passes were made, for order

Ibid

s

Bluebird Mission

Bluebird was flovm after H Hour, Of the seventy-six
aircraft that landed with gliders, the first serial of forty
landed at 0926. The weather vrorsening, the second serial v/as

Ibid

1 Orbetello, Lido di Roma and Tarqiainia.
N.E. tip of Elba Is.
Code name Ithaca.

Given in detail below.

Reception from 25 - 30 miles.
Reception from 1-10 miles.
Vertical searchlight beam.

Position 43°26'N.
2

- 06°53'50"E.(3)

5
6

7)
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recalled and made a second and successful attempt in the after

noon, landing at 1749 hours.

Canary and Dove Missions

Canary and Dove formed a col-umn of fifty-seven minutes'
time length,

its paratroops at 1804 hours,
serials totalling one hundred and forty aircraft, towing an

equal number of Tfaco gliders landed on D Day from 1827 to 1 90C
hours.

The Canary serial of forty-one aircraft dropped
The Dove force of seven

Ibid

Fighter Escort

Although probable enemy fighter intervention was rightly
construed just before the event as unlikely to be serious,
the threat existed,

justify the elaborate precautions in the way of fighter cover

provided over the sea journey, but. on the other hand it was

not possible to predict precisely at what point on the

passage into Prance the enemy air force might strike if it
chose to. That is why the airborne operation, vjhich in the

event was not opposed from the air, bears the stan^) of a set-
piece operation teaching few lessons beyond those to which ■

good organisation invariably points.

It was clearly not great enough to

air

Ibid and

MATAP/65/18/
1/AIR
7 Aug. 44.

Without going into considerable detail of the effort put
up in support of the missions by the various air formations 

-

M.A.A.P., M.A.T.A.P., M.A.S.A.F., M.A.C.A.F. and D.A.P. - in
the way of day night and intruder support, mention of the

support carried out for the Albatross mission alone will
In the case of that missionconvey its comprehensiveness,

the diversion force whose activities were given above
simulated an airborne assault;

the approach area, night fighters patrolled the corridor,
four intruders covered the corridor from 5 miles offshore to

the drop zones to attack any active flak or searchlights;
thirty-six Spitfires covered the retiurning column from first
light until it was clear at Elba; and, lastly, a fighter
patrol covered possible intervention from the Italian line
Cuneo - Genoa - Imperia - from first light tmtil O63O hours.

radar jamming forces covered

Forces (0Landings and Action by Airborne

No Allied ships fired on the Troop Carrier aircraft.
Some difficulty was experienced on certain ground which the
Germans had studded with anti-glider poles. Fortunately

Ibid

many had been deliberately planted either too far apart to

prevent glider landing or too loosely to stand much pressure.
Dove mission suffered most of this type of trouble. Because

of the rolling terrain, many gliders were released appreciably
higher than the normal 8OO feet. There were cases of over
crowding and they ran into a profusion of poles. Five pilots
were killed and twenty-five injured. Most of_the late D
mission's gliders were wrecked beyond salvage in landing, but
all cargoes were landed and unloaded in good condition.
Glider pilots helped unload cargoes, then made for their
Command Post,

(1) Statistical summary of Troop Carrier operations;
987 sorties flown 56,896 lbs. rations carried

9,000 airborne personnel carried 74t,83l " miscellaneous equipment
221 jeeps carried delivered to combat zone.
213 artillery pieces carried 2,365,25^1 lbs. total weight of cqulp-
107 gliders towed ment exclusive of personnel.

1,270 gallons gasoline carried
1,938 lbs. bombs carried

ammunition carried759,112
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No aircraft were lost because of ary direct enemy action.
Only one aircraft sustained a few holes from flak and small

Not more than one-hundred and seventy-five paratroops
(just over 2 per cent) suffered jump casualties, many of them
slight,

and glider troops was roughly 3,per cent.

arms.

The combined landing casualty figure for parachute
Two hoiars after

the landing of the glider force, they had established radio
communication with Rear H.Q., Airborne Task Force in the Rome
area. The Task Force went into action without delay and
from 0423 to 1200 hours on D Day occupied Le Mitan, La Motte,
Castron and Les Serres, They continued their task of block
ing the move of enemy reserves into the assault area and

successfully exploited the wedge thus driven in the enemy
positions. Strays found their way with the aid of the' F,F,I.
to the assembly area near Le Muy, No, 509 Parachute
Battalion sent working parties to the shore. Partial contact
was established dixring D Day between the Airborne Division and
the 36th and 45th Divisions.

Airborne Forces Operations after D DayC'l)

While the Americans pushed northward and the French west
wards, the airborne forces concentrated on.clearing up the
easte2?n coastal sector. On I6 August, they occupied
Draguignan and Les Arcs. They were augmented on 19 August
for their advance to the east on the right flank. They
occupied Callion on 20 August and captured high ground north
west of Cannes. On 25 August they occupied Antibes and
Cannes and crossed the Var River against stiff resistance two
days, later. On 28 August, they occupied Nice and moved on
eastward. Monaco resisted first attempts at assault. By
11 September, they were operating in the vicinity of Menton
and Tete de la Lavina. At Menton they were counter-attacked,
but passed it and blocked the road no2mth, building up area
defensive positions. On 20 September, they were still fight
ing in the Ventimiglia area.

Ibid and

N.C.W.T.F.

Report

By 25 September, with 6th Array Group fighting, with
XII Tactical Air Command.support, on the southern sector of
the Western Front, 1st Airborne Task Force held a line roughly
along the French - Italian border touching the coastline about
3|- miles W. of Ventimiglia, and 1^ miles E. of Menton, The
line ran Balzi Rossi - Cima - Pongoira - St. Antonin.

Sitka and Kodak Force Landings

Sitka Force

Arrival of Convoys

Report of N.C.
Western Task

Force

15 Nov. 44

All convoys arrived as scheduled, protected on their
The force ofjourney by the air cover system described,

eight hundred and eighty ships and craft and one thousand,
three hmdred and seventy ship-borne landing
assembly of mixed Allied nationality. (2) Small enemy craft
foxmd in the vicinity of the beaches were engaged and sunk.

The first land forces to be engaged were the Sitka Force,

It was believed that the hint they would certainly give of
Allied intentions would be outweighed by the advantages arising
and be offset to some extent by the various diversionary
operations by air and naval units, '

craft was an

(1) Refer to Map 5,
(2) There were 515 U.S,, 283 British, 12 French and 7 Greek

ships and craft, and 63 merchant vessels of various
nationalities.
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Execution

Sitka Porce(l) had been especially created to eliminate
the threat to the assault forces from enen^r coastal defence

batteries on Levant, notable among which figured an apparent
one of three 164 mm, guns on the east end. These guns were
so located that capture by hand was the only certain way of
neutralising them. It was being realised in Air Force
circles, especially after experience of the heavy bombing of

coastal batteries in Normandy, that there was probably no

other reliable way with deep-sited heavily casemated guns.
This point had been put by the Allied Air Forces during the
planning stages for Lragoon and the factor of tactical
suiprise of the #iole Dragoon operation prejudiced by the
mounting and execution of the Sitka project. Ironically
enough, the battery of three heav;^' guns on Levant, the nucleus

round which the i«hole scheme revolved, proved to be skilfully
constructed dxmimies, vdiich Allied Intelligence had failed to

define as such. There were, however, other tasks involved,
one of which was to cut the one coastal highway at each end of

the projected beachhead area, a road bisected at Frejus by the
road leading inland to Le Muy,

The Naval Sup-port Force(2) first established the Romeo
Force of French commandos ashore, withholding naval fire to

aid the stealth of their approach. The haze hindered signal
ling and they landed on the wrong beach. They were bombed

once, later in the morning, by our own aircraft and fired on
by the enemy without much effect. They beat off an enemy
counter-attack and by 1000 hours had gained their objective.

The main Sitka Force was put ashore on the islands of

Levant and Port Cros in conditions of almost coEoplete surprise.
After finding the heavy guns on Levant to be dummies, they
cleaned the island by 2330 hours. Resistance on Port Cros

lasted until 1300.hours on 17 August. The Ti^ole operation
enjoyed favourable weather conditions,

Kodak Force(3)

Alpha, Delta and Camel Force Landings

Ibid Iffhen the Alpha assault troops - U.S, 3rd Infantry
Division - went in to Red beach in the Bale de Cavalaire and

Yellow beach in the Baie de Pampelonne, they found the air
bombing, naval artillery fire and devices for clearing under

water obstacles had prepared the ground well with creating
obstacles seriously hindering traffic. Without waiting for

news of the Special Force on Levant to report, they took the

silence of the big guns as a good omen and landed.

45th U.S, Infantry Division - Delta Force - landed 7 miles
to the south of Frejus on Red, Green, Yellow and Blue beaches.
They found all major gims damaged by air bombing and artillery
bombardment,

posts, been killed or were in hiding,
first twelve tanks seen out of action.

Most of the defence crews had deserted their

Mines put seven of the

36th U.S, Infantry Division - Camel Force - was estab
lished ashore in good time, again against opposition which
would have been formidable but for the air and naval attacks

preceding the landing. The beach mines here held up the

1) Refer to Map 4*
’2) Task Force 86,
3) Refer to Map 4#
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advance and prevented the opening of one beach until the even

ing of D plus 2 Day, This relatively easy landing, with few

losses, made possible a rapid advance overland and up the
Argens Valley to join the Airborne Force,

Meanwhile the air operation Ducrot opened and was main
tained all day, ,The combined effect of it and the naval gun
fire was to emphasise the initial shook and disrupt communica

tions progressively for a while, until the Germans began to
rally, a process -vi^ich in their case was never lengthy,

Air Operations on D Day

Operation Duorot

The initial objectives of Ducrot were, it will be recalled,
coastal guns and insi^allations bearing on the beach areas and

thereafter enemy movement, close support and naval support;
in addition, the attempted isolation of the battlefield by
cutting the road and rail bridges over the Rhone, Isere and

Durance rivers, armed reconnaissance, railway cuts and counter
air force operations. In this task. Strategic and Tactical
Air Forces achieved a record effort.("I)

Report on
Dragoon
M.A.T,A.P.

XII Tactical Air Command Operations D Day

All through the day. Lightnings and Thunderbolts (2)
attacked gun positions and then patrolled the beaches.
Fighter-bombers, from 08*15 to 2000 hours, attacked strong
points and road bridges west of Nice and east of Hyeres; They
followed with armed reconnaissance in the Toulon  - Brignoles

area, north to the Verdon River, east along this river to
Rougon, Grasse and Cannes, attacking troop concentrations and
transport on the road. The area northwards as far as the
road bridges over the Durance river was attacked from 1230 to
1545 ”by fighter-bombers.

The medium bombers of 42nd and 57th Wing turned from

Operation Yokum to communications. The 42nd made successful
attacks on road and rail bridges at Sisteron, Arles and Aramon;
the 57th did considerable damage to bridges at Avignon,
Taras con, Pont St. Esprit and Montfaucon.

Tactical Air Control

Ibid

All these operations could not be controlled in detail by
the.Air Force Task Commander on board the amphibious flagship,
U.S.S, Catoctin.

aircraft in close support of the assault was spread over five
centres. Air defence control was handled by a Fighter
Director Ship: A.A. control also by a Fighter Director Ship:
night fighter control by GCl/Landing Ship Troops: detailed
dispatching and scheduling by 87th Filter Wing in Corsica:
offensive air control of fi^^ters, fighter-bombers and tactical

by U.S.S. Catoctin through the Fighter

To reduce the load on signals, control of

reconnaissance

Ibid

' O

Direction Tender 13,

On 15 August M.A.A.F. put out 4,249 effective sorties,
of yMch 3,936 were in support of Dragoon; this
represented a record to that date for the theatre.
Lightning sorties: 139» Thunderbolt: U.S, 312,.
French I40,

(1)

(2)
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There was one factor in the system of close support vdiich

proved imwieldy, until the fault was remedied. XII Tactical
Air Command was well-seasoned in the technique of close
support; Seventh Army was a new aggregation of officers vHno
insisted at the outset that all relations "between ground and
air he handled at Army level. Unforeseen conditions soon

revealed this procedure as unworkable. To begin with, vMle

the beachhead situation was being stabilised, it functioned
well enough, and it was still believed that, this plan of

control, centralised in a fighter direction ship allocated
for that puipose alone, was the best system conceivable.

From D Day, the Allied advance gathered momentum and
Operation Ducrot merged into the two general operational
ground movements - one northward -cowards Savoy and the other

westwards to the investment and capture of Toulon and
Marseilles. The general sequence of tactical air operations
will therefore be dealt with as parts of those movements.

Strategic Air Force Operations on D Day

Alpha beaches were bombed by eighty-three Fortresses (as
well as by one hundred and thirty-eight Marauders), but the
plan for bombing in -the Delta area and the southern section

of Camel area was denied completion by the cloudy weather. (1)
The northern section of Camel Beaches was bombed by one
hmdred and sixty-two Mitchells with good coverage. At
1215 hoxirs Camel Red beach was attacked by ninety-three
Liberators who dropped one hundred, and eighty-seven tons of
bombs. The same handicaps in the difficult morning weather
had been suffered by the medium bombers. For exanple, two
hundred and twenty Mitchells and one hundred and ninety-one
Marauders were scheduled to bomb gun positions between Cap
Benat and Antheor; of these only one hundred and thirty-six
Mitchells and one hundred and fifty-two Marauders bombed in
the target area.

■  Ibid

General Results of Air Operations iip to the Close of D Day

The cumulative effect of the pre — and post - H Hour
bombing of coasted defences and beaches was reasonably
successful, in spite of a period of overcast and poor visi
bility,

overlooked that heavy naval shelling played an impoartant part,
too, in the reduction of enemy resistance and it was not
always possible to distinguish the results of the two methods
or to say without hesitation iriiat were the exact results of
each.

In any assessment of its results, it must never be

Ibid

Report by
N.C.W.T.F.

Mediterranean Allied Air Forces considered that its

operations against coastal gim positions were successful.
The report of Admiral Hewitt, in command of naval operations,
confirms this. The only naval losses were as a result of air

attack or mines. Both Navy and Air sources thought the air
attacks on the beaches fairly, but not entirely, in line -with
hopes expressed before the event. The Tactical and Strategic
Air Forces differed in their opinions as to iiriiat was the most
effective type of bomb, and the Ordnance Branch of the Air
Forces stated that the bombing of the beaches, carried out
with light calibre bombs, failed to detonate the majority of
mjjies. vhich were deeply laid, but was successful in clearing

It was principally a matter of insuf
ficient weight and concentration in the right place.

the wire de fence s-

(1) Only 75 Fortresses attacked out of I83 dispatched.
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Report by
15th A.P.
on Dragoon

Prom a tactical point of view the missions undertaken
prior to H Hour in Operation Yokum were the. most difficult.
The early hour necessitated night take-off and assembly for
the heavy bombers of the Fifteenth Air Force - the first
manoeuvre of its kind for them in combat. In spite of
extensive pre-D Day training, six bombers were thus lost by
accidents. The situation over the target was dangerous, for

, not only were the invasion craft waiting close off shore but
at most of the targets visibility was zero« The bombing was
done with radio aids but only (at Army request) vthen
visual reference points were available,
effective figure of nearly 50 per cent of the heavy bomber
sorties and a high percentage of the medium banber sorties.
Losses in Yokum, apart frcma accidents, were only two heavy
bombers, three medium bombers and one fighter-bomber,
bad visibility hindered precision to the extent that on only
two of the five beaches bombed was any heavy concentration of
the 100 lb. bombs found. The Army was not displeased with
the general effect and commented favourably on the clearance
afforded and the fact that the beaches were not cratered to
the extent of creating obstacles iirtiich inpeded the advance of
our troops.

The Air Forces dropped some one thousand, eight hundred
tons of bombs on coastal batteries in the assault area.
Navy expended about 2,000 tons of missiles on D Day, not all
on coastal defences (both figures include the attack
Toulon) • It is hard, and will perhaps remain inpossible to
say without qualification which was the more effective.
Inspection was inconclusive. Some guns received direct hits,
others did not function because, although they were still
serviceable, the crews had been blasted or frightened away by
the weight of the barrage of air and naval fire, (1)

some

Hence the non-

The

The

on

Letter frop Ihe evidence of the German admiral commanding the coastal
lS*Gem*ESS*^quoted ot Southern France is worth recording, although by
In The History of itself inconclusive. He told Lt, Gen. Patch, and

H.Q, M.A,A,F, General de Lattre without hesitation that he considered the

air attacks had had a greater effect on his personnel and
material than the naval bombardments.

Carrier Aircraft Operations

Area of Operations

Carrie Aircraft
Operations
Report of N.C.W.T.F.
Section L.8.
Admiralty Battle
Summary (Draft)

The Carrier Force, sipplemented by three flight-deck
L.S.Ts, beg^ operating soon after H hour from a point about
30 miles off shore. At the end of D Day it retired south
ward, As the days passed, it took fp positions progressively
further westwards as the emphasis of the fighting in the coastal

.  sectors moved towards the resistance centres of Toulon and

Marseilles, It was based, by day, for two days on the first
po^t option, the third day on the second, (south of the
Hyeres Islands), and from D plus 3 to D plus 14 on a point
roughly S.W. of Marseilles.

Variety and Scope of Operations

The brief of the Carrier Force was to provide its own
fighter protection and to fxrmish all remaining available aii>*

craft to a pool available to the Air Commander for missions

deemed priority tasks. Initially the enphasis was on spot
ting for naval gunfire. The need for this spottljig was

intensified in the Toulon - Marseilles area, but the progress
of the armies up the Rhone banks enabled the carrier force to

o

Report on Fi'oceedlngs
of Ta^ac Force 88 by
N.C.C.T.F.

Ibid

o

(1) Comment by A,AF/kT0 Evaluation -Board,
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send its fighter-bombers and armed reconnaissance aircraft as

far as the area north of Ijyons and west of Toulouse. (1)
This situation presented initial difficulties in the case of

the U.S, Navy carriers, the training of whose pilots had been

concentrated on fighter tactics, anti'-*submarine screening and

gunfire spotting, but their operations were very successful
in the event.

Task Force 88 - the Carrier Force - added Hellcats and

Seafires to the force of aircraft detailed for spotting for

naval artillery.(2) The 2nd Group was assigned Alpha and
Sitka areas on D Day as part of an elaborate plan calling for

simultaneous spotting for four gunfire support groups on four

beaches and a coniplex communications system. (3) The spotting
operations carried out in the forenoon on D Day were handi

capped by groimd haze, but not valueless. With the clearing
of the weather and the move of the French First Aimy westwards

they had more success, the Carrier Force taking over control

of all spotting in the Marseilles - Toulon area. Targets
were sometimes visible at 6,000 feet, but, when necessary,
pilots dived thro-ugh intense and accurate flak as Ioy;' as a

few hundred feet altitude. The Army used field artillery

cub aircraft in addition, whose pilots, after D Day, com

municated direct with the firing ship. There were also a

few obsolescent cruiser - and battleship-based spotting air

craft which did good work, although useless in the face of
flak defences.

The two Areas of Operations

History of the

Seventh Army

(Cabinet
Archives)

Histoire de La

jre A-rmee

Francaise.

Gen. de Lattre.

When, after two days fighting, the assault forces had
reached at most points the Blue Line marking their first

objective, the Seventh Army divided according to plan,
bulk of the American forces fanned out to northwards, north
eastwards and northwesty/ards.

Th

The French Army, progressiv

e

ely
reinforced, turned to the irrgent and imposing task of the
reduction of Toulon and then of Marseilles. Once these ports
were in Allied hands, the French Army crossed the Rhone and

marched on more or less parallel lines to the Americans up
country to lyon, Dijon and Aut\m, to contact the forces of

General Patton on one flank and pass on at the flanks of the

Americans to the battles of the Vosges, the Belfort Gap and
Alsace, to the crossing of the Rhine and the Danube,
early phases of these movements, directly following the

assault, form the pattern against which air operations in

general, and at this point the aircraft caorrier operations in

particular, must be viewed.

The

Carrier Movements I5 to 29 August

from 15 to 19 August, carrier operations consisted of

spotting for artillery, patrolling beaches, attacks on small

coastal craft and, as soon as the Army broke out of the

beaches and into the crust of the ground defence line, attacks

on the lines of enemy supply and transportation.

Prellmlnaiy and Final
Reports on T.F.88
Operations by Rear
Achil. Troubrldge

Admiralty
Battle Summary (Praft)

Until XII T.A.G. aircraft operated from French bases it

provided the only close support on short call.
This force included III Tac/R Sqn., Il/33j an'3. 225 Tac/R
Sqn. of XII T.A.C.
Mediterranean Bombardment Code (M.B.G.) was used and
proved its yrorth,
that used by the U.S. Navy, a standard procedure for
air and naval forces involved.

It set forth, in fashion similar to

(1)

(2)

(3)
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The aircraft carriers began operating from an area about
30 miles off the beaches. The last aircraft usually deck-
landed at about 2030 hours; the Force then steamed south

wards for the nightj returning the next day to its new datum
point in time for the first aircraft to take off at

0610 hours. The three flight deck L.S.T’s (equipped with
G.C.I.)(1) launched their first aircraft at 0930 hours on

D Day, assisting by day as Fighter Control Ships and control
ling night fighters at night. A Fighter Defence Tender(2)
controlled A,A. fire and gave air raid warnings. Group 2 of

the carriers, all American except tv/o British escort carriers,
found difficulties in keeping close formation owing to the

fact that the U.S, carriers' speed exceeded that of the
British carriers by two knots., The range of the British
Seafires was less than that of the U.S, Hellcats and

Wildcats. On 18 August, therefore, taking advantage of the

absence of Luftv/affe opposition, the Force was moved further
inshore and to westwards.

The smaller force at Salerno had found three and one-

half days the maximum stay. The planners of Dragoon thought
five days might prove the maximum, The Force, as  a force,

operated in the event from 15 to 29 August. This was
accomplished by operating the tv/o groups in relays,
on 19 August, Group 1 sailed for Maddelena to rest and refuel.
It returned to operate at dawn on 21 August; at dusk m

23 August it was joined by H.M.S. Hunter and Stalker from

Group 2 and sailed again for Maddalena. On 27 August the
British carriers were released and sailed for Alexandria.

Task Group 88,2 proceeded to Maddalena on the evening of

21 August, rested there two days and returned on station at

dawn on 2k August. They left the area on 29 August for the
Far East.

At dusk .

Operations 15-19 August

Operations fall for comparison into two main periods 
-

15 to 19 August, the phase of assault and consolidation, and

20 to 29 August, which saw the French investiture of Toulon
and Marseilles, the rapid U.S. advance inland and the
encounter with the 11th German Panzer Division.

Ibid

Operations opened at 0610 hours on D Day,(3) when the
Concentrating on the support offirst aircraft was airborne,

the two assault divisions landing to westward, fighter-bombers
attacked enemy concentration and installations and proceeded

No enemy fighters intervened, flak was
Group 1 alone put up one

Later in the day, the
The rocket

to beach patrols,
unimpressive and casualties
hundred and seventy sorties
Hellcats and Wildcats reported for operations,
projectile Hellcats of C.V.E's Tulagi and Kasaan Bay^were at
once evident as especially effective in the destruction of

motor transport and cutting railway lines in the Sisteron 
-

Pertuis, Aix, Avignon, Arles - Miramis and Meyrarques 
-

low.

.(4)

Draguignan areas.

The special difficulties attending carrier cperaticns
Two pilots of H.M.S. Pursuer ran short ofshowed up early.

1) Ground Control Interception.
2) F.D.T.
3) For Flying Programme D Day refer to Appendix 7.

Statistics for T.F.88.2 are not available. Figures
given in Admiral Hewitt's report are drawn on where they
apply, but do not allocate the effort to groups, or in
every case give the total sorties for all categories.
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fuel. Unable to locate the Carrier Force in the poor

visibility, they landed in the sea, ?;ere picked up by a
Catalina and landed at Ajaccio. Next day they flev/ on to

their ships from Casabianda airfield in two spare aircraft.
Flares fell near the force at night, but no air attack
followed.

During the following four days, the emphasis passed from

spotting for naval artillery to army close support,
spotting, reported cn as invaluable, opened with requests from

the gunfire support commanders of the Sitka, Alpha and Delta
forces, 16 August saw an effort of nearly one hundred
fighter-bombers and thirty-two fighter sorties against railway
trucks and locomotives. The combined effort on the following

day dropped in reflection of accidents and declining service

ability to ninety-two fighter and fighter-bomber sorties
against land targets. Eight Seafires were directed cn to a

corvette S.W, of Gap Sicie, but one was lost to flak in a vain
attack.

The

The enemy garrison on Port Cros Island was still resist-
Our navaling Sitka Force in the N.W, tip on 17 August,

units could not bombard some of the enemy mortar positions
owing to the intervention of a high ridge of land,
carrier-borne air forces decided the issue.

The

At 1000 hours on

17 August sixteen aircraft from H.M.S. Emperor and
H.M.S. Khedive attacked the German fort, while naval warships

bombarded other position
1300 hours,

enemy supply and transport continued unremittingly, the rockets
of the Hellcats taking a heavy toll of cars and locomotives.
On the 19th, a flight from H.M.S. Emperor destroyed an E-boat.

A pilot from H.M.S, Pursuer, shot down between Orange and

Avignon, joined up with the maquis and reported on 28 August
to La Maddalena.

the garrison surrendered at
On 18 and 19 August, the carrier effort against

s:

Operations 20 - 29 August

With Group 1 refuelling, Group 2 maintained the fighter-
bomber and spotting effort. The peak spotting effort was

flown in forty sorties on 20 August, and the peak fighter-
bomber effort of one hundred and forty-eight sorties on

21 August. Operations must at this point be viewed against
the capture of ToiiLon (20 - 27 August) and of Marseilles
(20 - 28 August).

Ibid

On 20 August, a heavy naval bombardment of To-ulon was
Carrier aircraft.staged by U.S, and French cruisers,

harrying groups of small enemy coastal craft still active,
damaged four F-lighters and compelled the beaching of six
others,

more F-lighters, a steamer and a minelayer sunk,
of the intense flak concentration -were mounting,  a Wildcat,
two Seafires and a Hellcat falling to this arm of defence.

The following day this score wras increased by eight
Casualties

Every day saw a proportion of the Hellcats and T/ildcats
of the carrier forces drawn further into the land battle;

trucks, locomotives, bridges, troop concentrations and

armoured fighting vehicles were attacked continuously.
Marseilles flak was reported as very dense. After 24 August,
the day the seven British carriers withdrew, U.3.S, Tulagi
and Kasaan Bay added tactical reconnaissance along the western

banks of the Rhone to their close support and artillery spot
ting effort. They took their heaviest toll on the roads.
Sorties began to diminish on 27 August; the two last fighter-
bomber missions were flown on 29 August,
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far as lyons reported no enemy road movement,
all U.S. Navy carrier aircraft were withdrawn from
operations. (1)

On 30 August

ConclusionsC.T.F.88 -

Operations -
Adtiral

Troubrldge's
Preliminary
Report
(Actalralty)

The Admiral commanding the Carrier Task Force, while
doing justice to the combined effort,(2) has ieft~certain
comments which deserve study in view of the perennial Anglo-
Anerican interest in the potentialities of carrier-borne
operations.

Tlie detailed air plans were completed, he conplained,
without the Rear Admiral Escort Carriers being represented,
and they arrived too late for adequate study,
allowance was made therein for the limitations of both

carriers and naval aircraft,

sufficiently well trained for the variety of duties,
may not have been aware of the long and varied training which

No. 4 Wing (^itish) had undergone, v/liich has already been
referred to.(3)

said Vice-Admiral Hewitt, U.S.N. in his report on naval
operations, devoted little or no time to tactical and armed

reconnaissance and the accurate reporting of enemy movements
and concentrations,

signalled the Commander of the Carrier Force that in his

opinion the relationship and cooperation of that force was a

model of perfection (at the time) and a severe standard for
subsequent operations,
and two enemy vehicles destroyed by carrier-borne aircraft
from 4 miles W. of St. Maximin to 2 miles E, of St. Luc.(^)

Too little

He thought the squadrons not
Pie

The training of the U.S. naval pilots had.

Be that as it may, the Air Commander

He had in one day counted two hundred

Both Seafires and Hellcats proved their worth,
rocket projectile was superior in daylight road attacks, the

The

(1) For fl3dng statistics of the 7 British escort carriers
refer to AHB. II. 3.1/35.
British carriers - total sorties 1627 including some 3CC

on recce, spotting and P/R,
(2)

- Total sorties not availableU.S.

Casualties

British - I3 aircraft lost over enemy territory
12 forced landings, all but 1 in sea
4C deck landing accidents (many aircraft were

repaired)

no statistics available.U.S.

No aircraft were damaged in air combat.
1 enemy aircraft (a Ju.52) destroyed.

The report on Dragoon by N.C.W.T.F. quotes sortie
figures for each day but these figures are
incomplete and do not allocate the effort as
between carriers and groups,
not used here.

He had taken over command from Rear Adml,

A. ¥. La T. Bisset, whose sudden illness just prior to

D Day deprived him of the chance of seeing the force he

had raised and trained, in action.
Carrier-based Tac/R missions called in the targets and
carrier-based Hellcats just reporting into the area were

directed at once on to the road convoys,
given by XII T.A.0. in clear, for due to the speed of

operations, security did not demand incoding.
SECRET
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The cruiserbomb superior against enclosed batteries,
H.M.S. Royalist was unsuitable as an H.Q, - a light fleet

carrier would have been more practicable.

Air Eorce Commander quoted by Admiral Commanding Carrier Task

Force

Ibid Admiral Troubridge stated that Brig, Gen. Saville, the

Air Force Commander, under whose orders the carrier force

operated, had had no previous experience of carrier-borne air
craft. 'He found', wrote the Admiral, 'to his gratification
and siirprise, that he had at his disposal not only an

unexpectedly powerful and efficient air support force, but,
what was of greater moment, one that was capable of answering

As originally planned, theany call at the shortest notice.

principal tasks were tactical reconnaissance, bombardment
spotting and beach cover. The number of aircraft available,
however, after these commitments had been satisfied allowed

for a heavy programme of fighter bom.bing and ground straffing,
and of this full advantage was taken,
tion wrought on the enemy's communications by Naval aircraft
was impressive, and on the testimony of the Air Force
Commander, proved a not unimportant factor in the rapid
advance of the army from the beacliliead.
keen appreciation of, and eloquent tributes to, the Naval Air
Support Force, were,' he wrote, 'a constant incentive'.

The amount of destruc-

General Saville's

Naval Points in Favour of Aircraft Carrier Operations

Firstly, the Force provided its own cover, reducing it
when the German Air Force shewed signs of withdrawing from
offensive operations. Secondly, it carried out to the satis
faction of the navy the policy of supporting all naval opera
tions with naval aircraft. The Naval Commander, Western Task
Force reported that, under the given conditions of little
enemy fighter opposition, the spotting aircraft proved most
valuable,

bombardment of the gun installations at Toulon and Marseilles.

The lighter aircraft flown from cruisers and battleships were,
when they avoided flak areas, of service too.

Thirdly, the point is made by Admiral Hewitt, the carrier
aircraft were available for offensive missions in enemy
territory somewiiat beyond the range of fighters and fighter
bombers based in Corsica* The Seafires, (although by that
time considered too frail for carrier operations) for short-
range missions, and Hellcats and Wildcats for longer range
missions were particularly useful in destruction of enemy
motor transport, troop concentrations, road bridges, railway
nets and equipient. In support of this claim, the evidence
of the Air Force Task Commander on his count of destroyed
transport between St. Maximin and St. Luo may be referred to.
The question, however, cannot be dismissed without an examina
tion of the question of airfields. In view of the rapid
advance, it would be correct to say that the further the front
line progressed northwards, the less time could Corsica-based
aircraft spend in the actual battle area. If no bases in

Southern France could be made available in time, the point
would arise when land-based close support from Corsica became
impracticable.

The heavier types were of great assistance in the

Ibid

Range

The actual airfield position bearing on this question of

The schedule of movement of supportrange is as follo-ws.

forces into Prance provided for the move of A parties of the
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27th and 524th Groups of Thunderbolts on D plus 5 and their B
parties on D plus 12,
to land at D plus 9.
Fighter Groups of Thunderbolts were due to land on D plus 20,
and 86th and 4th Fighter Groups of Thunderbolts on D plus 24.
Although the airfield construction programme was late starting,
Ramatuelle was operational on D plus 5 (20 August) and housed
one Thunderbolt Group.(I) Le Luc was operational on D plus
10 (25 Aiigust) and was occupied by two groups of Thunderbolts,
who Y/ere soon thereafter moved into the Salon - Istres area.

Two tactical reconnaissance squadrons began operating
from Ramateulle on 21 August. The two Spitfire Wings
embarked on their vain attempt to catch up with the front.
By 3 September the airfields at Frejus, St. Raphael, Le Luc
and Ramatuelle were abandoned, leaving only No. 251 R.A.F.
Spitfire Wing at Cuers for daylight fighter cover. The
Thunderbolts and Lightnings, in the event, did not record
having ever been out of range of the fronts
days carrier-borne aircraft had provided all the close support
on short call.

The combat units themselves were due

The combat units of 57th and 79th

But for ten

Fighter Cover and Airfields

Fluctuations in the Pattern of Fighter Cover

It has been indicated at several points that the plan in
Operation Dragoon was pessimistic and how, in the event, owing
to the success of air bombing and artillery bombardment in
neutralising the defences, to the success of our deception
measures and the rapid exploitation of the situation by
Seventh Army, progress outstripped the plan.

This situation bore on the fighter and fighter-bomber
programmes for the end of D Day onwards and called forth a

succession of rapid changes in schedules, missions, areas of
operations and employment of aircraft. These changes flowed
into and overlapped one another, and, Yidth a situation
characterised throughout by surprising and rapid development,
it is not always possible or indeed to the point to pinpoint
the actual moments of change. The fighter cover programme
evolved on the folloTwing lines and the escort carrier con

tribution must be seen as therein merged into a whole with the
Thunderbolt and Spitfire sorties. When comparing the
defensive fighter cover record with parallel operations at
Salerno nearly a year before, it must never be lost sight of
that the ratio of our air superiority over the enemy was much
higher in Dragoon and the very term 'defensive patrol' in
Dragoon did not adequately fit the function,
correct to describe the majority of these patrols
'defensive - offensive',

longer conformed to its traditional meaning.(2)

It is more

as

Even tactical reconnaissance no

(1) Presumably on or shortly after D plus 9.
of the O.R.B's of the U.S. Groups, XII T.A.C. and 63rd
Fighter Wing, recourse has to be made for reference to

the Report on XII A.F, Service Command in Operation
Dragoon, issued by H.Q. XII A.F. on 15 May, 1945.
H.M. S. Hunter and Stalker provided aircraft for two
types of Tac/R, viz. 'with bombs' and 'plus straffing'.

In the absence

(2)
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Fighter patrols were controlled in practice by F,D.T,15P)
Cover was augmented from D to D Plus 4 by

Only the D Day flying programme was
Until D plus 2 Day, the majority of low-cover

M.A.T.A.F. Report on
Dragoon tintil 22 August,

carrier-borne aircraft,

adhered to.

patrols, and many of the medium cover patrols, came into the

area half an hour before patrol time loaded ?ri.th bombs and

were directed by controllers either to their briefed targets
or a new assignment,

beyond range of many of these combined fighter patrol/fighter
bomber missions.(s)

The rapid advance soon put targets

251, 322 and 32h R.A.F.
Spitfire Wings O.R.Bs.

6/tth Fighter Wing
Report on Dragoon

With the rapid advance of the Americans, patrol lines
were moved inland on 19 August. Aircraft from the tyro
British carriers in Task G-roup 88.2 carried out no beach cover

operations, after 18 August and the five British carriers in
Group 1 carried out none after 19 August.(3) The Spitfire
Wings continued patrolling, escorting and sweeping, but did
not participate in the altered patrol as intended to any great
extent owing to questions of range. All three Spitfire wings,
however, continued to function in various roles, including
reduced coastal cover, \mtil either disbanded or transferred.

Fighter Cover on D Day

Fighter aircraft of XII Tactical Air ComiHand began report
ing to F.D.T.13 for air defence of the area at 0,550 hours.
The first patrol consisted of twelve Liglitnings and eight
Spitfires, followed at O6I5 by sixteen Thunderbolts. Later
in the

reported(4j for patrols. The Thunderbolts and Lightnings
carried bombs and attacked previously assigned tai-’gets before
beginning patrols. Over five hundred sorties were floy/n on
day fighter cover over the beaches,(5)

Hellcats and Wildcats from the Carrier Force

Ibid

(1) A British-manned, converted LST with mixed U.S. and
British equipment.
Its period of control lasted, with a few minor exceptions,
from 0550 hours on D Day -until 1200 hours on D plus 7,
■when control of, fighter patrols was turned over to the
64th Fighter Wing SOR, and U.S.S. Catoctin. whose equip
ment was undamaged by the air attack, ceased to be a
stand-by.
It will be seen in Chapter 6 how often and how speedily
Spitfire Wings 322 and 324 found themselves out of battle
area range.
Beach cover statistics for Task Grou-p 88.1 were
Aug. 15 32 sorties 40 hours.

16 30
17 30
18 16

FDT = Fighter Direction Tender,

40
II

.40
21

(2)

(3)

19 8 12
For H.M.S. Hunter
A-ug. 16 16 sorties

"  17 24 "
r. ^8 8 "

For H.M.S. Stalker
Aug. 17 6 sorties

"  18 8

(4) Refer to D Day Flying Programme - Appendix No, 7,
(5) Re fer to Map 3.

Statistics for U.S. carriers not
available.
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Mr Control after D Day

Ibid On 16 August, the Forward Fighter Control of XII Tactical
Mr Command, which was dropped into France with the First
Mrbome Task Force, reported itself operational.
19 August, it set up offensive control of fighter bomber and
tactical reconnaissance operations at the H.Q. of XII
Tactical Mr Command,
was

On

On 22 August, air raid warning control
assumed by Sector Operations .Room of 64th Fighter Wing

near St. Tropez. 64th Fighter Wing controlled day and night
fighter defence but could delegate contro.l of certain patrols
to G,C.I. installations at both ship and shore stations.
With this transfer of responsibility ashore and a definite
termination of the assault phase, the All Clear (condition
White) was made standard in the beachhead area, replacing
Yellow Mert (enemy air attacks may be expected) which had
been in force to that point,
fighters on continuous patrol.

There were now foirr night

By 24 August, the normal beachhead cover was by four
aircraft, with four more aircraft on call during daylight
hours, with eight aircraft airborne for first and last light
patrols,
minimum, Tdth the surrender of Toulon and Marseilles a fact.
The only fighter patrols were those by No. 251 R.A.F. Wing
at Cuers.

aircraft in the Marseilles ai'ea on 28 August and was released
on 1 September,
seaborne air controls had been released and there were full
facilities ashore for day and night fighter direction.

Mrfields in S. France

By 28 August, beach area cove.r had reached its

F.D.T.13 moved along towards Port Bouc to contro

On this date it could be stated that all

l

First Mrfields operational

After a day's delay in landing on Alpha and Delta beaches,
two conpanies of engineers(I) began work on Ramatuelle.
first emergency aircraft landed on 18 August; the airfield
was operational on 1 9 August and was occupied the next day,(2)
aircraft operating from the compacted surface of Tshat had
been a flourishing vineyard,
sance effort inland acquired greater range when No, 225
(R.A.F.) and H/33 (French Mr Force) Squadrons moved on to
this airfield. The delay at Camel beach was one of two days.
At Frejus, a crash strip was completed on 18 August and the
airfield was operational by 22 August.(3) It was 19 August
before work began on St. Raphael and 27 August before it was
operational.
18 August).

The

On 21 August, the reconnais-

(A crash strip was, however, functioning on
On 22 August, the Sector Operations of 64th

XII Air Force Service

Command In Dragoon
H.Q. XII A.F.
M.A.T.A.F. O.R.B.

Appx. D/SASO/13

Report on Dragoon
M.A.T.A.F.

Fighter Wing was set up near St, Tropez to control air raid
warnings,
ing.

By then, ten coastal radar stations were operat-
Th© assault phase ended.

Mrfield Construction after the Assault Phase

Ibid The unexpectedly rapid advance of the Army both helped
and handicapped the airfield engineers. Reconnaissance
of many of the airfields already discussed as possibilities
proved disappointing; none of these fields were suitable for
all-weather construction. Engineers, follovd.ng the Seventh

1) 809th Engineer Aviation Battalion.
2) By No. 324 Spitfire Wing (R.A.F.), cub spotting and

mine-spotting aircraft.
(3) No. 322 Spitfire (R,A,F.) Wing moved to Frejus on

23 August.
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Army, went by malceshift methods, short of petrol, transport
and food, north to Sisteron, where an old enemy airfield was

inproved for fighters and by 24 Ai:igust was housing No. 324
(R.A.P.) Wing.
Valence, awaiting its captiire to begin rehabilitation of
La Tresorerie airfield. Others followed the French towards

Marseilles, thence northward along the Rhone Valley.

The first airfields built - those at Raiiatuelle,
St. Raphael and Prejus-Y/ere new; those that followed were

old enemy fields adapted to our requirements. In quick
succession, from 25 August onwards, Le Luc, Cuers,
Istres/Le Tube, Salon, La Jasse and Le Vallon were conpleted.
By D plus 15, there were seven dry weather airfields and tliree

semi-all weather fields ready. Prom 15 August to  5 September,
considerable Allied \mits moved into S, Prance, including
elements of the British fonnations named in the footnote.(l)

The same units moved westward towards

German Air Force Reactions to the Assault

Weak opposition

Tlie Allied assunptions of weak air opposition proved well-

The German Air Force foiight in desultory, mco-
ordinated fashion for four days, then dispersed, leaving its
forces sealed up in Toulon and Marseilles to their fate, the
Nineteenth Army Ydthout close support, abandoning or destroy
ing great quantities of fuel and equipment for lack of
transnort.

founded.

M.A.A.F. O.R.B.

MATAF Report on
Dragoon

N.A.A.F. Air

Intelligence
Summaries

Report on Dragoon by
N.C.W.T.F.

The Allies neglected no precautions to render what
offensive operations v/ere adjudged possible non-effective.
Attacks on Bergamo on 9 August had crippled the Ju.88 recon
naissance force, leaving the Ju,188s to carry out most of this
work. Nevertheless, on 12 August, a P.W.190 by day and Ju.’88
equipped with A.S.V. at night flew over Ajaccio and were

believed to have taken photographs of our shipping.

Prom D Day to D plus 3 Day, German fighter opposition
remained feeble. The long range bomber force, strengthened
by tired crews and almost unserviceable aircraft from the

forces fighting over Normandy, planned to cripple our seaborne
forces, but most of them never reached their objectives.
They were forestalled in their moves back by the pre-invasion
raids on their bases already reported. On D Day, the Eighth
Air Force from England attacked Dijon, lyons and Dole airfields
and rendered them temporarily unserviceable. Other subsequent
raids increased the mounting confusion.

Enemy Fighter and Bomber Operations on D Day

On the night before the landings a single aircraft made
as if to attack our shipping, but broke off. During D Day,
a maDcimum of thirty fighters were airborne. Only four
P.W, 190s were seen, but no contact yras made. Our fighters
ran into a formation of seventeen Me. 109s from Aix/Les Milles
and Avignon/Chateau Blanc, engaged them and destroyed three
without loss.

Ibid

(l) Army Air Formation Signals, Stores, Maintenance, Radar
Stations, Air/Sea Rescue, Embarkation, Field Intelligence,
202 Group H.Q., Field Hospital, Transit Centres, R.A.P.
Regiment (2788 Field Squadron), Police, 12 Fighter
Squadrons and 1 Squadron Detachment, 5 Wing H.Qs., Repair
and Salvage, and Signals.
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At dusk on D Day, a few Ju.88s attacked our shipping
A small force of Do.217s had

At 2043 hours they approached the Camel heach
area and dropped glider-homhs near U.3.S. Bayfield,
hit and destroyed an L.S.T. (1)
skilfully operated over the land, thus keeping the L.S.T.
between it and o-ur jamming ships and convening them to
atteirpt taking over control of a glider bomb approaching, head
on, - the most difficult angle for control,
technique foiled no less than twenty-two of our.jamming
ships; this was the first occasion of its kind" recorded -

an inportant point to remember in view of the fact that to
some extent we had written off the glider bomb as not a
really serious menace.

without achieving anything,
more luck.

One

The German control aircraft

This new German

Enemy Fighter and Bomber Operations D plus 1 to D plus 3

Ibid With the arrival at Orange on 16 August of the thirty
Me,109s from N. Italy, the fighter effort was stepped up to
thirty-eight sorties,

made but for a small attack by our own fighters on Orange,
Bomber operations began at dusk, involving nineteen Ju,88s
and seven Do.217s.

operating.
C. E. Hughes.

A greater effort might have been

Thirteen reconnaissance aircraft were

At dusk a glider-bomb near-missed U.S.S.

At 2050 hours, five Ju.88s escorted by four
Me.109s approached St. Tropes port,
accurately placed in our concentrations, killing fourteen and
wounding thirty-six.

Their bombs were

Two Do. 217s were shot down.

On the 17th the effort was maintained in spite of losses
and fatigue, lack of flare-drcpping, fuel shortages and cut
communications. About thirty Me.109s were active dturing the
day. At 1 900 hours two Me.109s reconnoitred Alpha area,
losing one to A, A. Bomb operations opened at dusk.
Another glider bomb near-missed U.S.S. 0. E. Hughes. At

2040 hours six Ju.88s bombed the stretch of ground between
St. Eaphael and St. Maxime without inflicting damage. At
2138 a Ju,88 flying low over our ships was shot down by the
A,A. fire of U.S.S. Champlin. The same day Allied aircraft
bombed Valence airfield, destroying according to photographs,
several Ju.88s.

18 August was the last day but one of the futile air
opposition. The handful of fighters left no iiipression on
the general position. In the dusk pe.riod the bombers made
their last serious effort. Ten/fifteen torpedo Ju.88s, ten
bomber Ju,88s and five Do.217s vrere airborne, but only a few
of them reached their targets, with some success. The first
formation of some five Ju.88s flew over Camel 264 beach and

the. Delta beaches. One straddled the Eighter Director Ship
U.S.S, Catoctin with anti-personnel bombs, killing six and
wounding forty-two. It was fortunate that at this point
U.S.S, Catoctin was con5)leting the handing over of control
by its Joint Operations Room of fighter-bomber and tactical
reconnaissance aircraft to a XII Tactical Air Commmid unit

ashore. Another Ju.88 fired a torpedo at a fighter director
craft (2) in the Delta area, which exploded 25O yards short.
The following night U.S.S. Brooklyn tracked two groups of
low-flying aircraft searching the area for about an hour,
but at no time did these come within ten miles range of our
night fighters. Just before this a single aircraft dropped
a string of bombs, without effect, in the inner ship screen.

1 ) Wo. 282.

2) P.D.T. 13.
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There was a feeble effort the next night, lAhen the retreat

northwards was already gathering momentum.

The Order to Retreat

OKL Operations
Staff to GHQ
Luftflotte 2

18 Aug. 44
Translation of

Captured German
document

AHB.6/VII/82

The Germans were quick to see the danger of Allied
advances in both the Worth and the South. To avoid losing
the greater part of Nineteenth Army, the High Command of the

Armed Forces - OKff - decided on a planned withdrawal. First

orders went out at 0940 hours on 17 August. All troops and

units in Army Group G's area vdio were west of a line Orleans -

Clermont Perrand - Montpellier not involved in the defence of

fortresses, with the exception of Nineteenth Army's fighting
troops, were to proceed at once to positions behind a line
Seine - Tonne - Bourgogne. The same evening Hitler amplified
this order in the form of directives to his commanders and

ordered an intermediate line Sens - Dijon - Swiss frontier.
General destruction of everything which could not be trans

ported was ordered; 11th Panzer Division was to stay in the
Rhone Valley to protect the area against airborne forces end

later to act as rearguard to Nineteenth Army; a division in
Marseilles and one in Toulon were to hold those fortresses

to the last man and the navy would support them until action
was no longer possible.

Luftwaffe Role in the Retreat

On 18 August Luftflotte 2 received the following version
of the directive.

Ibid

Report on
Dragoon
N.C.W.T.P.

'With the exception of those forces remaining in Toulon
and Marseilles, Army Group G will break off contact with the
enemy and link up with the southern flank of Army Group B

following the line Sens - Dijon - Swiss border. Units
(LXII Reserve Army Corps) mil fall back on the Italian-
French Alpine position and will be subordinate to C. in C.
South-West, who will immediately take over the defence of the

Prench-Italian Alpine position from the Swiss border as far
as the Liguria Sea. When withdrawing, all material viiich
will assist the enemy in his pursuit must be destroyed. Not
a single locomotive, bridge, pov/er station or repair shop
must fall into enemy hands undamaged. Strong points and
defence areas on the southern and ?restern coasts of Prance

will hold out to the last man.'

M.A.A.P.

Intelligence
Summaries

Luftflotte 3's orders were to support the Army in defence
of strong points. All flying units and ground services were

to be withdrawn north, leaving Fliegerdivision 2 to its own

problems. All Luftwaffe installations were to be destroyed.
Anti-aircraft forces in Toulon and Marseilles were to be

left there with anple supplies. The rest of the flak forces
were to support the Army in its retreat. Both would be
closely committed to the ground fighting. Those in the

fortresses, in addition to maintaining air defence, were to
fight as infantry if necessary. Those retiring were to

concentrate everything they had on protecting points of

passage. Their main task was to protect the v/ithdrawing
forces from Allied air attack. What was left of

Fliegerdivision 2 (including H.Q. Flight and II/J.G.77) was
to pass back to control of Luftflotte 2, who was to fly them
and their guns back to Italy - later. As for the Jagdfuehrer
(Fighter Controller) S. France with Fighter Group 200, he was
transferred to Metz, Fliegerdivision 2 and the bomber
Geschwader K.G. 26 moved to lyons.

The same day the Army settled the fate of those G.A.P,
They were formed into defence
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companies. Their motor transport was taken from them,
unloaded and handed over to the flaJc units. Great quantities
of stores were abandoned and destroyed. The Ai-my helped
itself to all the fuel it could handle from the deserted air

force stations. The flying units took all they could carry.
The rest was set on fire.

On 20 August, final steps were taken. The three last

reconnaissance units were withdrawn from S.W. Prance, leaving
U-boat co-operation in the Bay of Biscay uncovered,
single-engined fighters prepared to move N. and E. of Paris
behind the Somme - Marne - Saone line,

were, ordered to Germany to refit5
send them back to N. Italy,
reconnaissajice forces, who could on].y muster a solitary se
serviceable aircraft apiece, were drafted to N. Italy,
at Metz, 0,0. Fighters S. France with Fighter Geschwader 200

was to come under command of Jagdkorps II, a move indicating
the fusion in the mind of the High Command of the Southern
and Northern France fronts.

The

The long range bomber

Once

By 23 August, the evacua.tion wa

s
thereafter it was hoped to

The long-range and tactical

s
Nothing remained of the Luftwaffe in thevirtually complete.

Dragoon area but fifteen fighters and ten tactical reconnais

sance aircraft occasionally observed north of Lyons,
few ground units left in the South barely escaped with their
lives.

The

The tension in that area can be Judged from a
captured order issued on 28 August by the Platz Eonmiandant of
Avignon/East airfield:-

"The coming days - possibly only hours - require that
every last man exert himself to the limit,
madt be executed as quickly as possible,
must be avoided.

All order

All frictio

s

n

In case of evacuation only the most indispensable
personal luggage vdll be carried,
one knapsack; officers one knapsack and one case,
...... If anyone leaves items of issue behind in order
to take along his private property, he will be punished.

Men will be allowed

It

The human note in the next paragrajjh is worth recording.
It is a fact that Luftwaffe messes were usually supplied vd.th

a generous cellar and although they might have felt natiural

compunction in igniting precious petrol it would have broken

their hearts to leave behind for enemy consumption fiill

bottles of good wine and liqueturs. Hence the clause:-

"Urgent attention is called to the fact that drunken
ness not only injures the LuftwEiffe ’ s reputation but

also, at the present time, endangers otir undertaJ,cing.
If extra liquor rations are now issued, strict modera
tion is your duty,
strictest punishment.

Drunken personnel may expect the
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CHAPTER 5.,

THE CAPTURE OF TOULON AM) MARSEILLES

Air, Laxid and Sea Attack on Toiilon

Defence to the last Cartridge

Their ooastal defences, warning systems and power of
tactical command neutralised or broken by the combined weight

and shrewdly—timed blows of the three Allied services, the
The orderGermans began to recover from the initial shock,

for general retreat explains the tactical withdrawal of the
land and air forces to sjifer areas, avoiding tactics to pre-

There were two exceptions - Toulon and
The German commander of the forces defending the

vent encirclement.

Marseilles.Hlstolre de la

'French Riviera' - Vice Admiral Ruhfus, - issued an order to

his troops on 12 August calling on them to hold on at any cost
On 21 August, he conveyed to them thewhatever happened,

Gen. de Lattre

imperative ruling of the Puhrer - 'Defend Toulon and Marseilles
to the last cartridge'. That order was faithfully carried
out by infantry, sappers, pioneers, headquarters secretaries,
stores personnel, Todt workers and Hitler Touth. The struggle
for Tovilon was carried through on terms of the utmost ferocity;
three French divisions, a heavy concentration of naval ships
and two groups of medium bombers were needed to reduce it.

The Three Phases of the Assault on Toulon

General de Lattre de Tassigny, in his record of the
campaign, divides the assaiilt into three phases, namely;

Ibid,

20 -• 21 August - investment
22 - 23

24 - 27

- dismantling
- definitive reduction

The air forces came into play from 13 to 20 August, concen

trating on guns and the big shiips lying off St, Mandrier,
Thereafter the figliting developed at closer quarters and gains
were consolidated by the infantry in the town, fighting often
hand-to-hand.

Air Attacks on Toulon Defences

Report on Dragoon
MATAF and Reports by
57th and A2nd Wings

TheAll approaches to Toulon were heavily defended.
Air Forces were concerned Virith the coastal batteries on

St. Mandrier peninsula (which almost encloses the Bay), and
Naval forces bombarded defence points both

During the

pre-H Hour D Day bombing, medium bombers of 47th and 52nd Wings
carried out their share of Operations Nutmeg and Yokum by
attacking guns round St. Mandrier on 13 and 14 August, i

13 August, supported by some twenty fighter-bombers, they
dropped eighty-five tons of bombs on their primary objectives.
Heavy bombers also dropped fifty-six tons on 14 August, The

p>eninsula, which harboured guns of all calibres up to 340 mm,
remained an active menace, defying approach from any direction.

the heavy ships,
on the coast and inland on.the routes of advance.

On

Report by N.C.W.T.F.

Medium Bomber

Operations
H.Q. XII A.F.
15 February, 19it5
(A.H.B. II. J. 11/12)

Prom 16 through 20 August, 42nd T/ing concentrated on gun
positions, (’') flying twenty-three missions. On 18 and
20 August, the total bom.bing effort of the wing was involved

In alland a considerable proportion of it on other days.

(1 ) Total sorties in these 5 days were 881, Tfith 971 tons of
bombs dropped, on gun positions alone.
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the sortiesC"*) on these two days nothing hut 1,000 Ih and
The 57th Wa turned from i2,000 Ih homhs were dropped,

interdiction programme to fly two missions
19 August:

ts

against guns on
on 18 Aiagiast, the 321st Bombardment Group flew a

mission of thirty-six sorties, of great interest, against a
battleship, a craiiser and a destroyer stationary at their
moorings.

Report on
Dragoon by
H.Q. 2.2nd
Bomb Yfing
16 Oct. ii4.

Analysis of Air Attacks on Guns at Toulon

Twenty^eight attacks in all were made on coastal defence
positions in Toulon harbour by the Marauders of 2|.2nd Wing,
Of these, only five were sixjcessful in the destruction or

damage of guns. Some of the rest were indirectly effective
in reducing battery serviceability. Just as in Italy lack of

aircraft had led to a concentration on, and ad.vances in flak

technique, so here in Southern France the bombers had to face

the fire of up to seventy-six heavy A, A. guns within firing
range. Their intense and accurate shooting rendered opera

tions hi^ly dangerous and greatly affected the bombing
accuracy(3^ on such pinpoint targets as gun emplacements,
three hundred attacking aircraft, eight T/ere lost and one

hundred and twenty-five damaged by flak. The best method of

attack was found to be for two or more groups to join in a

co-ordinated attack, so as to split the defences.

Of

The main air targets were three batteries of 340 mm guns
in battleship type turrets and a number of medium guns compar-

The attacks on the heavyable to the American six-pounder,
guns Yrere in the nature of things a very serious problem.
Failure might involve unpredictable difficulties for the Allied
forces. The first,Two plans of attack were irnpleme

was intended to

nted.

involving the use of 2,000 pound bombs,
penetrate deep alongside the casemates, rupturing the case

mate and then jamming the turret base so as to lock it and put
it out of action,

second plan was to drop 1,000 lb bombs with instantaneous
f\ising, which were to knock out the g-uns by blast pressure or
fragimentation,
flown(5) between 13 to 20 August,
to have been the last,

after their capture revealed that two of the three liad been

put out of action, one by blast pressure follovfing a direct

hit, the other by fragmentation from a near miss,
1,000 lb bombs were also successful in putting out smaller

gms in the vicinity.

TheThis iplan failed in its execution.

It was successful. Ten missions were

The decisive attacks seem

Ground inspection by ordnance units

The

Surprise was registered at the extent of the sites -

veritable fortresses - dug to a depth of two hundred feet

below each gun, with well reinforced passages and rooms.
There were living quarters under each gun for four hundred

men, with very large stores of shells, powder, power genera
tors, conveying and hoisting mechanisms and so forth..

(l) 243 sorties: 478.5 tons of bombs dropped.
(2) 25 sorties: 81.5 " " "
3) The wing estimate of accuracy was 26.40 per cent.
4) With delay fusing.
5) By 133 aircraft carrying 155 G.P. bombs.
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The French. Battleship StrasEourgCO and the Cruiser
La Galissoniere

Reports by
M.A.T.A.F. The battleship Stra-sbourp; was commissioned in the French

Navy in 1 936 and remained in service until scuttled in Toulon
harbour in November 1942» During the sijmmer of 1944> the

and

ship was repaired sufficiently to float and towed to
Saint Mandrier, in ToiLLon harbour.
Lying close to the Strasbourg
cruiser,(2)

She was a 26,500 ton

N.C.YLT.F.

ship,
was La Galissoni^re, a 9,"120 ton

The Navy represented to the Air Forces that the guns of

these ships were being used in support of the shore batteries
and as anti-aircraft defences and asked for air attacks on

them,

fact that they were not active.
Tactical Air Force's Report on Dragoon, it is stated that the

Strasbourg was not manned and French officers are quoted as

saying that the ship had been repaired only to a point suf“

ficient to enable it to be floated from one part of the harbour
to another.

Investigations after the event appear to point to the
In the Ordnance section of

The Air Attacks on the Ships

On 18 August, two v/aves of eighteen Mitchells each(^)
attacked in trail in the face of heavy, intense and accurate
flak,

was left listing and eventually sank.
La Galissoniere and a submarine were sunk to such sin extent

that bomb evaluation wa,s impossible.

Eight direct hits yrere scored on the Strasbourg;
The cruiser

it

Report by
57th Bombard

ment T/ing
16 Sept, 2+4.

None of the direct hits on the Strasbourg caused the

The ajjparent cause was a near miss opening the hull
Above-v/ater damage was serious enough,

if the ship had been at sea, to have put her out of commission
for extensive rei^airs and inflicted heavy personnel casualties.
It was decided, after study of the target that both types of
1,000 pound bomb could do serious non-sinking damage if they
hit a ship of this class,
direct hit and put its main guns out of action, nothing less
than a 1,600 lb A.P, bomb would suffice,
by a 1,000 lb bomb v/as more likely to sink it than a direct
hit by one of the same calibre.

sinking,
near the water line.

If it were hoped to sink it with a

A close near miss

(1) Janes' Fighting Ships (1942 edition) gives the following
details;-

101| feet
Complement - 1,431 men.

BeamOverall length - 702 feet.
28 feetDraught -

Guns 8 13 inch
5.1 inch

4  47 mm

8  37 mm
32 13 mm

Armour protection included 14 inch turrets and was
9 “ 11 inches at the water line; protective decks were
5 inch upper and 2 inch lower.
Built in 1935. Length - 580 feet Beam - 57 feet
Draught - 17i feet (max)
Gims: 9-6 inch, 8 - 3.5 A.A. 8 - 12 mm A,A,
They dropped 50^ 1,000 lb G,P. bombs fused one-tenth
second nose delay and .01 second delay tail fusing,
and 5C^ 1,000 lb S.A.P. bombs fused for .01 second
delay.

(2)

(3)
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The French Attack on Toulon

A brief account of the French ground operations leading
to the capture of Toulon must be sketched in to provide the

background of events against which the air operations played
their belated, but in a way valuable role. The air plan had
not provided for the reduction of the defences of Toulon and

Marseilles prior to D Dayj even after D Day, these tasks,
among the most formidable in the campaign, were left in the
main to iitfantry, artillery and the heavy ships.

The main French forces landed on 16 August,
the strange assembly and the emotion animating them all.
General de Lattre says:-

Spealcing o

Histolre cle la

ire Armee Franqaise.
Gen. de Lattre

Reports, by
K.C.W.T.F. and

M.A.T.A.F.

f

"The Free French on S.S. Sobieski vrere reaching the
Around thegoal of which they had dreamed since 194-0*

survivors from Norway and the marine fusiliers from
London were all those who had joined them from all the

quarters of the globe. - negroes from French Africa,
Somalis, Caledonians,
Indo-Chinese, Pondicherians, Syrians and Lebanese,
Algerians, Moors, Tunisians, Legionaries, veterans^of
Massowa, Bir-HaJceim, El Alamein and Zaghouan, soldiers of

Koenig, Legentilhomme, Cazaux, Larminat, come to add new
glories to those of the Garigliano, the Liri and
Lake Bolsena - all regarding the horizon with the same
eagerness for a sight of that France for love of whom
they had borne under so many skies the cross of Lorra.ine,

Tahitians, Aitillais,

Thej'" sang the 'Marseillaise' UK>re poignantly than it had ever
been sung before. Then they landed in St, Tropes Bay,
early on, several enemy aircraft pierced the A. A. screen and
bombed the troops, killing and wounding eighty men of the
3rd Division of Algerian Infantry. The General Commanding
.joined up with General Patch, commanding Seventh Array, and
dispositions were taken for the advance tov/ards Toulon,

General de Lattre made the audacious decision, although
outnumbered by roughly '(wto to one, to launch his forces at

once against the dense and heavy German defences, relying on

the elan of his troops and an assxxred build-up behind him to

profit by the confusion of the hour. The plan he executed
Tras, in his woi-ds, 'to seize the enemy by the throat at the
perimeter and, while the abscess grew at this point, attack
iiim at the weakest spot in his flanlc, at the same time

encircling him.'

Very

They took in succession Byeres, (the advance bastion),
the observation post of Coudon to the east, Faron to the north

and all perimeter defences. The investment, the reduction of
these defences lasted over 20/21 August and merged into the

phase of reducing piecemeal the outer forts of the city, among
which figured the Poudriere. As the fighting for this great
stronghold intensified, German coastal batteries played fire

By the time it was reduiced, the scene of
and destruction was reminiscent of the tragic scenes

on the attackers.

carnage
at the Verdun forts of Douaumont and Thiaurnont in the First

.  The task continued for two days of violent
The final phase of street fighting lasted until

World Yfer

fighting.
234-5 hours on 27 August, when Admiral Ruhfus, treated by the
defenders as a fuigitive after surrendering La Valette to
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French tank -units and Senegalese, capitialated, (0

Reduction and Rehabilitation of llarseilles

The Reduction of Marseilles

iVhile the "battle for Toulon -vvas at its height, French

armoured forces(2) encircled Marseilles and infantry(3)
fanned out ‘vvestY/ards, reduicing piecemeal, as in the case of

Toulon, the fanatically defended points of resistance on the

perime-ter and at the approaches,
inside the city aided its gradual reduction,
days of fighting v/ithin the subuir"bs and the heart of the city,
the Gerraajis vrere driven towards the sea, leaving units to the

N.E, defending the massive casemates to the end against
Sherman tanks, tanlc destroyers and heavy artillery,
chief of the Geman Kommandatur TYas captured on 25 August at
St. Loup.

A general insurrection
After several

The

Ibid

The Air Forces attacked, day after day, the heavy bat
teries still functioning on 'the islands of Pomegues and
Ratonneau. Following the co-ordinated attacks of aircraft
and ships' g-uns, the island batteries were silenced, althou^
resistance continued. Minesweepers still waited the oppor
tunity of clearing the approaches and the harbour of
Marseilles. The Germans proceeded systematically to demolish
cranes, q-'oays and installations and sank ships in the harbour.

On 28 August, the German Commander in Marseilles capitulated.
The garrisons of Pomegues and Ratonneau refused to surrender

to the French; the affair was only closed when American
officers were brought into the negotiations.

Mediun Bomber Attacks on the Island Batteries of Pom^gues and
Ratonneau

Ten separate air attacks were made by Marauders(^)
Ratonneau Island batteries and one on Pomegues batteries.

oMedium Bomber n

Operations
1 Jan - 28 Aug.Zj4 There were six mediuu coastal defence batteries and some anti-
K.Q. XII A.F. aircraft artillery on Ratonneau, dangerous to ships and air

craft alike. The air OTjerations expo-unded the growing belief
in the efficacity of the near-miss, only a few days before so

clearly demonstrated against heavy guns and big ships.
Lighter flak defences made greater accuracy possible,
medium-sized 1 ,000 pouind bombs 'vyere placed in the immediate

vicinity of the positions, so as to blow out or dislodge the

guns and its fo

thus destroyed.

The

•tion; four o'ut of the six positions were
5

Marseilles as an Allied Port

German demolitions and Allied air and artillery bombard
ment reduced the serviceability of both Toulon and Marseilles

to a very low point, of Toulon in particular. The use of

(0 French casualties in Toulon operations were:-
2,700 killed and wounded,
were taken.

17>000 enemy prisoners
The booty was very considerable.

Under command of General du "Vigier -1st Amd Div, (Fr, )
Under command of General de Monsabert.

Of 42nd Bombardment Wing,
Operations
24 Aug. 24 sorties 46,00 tons Ratonneau

(2
,3
4,
,5

72,00 tons

36,00
115.00

36
18 Pomegues

Ratonneau

II

60

II
25

27
27
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Marseilles ha.d been put forward as one of the main objects of
Operation Dragoon. Vfith Cherbourg the only port on the

Atlantic Coast and English Channel available for build-up, it
was clear that work miist begin forthwith on clearance, salvage

Address by Gen. Denvers and rehabilitation. The north end of the port of Marseilles
Gen. Denvers before , , ,
a Mtg. of U.S. Mil. completely blocked by sunken ships. The south end
Intell. in Washington anchorage could be speedily restored for light landing. The
27.May inner harbour was sown with mines and large quantities of
^miUary^Affairs' explosives buried in the port area. Jetties, quays, berth

spaces and cranes had all been blasted, then mined and booby-
trapped. Of the peace~tiiae 85,000 feet of quays, little was
undamaged.

Progress v/as undoubtedly made, although it is doubtful
v/hether it proved up to expectations. Port de Bouc, a minor

port captured with the aid of the maquis, v/as brought into

commission and heavy efforts were put in on Toulon. By D
plus 40 statistics could be pointed to in support of the claim

that real progress had been made■and that substantial quanti
ties of supplies and numbers of personnel were being funnelled
throiigh the area to feed the main offensive against Germany, (w

(1) By 25 Sept, unloadings were:-

50,569 personnel
6,7'! 1 vehicles

99,'17'1 tons dry cargo
10,000 barrels wet cargo

5,085 personnel
2,628 vehicles

24,252 tons dry cargo
76,130 barrels wet cargo

At Marseilles

At Toulon

At Port Bouc 30, /95 tons dry caa-go
239,600 barrels wet cargo

By 23 Septem.ber, over beaches and through ports, the
following were the totals passed into Prance

324,069 personnel
68,419 vehicles

490,237 tons dry cargo
325,730 barrels wet cargo
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CHAPTER 6

POST-ASSAULT AIR AHD CROUIMD OPERATIONS

Operations of the British Spitfire Tfings in S. France

OrganisationNo. 135 Air Stores
Park O.R.B's

Aug./Oct.tiA It will be recalled that at a late stage in planning it

was decided to set up a special administrative group No. 202-
No.202 Admin. Gp,
'Activities of 202 Gp. to cover the needs of the three R.A.F. Spitfire wings -

Nos.251, 322 and 324 - participating in Dragoon, as well as of
some U.S. Beaufighter and other units.

and R.A.F., units in
S. France.

8 Nov.lA (A.H.B.II
J1 /319/1/1)

No.324 Wing had no time to refit. Their IV^T was in
very poor condition. Nos.251 aJid 322 Yfings were in better

shape, as they had been built up with new transport and equip
ment in Italy and the l/Hddle East. All three wings had been

operating heavily and many of their aircraft were ageing.
The Spitfire itself was becoming obsolescent. The formation
of a reserve aircraft pool was left too late. There were not
enough reinforcement aircraft for the task. Even at that

late date some of the British had not grasped the elementary
truth that an air force flies on its administration. Further

proof of this v/as soon forthcoming.

Nos.322 and 32l\
R.A.F. Spitfire
Wings O.R.B's
Aug. / Oct.

Once in France, the operations of the wings became sub

ject to some influences already inherent in the situation and

to neviT ones arising out of unforeseen developments in the
battle,

to achieve all that had been hoped,
the time of their withdrawal will be shortly recorded;
after, air support in the battle of Montelimar will be
described.

Their movements became erratic and they were unable
Their operations up to

there-

No.202 Group was established rather late and insufficient
speed applied in building it up to strength.
actualLv form until the battle was on and it was ashore in

France,

one-third of its essential personnel.
slow way, by L. S. T. sea service.

It did not

For a long period, its H.Q. had to operate with about
Supplies came the hard,

The indecision regarding Anvil, the late decision to
launch it and above all the omission from Allied plans of any
guidance on the action to be taken if the pre-assault opera
tions, the strategic deception and the impetus of the landing
all led to a rapid Allied advance, all these tended to create

such a situation as confronted the Spitfire wings and their

administrative group.

Pre-Assault R.A.F. Spitfire Operations from Corsica

Ibid No.251 Wing began operations from a satisfactory strip at

Gadvi, Nos.322 and 324 from poor strips at Calenzana and
St. Catherine. During the greater part of the first half of
August, their activities were mostly divided between defensive

sweeps off Corsica and offensive reconnaissance along the coast
of France. From 10 to 13 August, all three squadrons were

This work.mobilised in the attack on enemy radar stations,
carried out at great i-isk, with small losses and satisfactory

forces available for escort andresults, left only small f
weather reconnaissance.(1)

(1) From D plus 1 through D plus 5, fighters of all types flew
2,995 sorties on escort, patrol, photographic, tactical
and weather reconnaissance; they reached a peak for the
operation on D plus 2 with a total of 673 sorties.
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Post-Assault Operations

During the first three days of the assault, the average
daily sorties for each -wing were round the one hundred mai-k

and their beach patrols gave the kind of reassurance to the

troops landing so precious at such times,
conducted at high pressure,' but all calls for sweeps by
87th Fighter Wing were met, except on two occasions, ?/hen
there were only six to seven aircraf't per squadron serviceable.

Operations were

Ibid

Within a few days after the assault, the three wings flew

to new bases in S. France - No.322 to Frejus, No.324 to
Ramatuelle euid No. 251 to Cuers.
Coastal Air Force.

No.251 was to transfer to

It stayed at Cuers, carrying out limited
shipping duties for a few days, but as the transfer was slow

evolving, and the other two wings moved progressively nor-th-

wards to keep within range of the front, the administrative
machine was strained almost to breaJcing point.

few landlines and radio was bad.

There were

There was no despatch
rider section, so R.A.F. Police were used in this role to

improve on the 'personal visit by officers' system, the only
communications possible to that point.

Gradually the two remaining wings extended their efforts
away from.the beaches and towards the front.
No.322 ?/ing dispatched fourteen Spitfires as escort to bombers
in the battle area,

field at These, seven miles N. of Sisteron.
out of range of the front.

On 1 9 August,

No.324 Wing took over an ex-French air-
Both were soon

The move of No.324 Wing to These coincided T/ith urgent
appeals from Seventh Army for close support; it carried out

a series of armed reconnaissances and offensive sweeps behind
the enemy lines.
The next day heavy rain storms rendered their strip unservice

able. On 4 September, follovfing a sighting by No.72 Squadron
of enemy M/T concentrations, all squadrons co-operated to
destroy or damage some eighty vehicles between Macon and

Chalons. On 7 September, aircraft moved up to a strip just
repaired at Lyon/Bron by U.S. air force engineers and for the
first time since the wing left Ramatuelle, direct telephonic
communication with XII Tactical Air Command was laid on.

They were joined by No.339 Wing of the French Air Force,
spite of the elaborate succeeding adjustments, all squadrons
continued their attacks on enemy transport and many vehicles
were hit.

On 1 and 2 September, results were meagre.

In

Further reconnaissance northwards indicated

Besan^on as the next base, but rain bogged the field; plans
were being made to move to Luxueuil when the wing Y/as stood
down and recalled to Lyon,
back in Florence.

By 8 October, the entire wing was

By the time No.322 Wing reached Montelimar, the Army was
out of range. In any case, these aircraft were grounded
on account of difficulty in fuel supplies'. On 14 September

they learnt from the Deputy Air G.-in-C. that they were to be
disbanded. By 6 November this process was completed, the end
to a very distinguished, record.

Meeting of Air Group Commanders

The grouTid situation in \Yhich the Spitfire vri.ngs might,
if circumstances had proved favourable, have co-operated was
explaixied by the Commanding General of XII Tactical Air Command

to a meeting of Group Commanders,

utmost to mthdraw his forces through the Belfort Gap.
Seventh Army's plan was to prevent this by surrounding him in

The enemy was doing his
The

Ibid
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sections. If only the Air Forces could he kept fonvard and

in contact with the enemy, they could stop his movements as

well as prevent him holding the Seventh Army in check before

the frontier was reached. It will be seen in the following
few pages how serious an influence the intervention of the

11th Panzer Division was having on the previously smooth
American advance. The Array needed all its transport.
Within 48 hours of General Saville's appeal, three hundred
and forty load-carrying vehicles of the R.A.P. were hauling
supplies for the Air Corps as a whole. The order for with

drawal of all tliree wings thus nipped a promising process of
build-up in the bud. With great difficulty they mthdrew,
in spite of Seventh I\rmj protests and incessantly spurred on
by calls from remote H. Qs. in Italy, out of touch mth the
situation in which the two vdngs were so deeply involved.
Without spares or repair facilities, all units concerned were

brought south and transported with all equipment that could be
salvaged in the limited shipping lifts put at their disposal.

Allied Air Supply and the Breakdown of the Road Transport
Plan

General Road Transport Crisis Origins

The nai'rative of Operation Dragoon has been intentionally
selective, concentrating on those features ■wherein it emerged
from the common phases of routine and omitting irrelevant
points wherefrom no lessons ar-’e to be learned,
record of the air force operations until XII Tactical Air
Command 'was absorbed into the forces on the Western Front can
not possibly be given here even in condensed form, but mention
must be made of the outstanding achievements of the air forces
in overcoming a breakdo'wn in the road supply system mforseen
in the plans.

The difficulties which beset the administration group
feeding the three R.A.P. Spitf'ire Wing have been touched
Their problems were only part of a much more extensive crisis
affecting the Seventh Army, XII Tactical Air Command and the

In general, the major cause of this was that although
the planning of phases, the details of loading, priorities,
movements and other administrative work were a model as a
staf.f exercise, although the specific,physical tasks involved
were carried out with prompt and normal efficiency
although the air units involved exercised great ingenuity and
considerable qualities of endurance, the outline plan, was too
rigid aj.id pessimistic, it did not match up to the event; in
other words it vwas not flexible, it did not allow for the
situation v/hich must be tliro'vm up by a rapid success, and
sundry material ingredients were on that account missing.

The whole

on.

Na-vy.

ana

MATAF ORD
App. D/SASO/13
XII A.F.S.C.

MATAF Report on
Dragoon
(Administration)

Narrative of the
Activities of
202 Group and R.A.F.
Units in S. France.
(AHB. 11. J. 1/116/14)

Not all the planners lacked foresight, hovrever, and note
must be talcen, before proceeding to the record of how the air
services overcame the road problem, of a proposal in the
planning phase for the early landing of a truck battalien.
This was put for'ward by XII Air Force Service Command, but was
t'umed do-wn.

Opening of Transport Crisis on the Beaches

The Beach Control units^'^ ^Ibid were late in getting off
loaded and it was four days before they were sufficiently
established ashore to handle their task. This delay, due to

(1) Air Force representative Major C. H. G. Ramsey.
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faulty on-loading, led to a great deal of confusion in clear
ing imits and in locating Air Force supplies on the beache

Some 100 octane petrol and several hun<^ed thousand rounds of
.50 ammunition were wrongly directed^ to Army dumps and much
of the ammunition lost to the Air Forces. This caused a

minor crisis, only relieved by air supply,
enough trucks to move-supplies quickly enou^ to forwai-d air
strips and fields to build up the units in time or to maintain
them in range of the advancing front, '
critically needed 80 octane was flown in.

vehicles of all units, British, French and U. s7, were pooled.
Light bombardment aircraft -were wi.thheld from operations and
used to transfer supplies urgently needed by fighter-bombers.

O e

There were not

To counter this,
j  Organisational

Major Responsibilities assumed by XII Air Force Service Command
on the Beaches

Ibid Army transport had been scheduled to co-operate in the
Shortages prevented this and the

situation was mostly handled by air force transport.
D. U.K.W.S. delivered some petrol direct to St. Raphael air
field.

clearance of beaches.

Owing to the rapid advance, the Army ate into the
beach petrol dumps and some of the Air Force supply was 'lost'.
Air supply from Italy brought in 53,000 gallons in the next
few days to fill the gap partially.

When it was known on 24 August that These (or Sisteron
No.l) airfield was available for a Spitfire Wing, trucks from
the beaches and Dakota aircraft from Italy laid down the
initial stocks of fuel. Aix- evacuation aircraft on their

forvirard flights brought in critical and maintenance items. (2)

ViTaen Seventh Army broke through to the Riione Valley, the
main Luftwaffe bases in the Istres and Salon
captured.
25 August.

area were

Air Base Areas were established, effective from
Supplies were trucked out of beach dumps to rail

heads and airfields, thence moved on by rail and air,
convoys operated 24 hours a day.
used extensively fcr Air Force supplies.

Truck

Port Bouc was opened and

The Opening of Port Eouc

Ibid XII Air Force Service Command claimed that the opening of
Port Bouc and the unloading and handling of cargoes was an Air
Force project in its entirety. It statedl3) that it made
arrangements for the Navy to use Port Bouc, that the Navy
assisted in every way and cleax-ed it of mines,
ships dii'ected thei’e was based on the weight of cargo carried
and which could be handled by Air Service Command, The Army’',
reported XII Service Command, was aware of i'bs own responsi
bility, but was unable, because of its commitments to the rapid
advance, to render any assistance or furnish any equipment.
The Air Forces 'unloaded certain common usage items such as
rations, as T/ell as items peculiar to themselves.

The number of

The Naval Commander Western Task Force gave a slightly

Partly ovmng to identical air/army packing.
Over 19-27 August the airfields at Frejus, St. Raphael
and Le Luc v/ere stocked 'with over 300,000 gallons of

100 octane fuel plus 35,000 gallons at Sisteron and
36,000 gaJLlons at Cuers/Pierre.
issued,

handled.

In the XII A.F.S.C. Report on Operation Dragoon.

10,000 rations were
About 70,000 gallons of 80 octane fuel were

1

2

(3)
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different version,

the affair with the Commanding General Seventh Army, and on
23 Augiist decided to open the Golfe de Eos, in order to pro
vide entry into Port de Bouc and Etang de Berre.
that a company of 335th Engineers,
opening of the port,
reluctant to divert trucks to Poi't de Bouc when it only had
enough to handle cargoes landed at Max'seilles.

The Advance Worth creating acuter Transport Problems

It was he, he stated, who coordinated

He state

U. S. Army assisted in th

d

e
The Army, according to him, was

Ibid The advance of the Auiuy enabled the opening of new air
fields at Valence and Montelimar. On 1 September, Air Base
Areas were re-defined and the Valence area became Group H.Q.
Although Service Command was coping with its problems, all
was by no means well. The Allied Air Forces had destroyed
too many roads, bridges and road and rolling stock. The air
bombing policy was, as has been already noticed, changed to
support of the tactical battle and what transport
vertible and salvageable was absorbed. The Army aim was to
destroy the German formations before they could if/ithdraw.
To do this they needed fighter bombers,
firstly, to be moved on to forv\rard airfields;
those airfields had to be stocked,
move the combat units in.

was con-

These aircraft had,
:  secondly.

Vehicles were found to

To achieve the second object, air
transport had to be called in to supplement the quite
inadequate road transport. It was at this point that the
Spitfire Wings pooled their road transport vdth the .XII Air
orce Service Command and the combined road force operated

from a Base Supply Jirea. Just south of Salon; but this was
not enough.Ibid

Heavy and Light Bombers and Transport Aircraft diverted to
ease Road Problems

Arrangements were at once made to fly supplies from this
Base Supply Area to the forwar'd fields. On D plus
2C (4 September), 64th Troop Carrier Group was moved to France
and stationed at Istres . Its Dakotas began to operate
forthwith. The number of Air Force units in France increased
rapidly; new airfields vrere brought into commission,
all available transport aircraft Yfere in use, it was decided
to divert heavy bombers from their normal tasks to transport
duties.

iVhen

451st, 461st and Zf84th Bombardment Groups of 49th Bom
bardment Wing of Fifteenth Air Force, were used to transnort
supplies from their bases at Foggia to Lyons/Bron airfield.
This service lasted until 22 September, vdien 484th Group was
transferred to Istres, thus effecting notable economies. )
Further, from 10 September, the 47th Bombardment Group of
Tactical Bostons was diverted from its light bomber duties,
and from its base at La Jasse traasported supplies to forv/ard

Not only did the Air Forces carry all their otwi
supplies, but assisted the Army(2) by the rapid .movement to
forvirard areas of badly needed items such as .30 ammunition and
mortar shells.

fields.

By 4 October, reliable railway service was

(1) In the following 10 days this Group transported almost
as much as the entire three Groups during the previous
1 2-day period.

(2) Seventh Army and Continental Base Section.
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was established and supply of the airfields by air virtually
ceased on tJiat date.vO

The claim of the Air Force supply system v;as an outstand
ing one. During the entire period from D Day to D plus
every item of supply, including all conmon usage items
required and used by the Air Forces, was received, stored and
distributed bv Air Force bodies responsible, using air force
equipment and personnel only«i2j

procurement of a limited quantity of ¥-80 petrol from the
Army dump at Amberieu.

The only exception was the

Close support Operations bv XII Tactica.1 Air
Command(3) and End of Campaign

Close Support Problems

Report on Dragoon
M.A,T,A.P.

The two medium bomber wings finished their attacks on

guns on 27 August and their attacks on communications in

France on 28 August. Thereafter, in accordance vd.th the

(l) The first trains did not leave the Provence Base Supply
Area until 20 Sept. 1944* On arrival at destination on

October they were unloaded by units of XII A.F.S.C,

(2) Schedule of types and quantities, in tons, of supplies
shipped by air:-

?E2^L.^^Sl:]i.Hi§_2£^^i£LJi2_.§£H^i^£^2L.^^l:B22-
Bombs

¥-80 100 Oct. and

Aircraft Rations Petrol i^etrol Anmio. Msc. Total
Type

579.5 269
98.5 157

2i:191270.5

347.5
B - 24
c - 47 748.592.553

678 426 2867.592.5 161853

From Base Supply Area in S. France to advance air base
areas

Bombs QlvI.Cl.II

(Cloth-¥-80 100 Oct. and

Aircraft Rations Petrol petrol Ammo,
Type

Misc. Total

150 481
114.2 2378.5

419.5 186.6' 420.5 5434.6

35 55.5 240.5
1246.8 1017.5

824 497 3087

A - 20

B - 24

c - 47

859 552.5 4574.3 U37 186.6 684.7 8294.1

Total tonnage of supplies transported by air,

912

645
186.6

6192.3
2115
1110.7

11,161; .6

Rations

¥-80 petrol
QM Class II (clothing)
100 Octane petrol
Bombs and ammunition
Miscellaneous

Total tonnage

In addition, truck transportation conveyed from the
beachhead dumps, Port de Bouc and Base Supply Area to the

advanced airfields a total tonnage of 18,126 tons,
(3) O.R.BvS of U.S. and French units not being available,

consolidated reports have been drawn on for details and
statistics.
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plan, operations in the Dragoon area v/ere left exclusively
to XII Tactical Air Command.

History of
M.A.A.F.

The Array had insisted in the planning stage on close
The swift advance soon

Liaison between Seventh

Amy and XII Tactical Air Command v/as inadequate in the

initial phase because of distances separating command posts.
Neither telephone nor radio communications were sufficient
to bridge the gap,
possible to its bases.
of touch with the Amy,
chain of command corrected the situation by allowing XII

Tactical Air Command Command Post to follow the Amy H.Q. and
locate itself adjacent to it.

Task Force Butler^O and 11th Panzer Division .

support being handled at amy level,
called for other courses of action.

The Air Command had to be as near as

The bases bacame almost hourly out
The insertion of a wing into the

Comment by
Seventh Amy
in mid-November

General Truscott - cammanding U.S. VI Corps - organised
Task Force Butler before leaving Italy. It was assembled at

Le Muy after the landings and ordered to cross the Durance

River near St, Paul or thereabouts, hold the bridges and then

drive N, to-Grenoble dj: W. to Montelimar, whichever proved
more expedient. Led by the F.F.I., Butler moved up the
Durance Valley,. Then Truscott took a vital.decision and a

great risk. He ordered Butler to svdng his force westward,
seize the high ground N,E, of Montelimar and block the enemy
escape route up the Rhone Valley, Two-thirds of the ?;ay to
Grenoble, Butler blocked all roads leading from N. and E.,
and turned the rest of his force W, on Mbntelimar, There he

ran full tilt into the 11th Panzer Division, He seized the

.  high ground dominating the eastern section of the Rhone Valley
and was thereupon engaged by s uperior. forces , He fomed a

rough battle square, covered the valley with his artillery
and proceeded, with Air Force aid, to fight it out.
General Patch sent in reinforcements piecemeal,(3)
as he realised that a general retreat was under way.

as soon

The 7th U.S, Army
Report of Operations

Vol, I. ^2) (printed
In Germany) (Cabinet
Archives)

Address by Gen.
Devers to U.S. Mil.

Intell, 27 May 16
(published by
'Military Affairs'
Vol.X. No.2

Washington - Summer
16.)

11th Panzer Division left Bordeaux on 15 August with
orders to move through the Toulouse - Carcassonne  - Narbonne
corridor so as to appear in the South of Prance order of
battle,

sighted the division moving eastwards in thirty-three trains.
Tactical bombing stranded their movement, compelled detraining
and transfer to the Rhone Delta by road transport,
were at once given two missions, first to hold the E. side of
the Rhone Delta along Highway 7 against the U.S. 3rd Division;
and possible airborne landings; then to escort and cover
the retreating Geman units.

Air Participation in the Battle of Mbntelimar

On 15 August, Allied reconnaissance aircraft

They

Ibid It is not clear to whom the credit of the original plan
to create road blocks is .due, but v/hen carried out it called
forth the comment from Air Intelligence that it was
brilliantly conceived and executed and produced one of the
finest air targets ever offered the tactical units of the

(1) A force comprising 1 Inf, Battalion motorised - 1 cavalry
recce sqn, 1 armoured field artillery battalion,  1 tank

destroyer company, 2 tank companies and 1 engineer
company.

Published by Aloys Graf, Heidelberg, Jfe.y and printed
by the Heidelberg Gutenberg Printing Company,
The British Parachute Brigade had been withdrawn.

(2)

(3)
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command,

battle of Montelimar, vjhich raged backwards and forwards for
several days.

Air support became a complex affair during the

Direct Air Support Problems in a fluid Battle

Ibid Direct air support as such involved attacks on individual
groups of enemy personnel and equipment, bridges, roads and

gun positions. Bomb lines, periodically shifted, were overrun '

by both sides. On 25 August at Sonlieu, German forces
suddenly penetrated the American lines. No air support could
be called for with friend and foe inextricably mixed. The
Commanding General of 36th Division requested an air attack on
a column and trucks on the Montelimar road: the reply was

that air could not attack the point inside the safety boiub

line and if attacks were still wanted, a more permanent bomb

line would have to be laid do¥/n. The worst problems were

concentrated along the stretch of road on Highway  7 between

Montelimar and Livron. On one occasion U.S. troops wei^e

attempting to erect a road block in and around the village of
La Coucourde. Close by, sections of the same road v/ere
janmed with enemy troops and transport. The Army called for

air support to clear the road of the enemy, but had to be told

there was insufficient means of identifying friendly from

enemy troops.

The strategic bombing of communications was abandoned.
AllIt created too many subsequent obstacles and delays,

forces were directed on to close support and an area was
selected for air concentration to avoid a stalemate,

main emphasis was from this point planed oh the west bank of
the Rhone and the north bank of the Drome,

The

This area was on

Pew U.S.the west and north sides of the Battle Square,
troops were operating here, so the tantical units, supported
by carrier-based aircraft, proceeded to bomb the enemy
columns on Highway 7 both N, and S, of Montelimar,
attacks and .the static resistance of the road blocks led

These

quite naturally to congestion, of which our. air crews took

full advantage, returning again and again reporting all

ammunition spent.

There was a railway running parallel to Highwa.y  7 and a

road and railway along the west bank of the Rhone, which were
also attacked. So successful was the overall air offensive

that it was reported that between 21 and 28 August the number

of M/C destroyed or damaged reached a total of one thousand,
four hundred and two, and the number of railway cars and-

locomotives hit reached two hundred and sixty-three and thirty
respectively. All this was accomplished under conditions
highly adverse to air support. The bomb line, restrictions,
with elements of Task Force Butler pressing close to Highway 7
north of Monteliraar, operated against close support until the

battle was decided, but the attack on the enemy was unabated.

On 29'August, a very successful fighter-boiriber attack was made
on a concentration of two hundred and twenty-seven motor '
transports on the Montelimar - Valence road. All day-to-day
air operations were intimately governed by the immediate
ground situation, and so pvirely ad hoc. The battle of

MontelimarCO ended in a disaster for the Germans, whose

(1) Allied casualties to this period from the landings were
approximately:

French.

U.S.

French

U.S.

1,146
3,000
4,346
4,419

Killed, prisoners and missing
II

Wounded
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They left hehind them forretreat regathered its momentm.
some twenty miles south of Montelimar along "both sides of

Highway 7 a chaos of destroyed guns, trucks, motor transport,
armoured fighting vehicles, dead, men and horses.

End of Dragoon Operations and Junction with Third Army

On 3 September, the French entered Lyons and II Corps
drove north to contact the right flank of General Patton's
Third Army then advancing eastwards, VI Corps swung N,E, in

attempt to close the Belfort Gap and cut off the Germans,
On 10 September.the French were in Dijon, the Americans of
VI Corps in Besanoon, Behind Truscott' s ri^t wing the
French tried to press through towards Belfort and the Swiss

On 12 September, elements made light contact at
several points near Autm and Dijon with Patton's troops}
by 1A September, firm contact was established at Chaumont, a
junction which sealed the fate.of many thousands of German

troops thus cut off with their equipment. The main enemy
forces, however, escaped the trap. On 14 September,
6th Army Group took over command of the Seventh U»S, Army
and French Army B and, shortly after, 6th Army _ Group was
subordinated to S,H,A.E.F, for tactical operations.

an

border.

Ibid

The Gampa'ip’u frran the Viewpoint of the German Armed. Forces
Operations Staff

Evidence from German Sources

To grasp the full import of the operations in depth it is
It is

Von Schramm' s

treatise based

on IFST Reports
and Y/ar Diaries

(Cabinet Office
Document

No.M. 1.14/831
P5.1793 A.H.B,6
Translation)

essential to study operations as viewed by the enemy,
now possible to do this as a result of the work of Von Schramm,

, who had access tothe official historian of the

the reports and war diary of the Armed Forces Operations
Staff(1). Extracts from his treatise on this jiiase will be
given in literal translation, so as to preserve
of the original viewpoint.

the 'cachet'

An"The main enemy effort was near St. Tropez.
(by the Germans)" to bring in forces

enemy air superiority,

however, delayed these movements, and the fact that the
Rhone had to be crossed by ferry slowed things down still

more.

attempt was made
from Marseilles and the west;

On the second day, (16 August) it became clear that
an attack was being made from Cannes to Hyeres, It is

true that the enemy did not succeed in linking up the
various beachheads with the paratroops dropped behind
the lines; he was, however, able to do this in the
course of further fighting. On the othp hand, we were
able to beat off attacks west of Toulon, (.2) At the
same time, we were running the risk that the enemy might
make an assault in the G^iLf of Lyons, still only pro
tected by defence units. As a resiilt of the rapidly
deteriorating situation, the Armed Forces Operations
Staff submitted proposals for the withdrawal of
Nineteenth Army,

On 17 Augtist, the Maures Mountains were already in
Since it was to be expected that the enemyenemy hands,

would now attempt to force his way into the fortress of

Toulon from the landward side, the front there was placed

Welnmachtf uehrungs stab.

In the event none were made.
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in a state of defence. The 11th Panzer Division was

brought in to hold the enemy. This unfavourable
development was one- of the reasons leading to the
decision to evacuate Southwestern and Southern.Prance,

On 16 August, the Fuehrer amplified his order of
the same date to the effect that Army Group G. except for
the forces remaining in Toulon and Marseilles, was to
disengage from the enemy and make contact with the
southern wing of Army Group B. By fighting on fixed
lines of resistance, the withdrawal of all troops in
Southwestern France was to be systematically carried out,
H.Q. Staff of LXII Corps, with the 1A8th and 157th

Eg-Sgrye, Divigions, -under pressure by the enemy, v/as to
fall back to a line in the Franco—Italian Alps, For
this movement it was placed under Comma.nder-3.n~Giiief S.W,
who T/as to immediately take over defence of the Alpine
positions. The fortresses and defence zones on the west

and south coasts were to be held to.the last man,
Marseilles and Toulon being each garrisoned by one
division,

defence;
arms were to be sent in to support the land front.

The Na-vy was charged with support of the
when this was no longer possible, crews and

"On 18 August, orders were amended to the effect that
the line Cote d‘Or - Lyon - Aix-les-Bains was to be held
as long as possible, so that Sv'ri.tzerland remained cut off
for the time being, Bordeaux was not to be given up
until enemy pressure became too strong, since we were
depending on it to prepare more U-boats, Resistance on

the southern front was then discontinued and the retreat
began.

On 19 August, Toulon was already surrounded and to
eastwards there v/as only one defence line and this was

already threatened. According to reports on 20 August,
an enemy group was already advancing on Grenoble and two

others towards Avignon and Aix-en-Provence, The Maquii
movement was growing stronger on the Swiss frontier,

Oommander-in-Chief Southwest was therefore directed

to keep the mountain passes over the Alps open as far
westwards as possible. At the same time the Commander-
in-Ghief West received orders for the Nineteenth Mmy

that all its units capable of -fighting were to be pushed
forward towards Dijon, so as to join up with the southern
wing of Army Group B, Demolitions were to be carried
out to prevent an enemy thrust on the flank through the
mountains into Provence and the Danphine,

The Commander-in-Chief, Southwest tried, therefore,
to reinforce the troops holding the Alpine passes and to
secure the roads between them and Grenoble, where a
regimental group of the I57th Reserve Division was left.
One of the positions in the Aix-les-Bains - Briancon lino
(Annecy - St, Bernard) proved untenable owing to lack of
forces and supply,
reported, early cn 22 August, that if the enemy should
thrust through towards the SvTiss frontier, he would be
unable to prevexit him. The next object attempted was to
b-uild a barrier across the lower Rhone area, behind which
troops still on the coast were to be withdra.vm,
11th Panzer Division was put in to oppose the enemy, wlio

C,-in-C. Southwest therefore

The

(1) An error on Von Schramm's part - it was I7 August,
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was threatening to being about a collapse of this basrider
by an encircling thrust through the mountains*

On 23 August, Valence was in enemy hands, Grenoble
in the hands of the terrorists, against whom a barricade-
was manned north east of the tovm* No reports had been
received from a regimental group of the 157th Reserve
Division engaged south of Grenoble, so air reconnaissan.ee
Y/as dispatched*
pushed eastwards and cut off from the main body. The
road to Grenoble, therefore, lay open, as did the road in

the Isere Valley* A combat group of the 90th Panzer
Grenadier Division v/as sent in. It also T/ent into

action at the St. Bernard (Pass); the road over
Mont Cenis was cleared and the road over Mont Genevre

occupied. Another combat group operating from Guneo
cleared the Maddalena Pass*

This revealed that the group had been

On 2Zf August, the 1A8th Reserve Division, deployed
in the Cannes area, YYithdrew to the River Loup sector*
Its further withdravYal to the Alpine position T/as
completed without major difficulty,
1 September west of Monaco, then took over the southern
sector of the Alpine front,
157th Reserve Division had yet to overcome many diffi
culties, which were mastered by means of further thrusts
from the Italian side,

completing this movement as planned,
the taking-up of the Alpine positions a fall of snow
made large-scale operations impossible, this part of the

retreat of Nineteenth Army was then successfully
concluded*

It stood on

On the other hand the

Tfe therefore succeeded in

Since soon after

The retreat of the main body of Nineteenth Army was
threatened less from in front than from the rear,

the terrorists held the road along the eastern bank of

the Rhone under fire, the retreat YYas made along roads
west of the river.

PieId Corps, which was to keep the road open, reached
Valence on 25 August; enemy tanks were already making
their appearance there and south of Lyon,
line held by the 332nd Infantry Division coxild be moved
back*

As

The spearhead of the IV Luftv/'affe

The blocking

While the movement of Nineteenth Amy was being held
up, the situation on the left v/ing of Army Grout) B was

getting worse and worse* The Amed Forces Staff and the

Commander ..in Chief West repeatedly urged greater haste,
but there were definite limits to all their efforts.

On 26 August, the garrison of Lyon was hemmed in by the
insurgents, HoYYever, the head of the IV Luftwaffe Field

. the area to the south of the town on

30 Aiigust, Hie advance "(i.e, retreat)" of the main
body T/as held up because the enemy were covering the
Drome crossing r/ith harassing fire at pointblenk range.
The 11th Panzer Division succeeded in freeing this point*
On 30 August, the bulk of the Army had crossed the river*
On 4 September, the vanguard entered Army Group G*s area,
Ihe 338th Infantry Division, T/ho formed the rearguard,
were still holding on near Macon, (cf. Battle Report of
Army Groun G of 19 September, sent in by C.B. Yfest on
21 September, arriving 25 September).

On 22 September, Army Group G reported that 209,000
men had been withdraivn from Southern and South-western

Prance, and that 130,000 men were still there. The
missing comprise casualties and the detached units
(145th and 157th Reserve Divisions)."
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AHPEHDIX 1

SEXTAFJ and EUREKA COMFEREICES

November - December 1943

SmaiARY OF CONCLUSIOMS REACHED ON BASIC STRATEGY AMD POLICIES .

I  - 0¥ER-ailL objective.

OVER-ALL STBATEGIC CONCEPT FOR THE PROSECUTIONII

OF TIIE WAR.

BASIC UNDERTAKINCS IN SUPPORT OF OVER-ALLIII

STRATEGIC CONCEPT.

OVER-ALL OBJECTIVEI

In conj'unction with Russia and other Allies to bring
about at the earliest possible date the unconditional
surrender of the Axis Powers.

OVER-ALL STPjlTEGIC CONCEPT FOR THE PROSECUTION OF THEII

lAR

In co-operation with Russia and other Allies to bring
about at the earliest possible date the unconditional
surrender of the Axis in Europe. .

2.

Simultaneously, in co-operation with other Pacific
povirers concerned to maintain and extend xmremitting pressure
against Japan with the purpose of continually reducing her

military pov/er and attaining positions from which her
iiLtimate surrender can be forced,

extension on the over-all objective to be given consideration
by the Combined Chiefs of Staff before action is taken.

3.

The effect of any such

Upon the defeat of the Axis in Europe, in co-operation
with other Pacific powers and, if possible, with Russia, to
direct the full resources of the United States and

Great Britain to bring about at the earliest possible date

the unconditional surrender of Japan.

4.

BASIC UNDERTAKINGS IN SUPPORT OF OVER-ALL STRATEGICIII

CONCEPT

Whatever operations are decided on in support of the
over-all strategic concept, the following established under

takings will be a first charge against our resources, subject
to review by the Combined Chiefs of Staff in keeping with the

changing sit-uation: -

(a) Maintain the security and war-making capacity of the
Western Hemisphere and the British Isles,

(b) Support the war-making capacity of our forces in all
areas.

(c) Maintain vital overseas lines of commxmication, with

particular emphasis on the defeat of the U-boat menace,

(d) Continue the disruption of Axis sea communications,

(e) Intensify the air offensive against the Axis powers
in Europe.

5.
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(f) Concentrate maximum resources in a selected area as
early as practicable for the purpose of conducting a
decisive invasion of the Axis citadel.

(g) Undertake such measures as may be necessary and
practicable to aid the -war effort of Russia, including
the co-ordinated action of our forces.

(h) Undertake such measures as may be necessary and
practicable in order to aid the war effort of China as

an effective ally and as a base for operations against
Japan,

(i) Undertake such action to exploit the entry of
Turkey into the war as is considered most likely to
facilitate or accelerate the attainment of the over-all

objective,

(j) Continue assistance to the French and Italian
forces to enable them to f-ulfil an active role in the

war against the Axis powers,

(k) Prepare to reorient forces from the European
theatre to the Pacific and Par East as soon as the
German situation allows.

(c.c.s.426/1)

Narrator's Note

In the book "Operation Cicero". published by Wingate in

1950, London and New York, the'author, L. C. Moyzisch, a
member of the Reich Security Department stationed in Ankara

in 1943 and states (and it is confirmed by.Von Papen,
then German Ambassador to Turkey, in a postscript) that
shortly after these meetings, the complete minutes of the
entire conferences at Cairo and Teheran had been photographed
by the Albanian valet to the British Ambassador to Turkey,
the negatives handed to him, developed and sent to Berlin.
Comment is reserved for the time being, but the following
a(3mission by the Foreign Secretary on 18 October, 1950 in the
House of Commons is of interest (Refer Hansard).

"Inquiry into the occurrences to which llr. Shepherd"
(M.P.) "refers revealed that the Ambassador's valet succeeded
in photograptiing a number of highly secret documents in the
Embassy and selling the films to the Germans. He would not
have been able to do this if the Ambassador had conformed to

regulations governing the custody of secret documents. 
"
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OUTLINE OP ARMY ASSAULT PLAN

1. MISSION

beachhead East of ToiILon as a base(a) To establish a
f’or the assault and capture of Toulon.

(b) Thereafter to capture Marseilles and exploit
tov^ards Lyon and ¥ichy.

2. SCHEt'EE OP MANOEUVRE

(a) To land the Special Service Force immediately after
dark on the night of D minus 1 on the islands of Port
Cros and Levant, Y/ith the object of neutralising the
enemy defences on these islands in order that shipping
may enter the Bay of Cavalaire.

(b) On the evening of D minus 1 an airborne force mil
drop in the Argens Valley betYveen Le Muy and Carnoules,
with the mission of blocking the movement of enemy
reserves into the assault area from the northwest, and

securing the high ground northwest of the Le Muy -
Carnoules Corridor,

(c) To make a simultaneous daylight assault on D Day on

beaches from Cap Cavalaire to Agay, using three U.S. 
■

divisions reinforced with a group of French Commandos
landing near Cap Negre.
maximum available air and naval bombardment,

(d) To advance rapidly inland and secure the beachhead
the (Blue) line: Real Martin River - Carnoules -

■  Plassars - Le Thoronet - Trans-en-Provence -

Bagnols-en-Poret - Theoule-sur-Mer.

(e) To advance westwards and capture Toulon,

(f) To land a follow-up of certain U.S. and French
pre-loaded units,

(g) To land the remainder of the forces,

(h) After the capture of Toulon to capture Marseilles
and' exploit northiffard towards Lyon and Vicliy.

Assault to be preceded by

on

3. ELAN

A. RUGBY FORCE:

(1) Troops:

Airborne Task Force H.Q. / ■ ■ \
2nd Independent Parachute Brigade (British)
509th Parachute Battalion (U.S.)
517th Parachute Regimental Combat Team (U.S.)
1st Battn., 551st Parachute Regiment (U.S.) ̂
550th Glider Infantry Battalion (U.S.)

Missions:

(a) Prior to H hour parachute forces will
drop in the following areas: Le Mi:y, Le Luc,

(2)
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To block all roads in the aboveCarnoules.

areas, preventing enemy reinforcements from
moving into the assault area,

high ground northwest of the Le Muy-Carno-ules
Corridor until passed through by the element
of the VI (U.S.) Corps.

To hold the

(b) Glider borne units to reinforce these
forces as directed by the Airborne Force
Commander.

(c) Rugby Force to come under VI (U.S.) Corps
control when contacted, and to revert to Army
reserves on Army order.

B. SITKA FORCE

(1) Troops:

Approximately 1 200 amphibious trained
personnel of the Special Service Force, trans
ported in four A.P.D's, using rubber or
plastic boats.

(2) Missions:

To land on the Islands of Port Cros and

Levant on the night of D minus 1.

To neutralise all enemy defences on the
Islands prior to H Hour,
withdraw to the mainland, and subsequently to
capture the Island of Porquerolles.

To be prepared to

C. ■KODAK FORCE

(1) Troops:

H.Q. VI (U.S.) Corps
3rd U.S. Infantry Division
45th U.S.
36th U.S.
Armoured Combat Command (1st French Armoured

Division)
French Groupe de Commandos
Supporting Troops:

Rugby (Airborne) Force to come utnder
Corps control when contacted.

It

(2) Missions:

(a) To protect the left flank of the assault
by a French Commando landing near Cap N^gre.

(b) To land the following at H Hour:
Camel Force; One Inf. Div.

(reinforced):
To land in the Golfe de Frejus

area.

Delta Force; One Inf. Div.
(reinforced);

To land in the St. Tropes- ■
St. Maxime area.
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One Inf. Div.Alpha Force;

(reinforced):
To land in the Cavalaire Bay

area,

(c) To seize Le Mty with a mobile striking
force on D Day.

(d) To advance rapidly inland, contacting the
Rugby (Airborne) force in the Le Muy -
Le Luc-Carnoules area.

(e) To land the Armoured Combat Command
(1st French Armoured Div.) in the Prejus area,
starting as soon as beaches are cleared,

(f) To extend the beachhead and outpost the
high ground north of St. Raphael and Prej-us
with sufficient forces to secure the airfield

sites in the Argens Valley, between Prejus and
Le Muy, and protect the right flank of the
assault,

(g) Thereafter to advance to the northwest
maintaining contact with II French Corps on the
left after the latter is established ashore,
and during its subsequent attack on Toulon,

(h) To release the French Commando Group, the
Armoured Combat Command, and all airborne
forces to Arny oontrol and Arny order.

D. G-ARBQ FORCE

(1) Troops:

H.Q. II French Corps
1st (Fr.) Inf. Div. (D.M.I.)
3rd Algerian Inf, Div. (D.I.A.)
9th Colonial Inf. Div. (DIC)
1st (Pr.) Armoured Div. (D.B.) (less 1 Combat
Command)

Supporting Troops

(2) Missions:

(a) To land the following over beaches in the
St. Tropez-Cavalaire area on their arrival in
the transport area on D plus 2,

1st (Pr.) Inf. Div. (D.M.I.)
3rd Algerian Inf. Div. (D.I.A.)

(b) To pass these divisions throiigh the left
of the VI (U.S.) Corps in the La Londe -
Garnoules area. To attack Toulon from the

East and North, in conjunction with VI (U.S.)
Corps on the right,

(c) To land the 9th Colonial Inf. Div. (Pr.)
in the Le Lavandou and/or Hyeres area by
D plus 9| one-half on D plus 5) one-half on
D plus 9. Exact landing beaches will depend
on progress of assault forces westwards, and on
opening of new beaches.
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(d) To land the 1st (Pr.) Armoiired Div. (D.B. )
(less 1 Combat Command) by D plus 25.

(e) Upon the capture of Toulon, to extend the
beachhead towards Marseilles and the northwest,
maintaining contact with the VI (U.S.) Corps on
the right.

E. I FRENCH Q3RPS

(1) Troops:

H.Q. I Trench Corps
2nd (Pr.) Moroccan Inf. Div. (D. I.M.)

Mountain Div. (D.M.M.)
Armoured Div. (D.B.)

To be prepared to load on ships and on craft and
move to the asault area on the following tentative
schedule:

ifth (Pr.)
5th (Pr.)

2nd (Pr.
4th (Pr.
5th (Pr.

Moroccan Inf. Div, by D plus 15
Mountain Div. by D plus 30
Armoured Div, by D plus 40

P. ARMY RESERVE

(l.) Armoured Combat Command, 1st Pr. Armoiired Div
to revert to Army control on Army order.

(2) The following units will revert to Army reserve,
upon Army order, after the Blue line is seciared:

(a) Rugby (Airborne) Force,

(b) All Commando type units.

(3) Sitka Force to operate under Army control.

• f
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ORDER OF BATTLE - M.A.T.A.F. TACTICAL UNITS

32h Wing (Br.)
322 Wing (Br.)
251 Wing (Br.)
57 Croup
79 Croup

32h Group
86 Group
27 Group
47 Group
4l5 Squadron
111 Squadron
225 Sqn. (Br.)
II/33 Sqn. (FI’.)
52 Group

31 Group

k Group

k Sqns, Spits
h II II

II3 II

P-473 II

P-47C.G. 3 II

Xil T.A.~Cr P-47/P-403

P-47II3

P-47II3

4 II A-20

BeaufIghters
P-51 (Tao/R)
Spits (Tac/R)
Spits (Tac/R)
P-51) On loan)
P-51) from )

)  15 A. F.)

II1
II1
n1
II1
II3

D-3 to
D + 5

II3

C.C.

M.A.T.A.F.
2/3 P-47 (Fr.)

4 Sqns. B-26
B-26
B-26

4 M

4 II

C.G, 17 Group
319 Group
320 Group
31 Group (Fr.)

42nd Wing

3 II B-25

C.G. 4 Sqns. B-25
4

321 Group
340 Group
310 Group

 ,
4

-57th Wing- II B-25
 " B-25

P-38II23 P.R. Sqn.
5 (U.S.) Sqn.

682 11/33 Detach (Fr.)

1

P-38 (P.R.U.)II
3 Photo
Group

1

Spits

4 Sqns. Klttyhawks
Mustangs
Spits
Spits
Bostons

(3 " b-26
(1 "

(  40 Sqn,
(241 Sqn.
(683 Sqn.
(208 Sqn.
(318 Sqn.
{ 600 Sqn.

II1

4 II

4 II

II2

Baltlmores

Spits (Tac

239 Wing

7 (S.A.A.F.) Wing
244 Wing
232 Wing
3 (S.A.A.F.) Wing

285 Wing

A.O.C.

D.A.F."

/R)
Spits
(P.R.)
Spits (Tac/R)
Spits (Tac/R)
BeaufIghters
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LOCATION OF TACTICAL AIR UNITS

(excluding Transport Carrier Command)

CORSICA

Airfield Capacity Unit

32if Wing (Spits
225 Sqn. (Spits
322 Wing (Spits
251 VTing (Spits
32A Group (P-ifO.
111 Sqn. (P~51)
11/33 Sqn. (Spits) (Pr.)
23 Sqn. (P-38‘
5 Sqn. (P-38

Communication Plights
Visiting aircraft
27 Group (P-if7)
79 Group (P-if7)
if7 Group (A-20)
86 Group (P-if7)
57 Group (P-A7)
if Group (P-47) (Pr.)

31 Group (P"51) M.A.S.A.P.
52 Group (P-51) M.A.S.A.P.
310 Group (B-25)
3if7 Sqn. (P-39) C.A.P.
328 Sqn. (Spit) C.A.P.
326 Sqn. (Spit) C.A.P.
327 Sqn. (Spit) C.A.P.
3if0 Group (B-25)
321 Group (B-25)
if15 Sqn. (Beau)
if 1 7 Sqn. (Beau) G.A. P.

Calvi 8if aircraft

6ifCalenzana

St. Catherine 1if0

80Borgo

Bavinc o 50

180 11

Serragia

11
Poretta 210

180Alto

180Aghione

Ghisonaccia 120

Ajaccio 75

Alesan

Solenzara

100

lifO

SAliDJiriA

17 Group (B-26)
1 9 Group (B-26)

IIVillacidro

Decimomannu

100

300

Group (B-26)
31 Group (B-2o)

320

(Pr.)
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ENEMY GROUND FORCES

IN SOUTHSPJ^ TRANCE AND LIGTOIA

The Nineteenth German Army

Histoire de la

1 re Armee

Francaise by
Gen. de Lattre

Paris ..

Plon 19^9.

Operation Dragoon was an assault of three divisions,
building up to ten combat divisions. Likely to oppose the

Allies were ten German divisions. Only nine of these
operated. To grasp the weight of opposition - which was not,
as some have declared, negligible - the trend of events and
movements at the time must be borne in mind. The fourteen

German divisions based south of the general line Bordeaux -

Lyon in May 1 944 had been reduced by five to meet the

Overlord threat in June, and by a secoiid Panzer division in

the opening days of August. Reinforced by a division from

Normandy and another from Ruissia, the forces aligned in mid-

August 1 944 consisted of nine divisions of the Nineteenth
Armv( 1) under command of General Wiese in the sector between
the .Italian frontier and the meridian of Touloiise. A. tenth

division, under command of the First German Army and charged
with the defence of the Loire - Bidassoa sector on the

Atlantic coast, was consid.ered likely to intervene, but did

not do so. As reserves, Wiese commanded, in addition to the

nine divisions, twenty battalions of the Ost Lei3;ion(2), two
brigades of the Krieg;smarine(3) .
artillery, several regiments of coastal artillery, a large

complement, an assortment of territorial formations(4)
and three Regiments of Luftwaffe personnel fighting as

infantry.

a regiment of assault

A. A..

German Ground Order of Battle in Southern France

Ibid Wiese divided his territory into three zones - west.
The western zone - the Languedoc coast -centre, east,

was controlled from Montpellier,’ the central zone of the

Lower Rhone from Taillade near Avignonj and the eastern
zone - the Provencal coast - from Dragmgnan. Seven divisions

covered the littoral: the eighth was deeply involved in the

struggle Y\rith the maquis of Savoy and the Isere.
11 th Panzer•Division (Armoured) was in process of transfer at
the time of the landings from First to Nineteenth Army and

was involved in the fighting as-it made its way from the
Albi - Castres - Cai-cassonne area to the focal area of the

The

Lower Rhone,

estimated by General de Lattre as not less than a quarter of

a million troops,

allowed their commander to leave the beaches only lightly
covered, holding his main forces in reserve for switch to

points of pressure.

The manpower available to General Wiese is

The dense and powerful coast defences
■s.

An authoritative order of battle for 15 August has
been found in a treatise based on the Armed Forces Operations
Staff reports and war diary. This gives on the right German
flanic IV Luftwaffe Field Corps, with 71 6th, 198th and 1 89th
Infantry Divisions under command; in the Rhone Valley,

Von Schramm's
Treatise on Geman
preparations for the
Invasion of France.
(Cabinet Office
Document Ref:
No. M.I.11/831)
P.5 - 1793 )

(l) H.Q. - Avignon.
(2) Mediocre, and mixed as regards nationality.
(3) Coastal defence units - good class troops.
(4) Security regiments, S.S. police regiments, country rifle

brigades, pioneers, Field Gendarmerie, signallers etc.
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LXXXVI Corps, with the 338th Infantry Division under command;
in the Marseilles area the 2hh-th Infantry Division:

progressing eastwards, the 2A2nd Infantr^/ Division, and the
14-8th Reserve Division as far as the Italian frontier.
Behind these, as reserve, the 11th Panzer Division:
back in the Grenoble area the 157th Reserve Division;
north of I^on a Garrison Division of foreign volunteers.

then,

further,

and

A review of the situation issued by the Armed Forces
Operations Staff(l) on 27 July anticipated a landing operation
in the near future, with the chances of location calculated
at the ratio of 4 : 5: 1 against the French coast, Liguria and
the Adriatic. Although it was necessary to reinforce both
the first two areas, no aid was forthcoming. Although the
Italian theatre command, as well as Hitler himself, inclined
to a belief that Liguria was the m.ost likely objective, the
High Command made dispositions favouring the Southern Prance
theory. On 3 Axogust, an order was issued on the defence of
the I'ranco-Italian frontier. The break-through in Normandy,
it w"as thought,' suggested a landing in Southern Prance, not in
Italy. The appearance of French troops in the reserve group
on Corsica, the increase of landing craft in that island's
harbours, (reported by air reconnaissance), systematic air
raids on radar stations and gun positions east of Marseilles,
added to the heavy Allied air raids on roads and railways in
the Rhone Valley and on the ports of Marseilles, Toulon and
St. Raphael, strengthened the conclusions of the High Command
that a landing in Southern Prance was highly probable.

Material for improving defences was in short supply and
work begun could not be continued while the north-western
front held priority. Troops were given up to the major front
in June, leaving a gap between Montpellier and the Spanish
frontier undefended. Three exhausted divisions(2) were moved
in there during July and on 15 July the 11th Panzer Division
was ordered into the Narbonne - Carcassonne - Montauban area

to hold the partisans in check. On 27 July, the 9th Panzer
Division was ordered to Normandy. On 21 July, the German
Navy's insistence resulted in an order to suspend all demoli
tions in Toulon and Marseilles,
themselves.

The Germans needed the ports

Report by Army
Group- G to O.B.
Yfest.

0130 hrs.

13 August 44.

The German High Command was quick to pin-point the
pattern of Allied air attacks. It was reported on 13 August
that the first phase of Allied preparations had just concluded
with the destruction of the Rhone and Var bridges. Army
Group G thereupon supposed there would be a landing between
the Rhone and the 'Var. in the next few days;
from. North African ports and landing craft were in sufficient
strength at Ajaccio to lift one division(3).
state of alarm was ordered for the Nineteenth Army.
1-l,.th, Paiige..r Division was ordered to move speedily into the
Nimes - Arles - Ollioules area.

convoys had sailed

The second

The

Should there be firmer signs
of a landing between the Rhone and Var, the 1 98th Infantry
Division was to move in behind this sector.
indicated 15 August as the invasion date and the Cornmander-in-
Chief West's appreciation of the situation led to the same

Rumours

conclusion. The Allies did land on 15 Aug\jst. The only
remaining to Nineteenth Army was the 11th Panzer

On 13 August, the task of Army Group G was clearly

reserve

Division. ■

(l) Wehrmachtfuhrungsstab.
(2) 716th, 198th and 353rd Infantry Divisions.
(3) They lifted three divisions.
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defined as the defence of the southern coast of Prance against
invasion.

As many of the Germans considered a landing even more
probable on the Ligurian coast than in the South of Prance,
any consideration later of the question of surprise will be

impossible unless the order of battle in Liguria is now given;
for both sectors were, to the Germans, alternative danger
points on one invasion belt.

German Ground Order of Battle in Liguria

An important parallel existed at the time, unknown to the
The Mediterranean Allied Command, has been

O.K.W.P.St.

records of the

Italian Theatre
opposing commands,
seen as practically unanimously in favour of continuance of

the war in Italy, with probably amphibious landings in LiguriaPt.11.3 Cabinet

Document (German), or the Adriatic and progress through to Germany by way of the
It thought Dragoon to be an unreasonableHungarian plain,

diversion, but, compelled by higher authority to incline, it

conceived its plan, massive and pessimistic, and used its

knowledge of German s\isceptibilities of a landing in Ligiiria
to good advantage,
land in Liguria, but they could at any rate persuade the
Germans that that was their intention.

The Mediterranean forces could not now

On the German side, examination of their records shows a

parallel difference of opinion. The Italian theatre command

looked at things from, an Italian viewpoint and related all

things to the land battle. How could the Allies fail to

seize the opportunity their strength and reserves afforded
them of landing behind the Italian front, thus cutting off the

entire Army Group C? If military and political factors were

of any importance, then the chances of victory a landing in

Liguria afforded were too great to be ignored. The
High Command more correctly adjudged the tactical signs of a

landing in the South of Prance. They were only partially
taken in by the elaborate air/naval deception operations.
Their intelligence served them well.

The following will show the course of local reactions to

the threat against the Ligurian coast, initiated by Hitler and

supported by local fears, but, curiously, not shared to the

same extent by the generals of the High Command.

Many, including Hitler, had long anticipated a large-
scale landing in the Genoa - Leghorn area. These apprehen
sions increased anew in June, when unmistakeable signs of

enemy preparations for a landing in the Western Mediterranean
became apparent. On 11 June, Hitler ordered accelerated
strengthening of the defence works in this area and troop
reinforcements. He ordered a divisionC"') to strengthen
Upper Italy in such fashion that they were prepared for a

landing either side of Genoa. Another division(2) was to be
stationed in the Genoa - Leghorn area. On 17 June,
Pourteenth Army took over the West coast of Italy, with

LXXV Army Corps under command. On 25 June, elaborate
measures, taken to guard against a landing and to protect his

right flank in Italy, were announced by Kesselring.

The Ligurian coast defences were then strengthened by
four new Italian Republican Pascist divisions. The commander

(1 715th Infantry Division.

34th Infantry Division.(2
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of Arny Liguria was announced on 3 August as Marshal Graziani -
the Republican War Minister - He was determined to use his
authority so as to bring about the fulles'c possible active
collaboration of his forces in the fighting and decided these
new divisions were to be used in Liguria.
Von Zangen was absorbed by C-raziani and its
relegated to a minor post.

Army Groun
commander

By the beginning of August, two Italian divisions had
arrived on the Ligurian coast. As reserves, behind the
coast, there were the Luftwaffe Storm Regiment, at La Spezia,
and the .Jjfth Inf an try. Divis i on. Information came through on
10 August that it was believed the Allies planned an attack
west of the Ligurian port of Savona, in the rear areas of
which he would find ample scope for tank warfare,
defences of this coast were regarded as deficient.
Kesselring declared, on 10 August, that forces mu^t be
disposed in the interior areas as to be available, if need
arose, for throwing out to the Adriatic. Towards the middle
of August, three more battalions were drafted to the
threatened coast. The Franco - Italian border was explored
against the possibility of a landing in Southern Prance,
regiments of ̂ th Panzer Grenadier Division were drafted to
GenoaU;. On 13 August a circular from Hitler's H.Q.
considered occupying the Green (or Gothic) Line in good time
and pressing on with the works there:
troops for defence against

The

so

Two

this would release

^  ̂ - landing. The General H.Q. of
^V Amy Corps_^ took over command of the 4th Italian and
4.2nd Infantry Diyis3,ons. on the Ligurian coast. On 14 August,
troops moved into the area of the Pranco-Italian frontierC?) „

(1) Order of Battle, Army Liguria 10 Aug. 44
LKXV Corns

Battle Group Meinhold (l35 Fortress Brigade and
(Italian coastal units.

Monte Rosa Mountain Division
San Marco Infantry Division

42 Jaeger Rifle Division (Genoa)
34 Infantry Division

It is important to note the consistency of Kesselring's
attitude. He regarded the landings as directed to turn
his ovvn front rather than to assist the Allied battle in
Northern Prance and took energetic measures to meet a
possible attack through the Alps on his western boundary.
Ijffl/’ Corps yfas given the command in this area after
D Day, with under it two infantry divisions (148th and

)  out off in France from their parent
formation 1_2.th Army, and the 90th Panzer Grenadier
Division. The first two fell back without much contact:
the last cleared the Alpine passes of partisans.

(2)
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TfiE FRENCH RESISTANCE MOVE!,ENT

Mediterranean Air Supply to the F.F.I,^'^)

The supply of the French Resistance movement in Southern
France with arms, equipment and instructors had been a growl
ing commitment of the Mediterranean Air Forces since the

first landings in Italy, After a winter of costly experi
ment and bad weather, the effort was progressively stepped up
to such an extent that, just prior to Operation Dragoon, four

squadrons(2j and one flight were more or less permanently
engaged on this work. An indication of the volume of the

effort is the fact that the two most active squadrons made

one thousand six hundred and sixty one sorties bet'^reen them,
of which one thousand and ninety four were successful.(3)

History of

Special Opera
tions (Air) in
the

Mediterranean

theatre.

Allied High Commandos Appreciation of Military Role of F.F.I.
in Dragoon

Quite apart from the desirability of enhancing the
effectiveness of the French contribution to Allied ams as a

whole, it was clear that, on the eve of Operations Overlord
and Dragoon, the large number of compact, disciplined and
sometimes well-armed units in the interior could, if correctly
exploited, assist the progress of our forces by the seizing
of tactical positions, sabotage, target indicating and the
harassing of enemy lines of communications.

S.C.A.F.53

23 June 44
This showed up in Allied deliberations on the highest

General Eisenhower reported favourably on assistancelevel,

by the F.F.I, in the early phases of Overlord and considered
their assistance in the South of France would, by virtue
their strength - long maintained iiitact in mountainous areas, -

He undertook to

.n

Ox

s.SSI30 be more effective than anywhere else.
1 July 44 furnish all practicable supplies (in addition to aid from

the Mediterranean) so as to develop the Resistance to maximum.
Meeting 340(2+4) General Marshall(3) said the success of the French Resistance
(Special) (2) had so fai' exceeded .expectations that, combined with the
17 June 2f4 German fear of other landings in N.¥. Europe it was considered

to have stretched enemy resources to a point at which it was
impossible for him to move any substantial reserves to the
Overlord area,

first importance
and pointed out the need for more aircraft for the task,

its plan for airborne operations. Force I63 kept two French
para-battalions and a Bataillon de Choc for dropping into
resistance group areas in the later stages of operation
Dragoon.

Minutes of

Meeting SAC/2f4
16 June 2+4

Air Marshal Slessor considered it 'of the

to expand the scale of support to the F.F.I.
I

In

P/179 (Final)
A.F.H.Q.
25 June 2(4.'

(1 French Forces of the Interior.

No.624 Squadron (Br.) Halifaxes/Liberators/Stirlings.
No.885 Squadron (U.S.) Liberators,
No, 36 Squadron (Br.) Wellingtons.
No.267 Squadron (U.S.) Dakotas.
Lysander Flight (Br.)
They dropped a gross tonnage of 1956 tons and 578
personnel.
He planned to arm an additional 53,000 men by 1 August
with material borne in 2OO-3OO U.S.S.T.a.F. aircraft
from the U.K.

Of the Combined Chiefs of Staff Committee.

(2

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Pacts about the Prench Resistance Movement

So much fiction has been written and spoken about the
Prench Resistance Movement that a few lines on the actual

situation are necessary to support the statement that it was
a military reality at the time and that air action was

carried out to maintain and develop it. Speaking numerically,
the closest approximation to the actual number of men and

women engaged in the various elements at that time may be
gauged from the figures quoted by General de Lattre de Tassigny.r
in his ’History of the Pirst Prench Army*.('l)
137>000 roen were, he states, enrolled in the Pirst Prench

Army after the landings. A large number remained as
civilians.

Altogether

Histoire de la

Ire Armee

Prancaise

G-en, de Lattre

PIon, Paris

1949

There were several separate large formationsC^) in the
Resistance under the central internal controlling influence
of the Comite National de la Re'sistance, The B.R.C.A.

(see footnote) had divided Prench territory into military
regions', designated by the letter R.(3)
occupation line of demarcation,

used.(A;

I south of the old

North of that line, other
Of the two elements mainly affecteletters were d

by air supply from the Mediterranean, the Alpine elements
contained a hard core of trained array survivors of 19A0 -

the South-west elements were heterogeneous, but no less
militant.

Air Support Organisation

Until the ground forces made contact with the Maquis,
the provision of supplies and equipment to them was the

responsibility of Mediterranean Allied Air Porces, There

after, it was to be handed over to Mediterranean Tactical
Air Porce, An officer was assigned for liaison betvireen
this latter formation and G-eneral Cochet, head of the

Resistance Groups. Requests from these Groups were to be

dealt with on lines resembling normal Army requests whenever

practicable, although no separate force to deal with such

requests v/as formed. The boundary between General Cochet

in the South of Prance and General Koenig in the North was to

be the same as that between A.P.H.Q. and S.H.A.E.P.

Relations with General de Division (Air) Cochet were
regularised. There was to be direct liaison and consulta
tion between him and Porce I63. The primary task of the
P.P.I. became the sux^port of Anvil-Dragoon. There were

discussions of a planw^ put forward by the Prench for an

early airborne drop in the Vaucluse area; this was shelved

Minutes of Meeting
in Office of C.-in-

C., MAAF on
Assistance to

Resistance lit Jly hh
(AH3.II.J.1/90/29B),

H.A.A.F. to C.G.

M .A

ACF/S.2;32/Ops.
11 JlT 11.

■ A ■F.

p/188 (Pinal)
A.P.H.Q. Med.
Joint Planning
Staff
18 July 14

(1 Paris PIon 19A9
A.S.: Armee Secrete.
P.T.P.P.:
O.R.A.:
Q.G.M.:
B.R.C.A.:

• • • •

Pranc-Tire

A lively, first-class narrative.
(2

urs et Partisans Prancais.
Organisation de Resistance de 1'Armee,
Organisation Civile et Militaire,

Bureau Centrale de Renseignements et
d'Action.

C.O.M.A.C.: Comite Militaire de I'Armee Clandestine.
C.N.R.; Comite National de la Re'sistance.
R.1. - Lyon; R.2, - Marseille; R.3. - Languedoc,
La Lozere et I'Aveyron, Pyrenees Orientales; R.4. ~
Toulouse: R.5. - Limousin; R.6, Centre; etc,
A, - North; B - La. Vendee et le Box'delais; D - Ea.st
Prance: M - Bretagne et Normandie; P - Bassin Parisien,
Operation Caiman, intended to aid a Maquis rising.

(3)

(O

(5)
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impracticable. )
coTiunand was enlarged to include certain airborne eletiients or

the Special Operations Executive and the Office of Strategical
Services and elements of the French army (although he did
not control aircraft, supplies or communications.) Op
combat on a large scale being out of the question, activities,
based on the closest possible-co-ordination with air opera
tions, were to be confined to sabotage and guerilla v,arfare.

On 27 July kJ+, General -Cochet'sas

en

Effect of Intelligence from F.F.I. on Seventh Army Plans

Colonel

paid two clandestine visits to General Ritch’s H.Q. at

Naples. He gave details of the efficacious work of the
organised maquis in the Savoy and Dauphine areas and of how

they had reduced the German defence system in those areas

to such a state of weakness that they were incapable of

putting up any serious resistance to an attack in force
Xt would be quite feasible, he submitted, for the Seventh
Army to bring off a successful coup in the Grenoble - Lyon -
Bellegarde triangle.

Zeller,(3) chief of the P.P.I. Alpine sector,Gen. de Lattre

The army plan was modified in conformity, but as the
whole temper of the time estimates was pessimistic, insuf

ficient weight was allocated to a move which might otherwise

have proved decisive. The very fact, however, that such a

state of affairs was available for exploitation at a critical

moment does much to Justify the long months of what often

seemed fruitless work by the air organisation. Time and

again aircrews had reported mission failures owing to the

apparent failure of the maquis to show the pre-arranged light
signals, Maquis records on the other hand confirm that
lights were lit but not seen by aircrews. But by the use

of powerful Krypton lamps and other improved devices the

service was, with the help of better weather, brought to a

far more desirable pitch of efficiency.

(1) In the event the rate of progress far exceeded expecta
tions,

to land troops f’rom heavy bombers in the Avignon area
was also dropped,
A detachment known as S.P,0,C, (Special lEoJects Opei'a-
tion Centre),
Alias ’Joseph',

Another plan.Such a plan was unnecessary.

(2)

(3)
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OPEPJ.TION MmL later DRAGOON

AIRCR/a^T GAJijAEER TASK FORCE 88

FLUNG- PROGRAiaffiS

These were divided into if parts.

Task Group 88,1
Task Group 88,2
Spotting Missions.
Support Missions.

In the Aircraft Carrier Force Operations Orders, fl5d.ng
programra.es vrere given for several days.

In the event, only the programme for D Day (given here)
was adhered to, owing to unforeseen developments in the course
of the battle, but succeeding px-ogrammes were related to the
programme for D Day.

Part 3 “ Spotting missions - has been omitted from these
notes as of minor interest.

1.

2.

3.
if.

N.B.

Fighter patrol patterns for D Day and thereafter are
given in the Narrative,

On days subsequent to D Day, mission direction’s were not
usually received until about 0300 hours on the day to which

they applied. Detailed programmes to meet the directions
were passed out to carriers at O5OO hours dally on VHF’ Inter

F.D.O. This took 15 minutes to pass to all five carriers in

Group 1,

Reference A.H.B. ll S.I/35.
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FLYING FEDGRAMiyE D DAY PART 1 TASK GBOIIP 88,1
W

aw

VJl Serial Time Attacker Khedive SearcherEmperor Pursuer
MD H
-vj
-F-

KI
1  054-5

o

(a) Off 4 P/B
(b) Off 4 Force Cover

(a) Off 4 F/B
(b) Off 4 Spot

o

Off 4 f/b (a) Off 4 f/b
(b) Off 2 ̂ ot

2  0600 3
03 c+

3  o6io

Off 4 f/b4  0625

Off 4 f/b5  064D

6  0655 Off 4 f/b
a

K)o

On Serial 2 (a) On Serial 2 (a)On Serial 27  0715 Off 2 Spot

On Serial 2 (a)

Off 4 F/B Off 4 f/b .
On Serial 4

8  0740 Off 4 Force Cover

9  0755 On Serial 5

2 Tac/R on call On Serial 2 (b) On Serial 1

Off 4 F/B Off 4 f/b10 0810 On Serial 6 Off 4 Spot Off 2 Spot

Off 4 f/b
On Serial 8

11 . 0835 Off 4 f/b On Serial 2 (b)On Serial 8 On Serial 2 (b)

Off 4 F/b Off 4 f/b'12 0900

Off 4 f/b
On Serial 10

13 0925 On Seria.l 10

Off 4 f/b
Off 4 Force Cover On Serial 7

) ) ))



)\ )) » -

FLYING PROGRAIyaffi D DAY PART 1 (Contd.) TASK GROUP 88.1O
in

VD

Serial Time Attacker Khedive Emperor Pursuer Searcher
-p-

On Serial 8 and 11095014 On Serial 11

ro

VO 15 1015 On Serial 12 On Serial 12 Off 4 Spot Off 2 Spot

16 1040 On Serial 13 On Serial 10 On Serial 10On Serial 13

17 1105

1130 Off 4 Force Cover

19 1155 On Serial 13

(a) Off 2 Spot
(b) Off 4 Force Cover

20 1220 2 Spot on call
H9

On Serial 1821 1245 On Serial 15 On Serial 15

22 Off 8 Beach Cover1310

23 1335

24 1400

4 F/B on call (a) Off 4 Force Cover
(b) 2 Spot on call.

25 14^5 Off 2 spot
H

hvl
26 On Serial 20 (a)

and (b),
1450 On Serial 22

o
o

3
d-

27 1515 Off 8 Beach Cover



PAia 1 (Contd.) task GROIjp 88.1o
D3 It
vjn

Khedive Emperor Pursuer ■ SearcherSerial Time AttackerVO

•F-

28 15¥3

a
160529 o

o
3
<rt-

(a) Off A Force Cover
(b) 2 Spot on call

PL.
1630 Off 2 Spot30

On Serial 25 (a)1655 Off 8 Beach Cover31 On Serial 25

32 1720 On Serial 27

Off A f/b Off A f/b33 17A5
o

■ro
1810

H3
3A

a) Off 2 Spot
b) 2 Spot on call

1835 Off 8 Beach Cover35 Off A Force Cover On Serial 31

Off A f/b
On Serial 33

Off A f/b
On Serial 33

On Serial 30 (a)36 1900 On Serial 30

37 1925 Off A Force Cover

38 1950 On Serial 35

On Serial 3639 2015 Off A Force Cover
On Serial 36

Off A Force Cover

AO 20AO On Serial 37 On Serial 35

On Serial 35 (a)2105A1 On Serial 39 On Serial 39

k

/ )) )
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ELYING PROGRAMS D DAY PART 2 - TASK GROUP 88,202

Ul
VO

Tulagi (USN)Serial Time Kasaan Bay (USN)-vi
Hunter (eh) Stalker (RN)

Off 4 p/b1 0545

Vm

o6oo2 Off 4 p/b Off 2 Spot
Off 4 Force Cover

Off 4 Spot

06103 Off 4 p/b

06254

06Aj0 Off 4 p/b5

6 0655 On Serial 1 Off 4 p/b Off 4 Spot Off 2 Spot
Off 4 Force Covero

o
Ul

7 0715 On Serials 2 and 3 On Serial 2 On Serial 2 H3

8 071*0

9 0755 On Serial 5 On Serial 6 (a) Off 2 spot
(b) 2 Tac/R on call

(a) Off 4 Spot
(b) Off 4 Force Cover .

10 0810
On Serial 6 On Serial 6

P=-

0835 Off 6 Spot11
Off 4 Force Cover

12 0900
On Serial 9 (a) On Serials 9(a) and (b)

13 0925
Off 4 Force Cover

o

14 0950 o

3On Serial 11
c+-



flyiuCt moamam d day - part 2 (oonta.) - task &roup 88.2w
03

VJI
VO

stalker (EM)Hunter (BIT)Kasaan Bay (HSN)Tulagi (USN)Serial Time
-r

~vl

Off 4 Force Cover101515
oVjJ
o

IV)

Off 2 Spot
On Serial 13

316 Off if Spot1040 c+

Pi

Off 4 Force CoverOn Serial 1117 1105

Off 8 E/P On Serial 1518 Off 2 Spot
2 Spot on call

1130

On Serial 16 Off 4 Force Cover19 1150

i
On Serial 1720 1220o o^

1-3
)-3

Off 8 e/p
On Serial I8

Off 4 Force Cover21 1245

Off 8 Beach Cover22 On Serial 191310

23 1335 2 Spot on call Off 2 Spot

Off 4 h/p
On Serial 18 (a)

Off 4 e/p24 1400 Off 4 Force Cover On Serial 21

(a) Off 2 Spot
(b) 2 Spot in call

25 -1425 On Sei-ial 21

26 1450 On Serial 22 Off 4 Force Cover On Serial 23

Off 8 E/p
On Serial 24

Off 8 Beach Cover

On Serial 24

27 1515 On Serial 24

) )>;
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FLYING ER0GRA1.GVE D DAY - PABT 2 (Contd.) - TASK GROUP 88,2t)
m

Stalker (EET)Hunter (EN)Kasaan Bay (USW)Tulagi (USN)Serial Timeva

t:
Off 4- Force Cover28 1543

On Serial 26160529

(a) Off 2 Spot
(b) 2 Spot on call

Off 4 Force Caver163030

On Serial 28Off 8 Beach Cover1655 On Serials 25 and 2731

Off 4 e/f
On Serial 27

Off 4 e/p Off 4 Force Cover32 1720

On Serial 3017453^i o

o

Off 8 E/P Off 8 Beach Cover Off 4 Force Cover181034 H9

1-3

(a) Off 2 Spot
(b) 2 Spot on call

On Serial 321835 On Serial 3135

36 On Serial 32 Off 4 Force CoverOn Serials 30 and 321900

Off 8 E/p On Serial 34On Serial 3437 1925

hi38 Off 4 Force Cover1950
H

On Serial 362015 On Serial 3439

Ki
On Serial 3740 2043

o
o

On Serial 382105 On Serial 35a41
C+
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FLYING PROGRAMMES D DAY PAST L

AHM SUPPORT ~ TASK GROUPS 88.1 and 88„2

TOT OH

OFF PATROL

TIME

AIR

CRAFT
BOMBSONSHIP

0600 0620 2 - 250 Coast d.efsnces and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets '
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special tar-gets
Coast defences' and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Coast defences and

special targets
Sisteron railcuts
to Pertuis

Sisteron railcuts
to Pertuis

Pertuis railcuts to

Aix

0715Searcher h-

060C 06if0 0715 2 - 2504Pursuer

06550610 2 - 2504 0545Tulagi

0600 0625 0715 1 - 2504Emperor

0610 0640 0715 2 - 2504Kasaan Bay

0640 0700 0755 2 - 2504Tulagi

0655 0715 2 - 25007554Kasaan Bay

0600 0620 0715 1  - 1000It It
4

0600 0635 0715 1 - 5004Attacker

0625 0650 0740 1  - 5004Khedive

0640 0755 1 - 50007054Attacker

0655 0810 1 - 50007204Emperor

0800 0835 1  - 5004 0740Attacker

08350800 1  - 5004 0740Khedive

0810 0830 0925 1  - 5004Attacker

0810 O83O 0925 1 - 5004Khedive

1 - 5000835 0900 09504Emperor

0835 0900 0950 1  - 5004Khedive

1015 1 - 5000900 0930Attacker

1  - 50010150900 09304Emperor

1 - 500.10400925 10004Attacker

102f0 1 - 5000925 10004Khedive

P/P8 1130 1200 1245Kasaan Bay

1425 r/p8 1245 1330It It

r/p15151400 1430Tulagi 4

4Kasaan Bay

Ifesaan Bay

Tulagi ^
Kasaan Bay

Aix area railcutsR/P1600

1800

8 1720
1900

1515
tt IfIt

E/P17204
4
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FLYING IPO&PJaCvES D DAY FART L (Contd.)

AHMY SUPPORT - TASK GROUPS 88.1 and 88,2

TOT OR

PATROL

TIlvIE

AIR

CRAFT
BOMBSOFF ONSHIP

1830 1900 Avignon railcuts to
Miramis

Arles railcuts to

Miramis

Meyrarques railcuts.
to Draguignan
Meyrarques railcuts
to Draguignan
Patrol C.Benat to

St. Maxime 6-9000 ft
6-9000 ft.
Patrol G.Benat to

St. Maxime

6-9000 ft.
Patrol G.Benat to

St. Maxime

6-9000 ft.
Patrol C.Benat to

St. Maxime

6-900 ft.
Patrol St. Maxime

to Gap Roux.
6-9000 ft.
Patrol St. Maxime

to Gap Roux
6-900 ft.
Patrol St. Maxime

to Cap Roux.
6-9000 ft.
Pdtrol St. Maxime

to Cap Roux.
6-9000 ft.

4 1745 1  - 50Attacker

Khedive

Tulagi
4

e/p8 1810 19251900

1900 1930 2015 1  - 500A.ttacker

IGiedive

Kasaan Bay

4

4

r/p6 20A01925 2000

1330/8 1-4501310Emperor
1415

1545/8 1515 1720Pursuer

1630

1730/1655 18358Emperor
1815

1915/
2000

8 1835 2040Pursuer

1330/8 14501310Tulagi
1415

1545/ 16558 1515Tulagi
1630

1730/16558 1900Kasaan Bay
1815

1915/
2000

8 202+01310Kasaan Bay

t
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